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Preface
THE SMALL ARMS PLAGUE
During the 1990s, millions have died in armed conflicts and in their immediate aftermath. Most of the victims have been
civilians. And most of them have been killed by small arms such as automatic rifles, submachine guns, grenades and other
weapons that a single person can easily carry and use.
The widespread availability of small arms is a global plague that rages more or less out of control. There is little systematic
information about it, though the suffering it causes is well understood. Not only are small arms the commonest weapons in
armed conflicts (as well as in crime and in political repression) – their very presence makes it hard for war-torn societies to
recover from conflict. The easy availability of small arms can make war more likely in tense situations, more vicious once
started, and harder to recover from once over.
This is a problem with many dimensions. There is both a legal and an illegal trade in small arms. One aspect that makes the
trade extremely difficult to monitor, let alone control, is the role of the middlemen – the brokers and the shipping agents,
the deal-makers who arrange for the shipment of quantities of small arms and associated military and paramilitary
equipment, sometimes new, sometimes second-hand. This is one part of the problem about which there is particularly little
information, and an aspect with which governments have not yet come to grips.
Arms brokers and gunrunners have been able to get hold of surplus stocks of weapons, no longer needed now that the Cold
War has ended. The globalization of trade,
communications and finance has enabled them to push the envelope of legality, and take advantage of the gaps within and
between national legal systems. Laws have not kept pace with their activities, so much of what arms brokers do takes place
within a grey zone of legality. And if one country has inconveniently stiff laws, arms brokers simply locate part of their
activities in a state that is more lax, exploiting the weakest links in the international chain.
The aim of this investigative and policy report is both to lift the veil on the world of arms brokers, and to suggest policies
that can address the problem. What is needed is international agreement to control and restrict the activities of arms
brokers, to close the gaps in the laws, to make sure they are as answerable to law as any other international trader.
Recent years have witnessed a growing international movement of nongovernmental organizations and some governments,
who have formed a coalition aimed at bringing under control the international transfer of small arms from one country to
another. The Norwegian Initiative on Small Arms Transfers (NISAT) was established in 1997, in the wake of the Ottawa
Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling,
Production and Transfer of Anti-personnel Mines and on their Destruction. The
organizations that constitute NISAT – Norwegian Red Cross, Norwegian Church Aid, the Norwegian Institute of
International Affairs, and the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo (PRIO) – joined other NGOs around the world in
recognizing small arms as the next great humanitarian campaign after landmines. The British-American Security
Information Council (BASIC) has been involved in research and lobbying on the small arms issue since 1994, when
BASIC established its Project on Light Weapons. Recently, BASIC has been one of the driving forces behind the
establishment of IANSA – the International Action Network on Small Arms – a global coalition of NGOs active on small
arms. BASIC, NISAT and PRIO have worked together to
produce this report.
The Arms Fixers is based on painstaking research over the past year conducted by Brian Wood and John Peleman, in which
they interviewed primary sources, compiled the evidence, and identified the patterns. On the basis of that close
examination of the problems, the authors make detailed proposals for controlling the activities of arms brokers worldwide.
Unless specifically stated, no individual, company or other entity mentioned in this report is considered to have
deliberately set out to contribute to
serious crimes, and information is presented by the authors merely to illustrate the nature of the problem and what
governments can do it address it.
NISAT and PRIO are grateful to the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs for its
financial support for NISAT activities, including the work for this report. The views expressed in this work are the authors’
own, and neither the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs nor the various organizations behind NISAT are responsible
for
empirical accuracy, nor views expressed here.
Martin Butcher
BASIC

Jan Egeland
NISAT

Dan Smith
PRIO
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Introduction
Arms brokers and transport agents locate arms as cheaply as possible. Then some send them by circuitous international
routes to the most conflict-torn countries and regions of human rights abuse in the world. This study looks at what they
do, and makes proposals for stopping it.
The brokers and transport agents studied here systematically use Europe as a staging post for deals in the rest of the
world, while also developing satellite posts with partners in other countries. Many authorities in Europe are of course
aware that some of their citizens and residents are involved as brokers and transport agents trading arms via third
countries to illegal and controversial destinations, but the most powerful governments – those who could set an example
– have failed to close the loopholes in their national laws. Lack of international trust and cooperation, political inertia,
public ignorance of the gravity of the problem, failure to develop professional law enforcement, and fear of the powerful
arms industry lobby – these are some of the reasons that allow this deadly situation to continue.
Most agents try to ensure that the activities they conduct are purely legal – but ‘legal’ often has little meaning, because
few states have strict laws and regulations specifically designed to control the international activities of such agents.
Home authorities tend to assume that their foreign arms deals are controlled from other jurisdictions. Some brokers and
transport agents in this study are shown to have arranged the ‘legal’ supply of arms to perpetrators of international
crimes against humanity and war crimes. They have been allowed to circumvent United Nations mandatory arms
embargoes and national arms control regulations, making a mockery of the rule of law.
Agents who broker and arrange the transport of arms outside their home countries, taking the profits through offshore
accounts, can easily locate cheap supplies of arms in states that lack the capacity to control arms exports and surplus
stocks properly, or whose governance is so weak that there is no manifest political will to exercise proper control. By
using increasingly global networks, these ‘fixers’ can find customers – some in governments, some not – who will buy
or barter small arms, light weapons and associated military equipment so as to engage in organized crime, suppress
political opponents and fight civil wars, regardless of the high proportion of civilian casualties.1 To cover up their trail –
for legal or purely ethical reasons, but also to
secure their future business prospects from unscrupulous customers – arms fixers
establish intricate international networks of sub-contractors, front companies and
devious transport routes. Some also use the same techniques for trafficking in other controlled or illegal goods.
A growing body of research and published literature is emerging to address the worldwide problem of small arms and
light weapons proliferation. Often, however, the analysis and policy solutions do not fully address the real world of
international small-arms dealers and the methods used to carry out arms transfers on the fringes of the law. The only
available data on international arms transfers concern those items sent or authorized from country A to country B. This
information may be adequate for tracking large conventional arms, but not for identifying who is behind much of the
modern trade in small arms. Moreover, most governments are insufficiently transparent about exports of small arms,
light weapons and paramilitary equipment, making it very difficult for independent researchers to uncover and reliably
document the hidden deals and complex routes used by arms fixers.
This study seeks to cast light on some recent cases of arms brokering and trafficking via third countries to regions of
violent conflict and serious human rights abuse. We want to describe the activities of arms brokers and trafficking or
transport agents (also known as shipping agents or brokers) and their associated sub-contractors, in order to examine
what measures governments can take to prevent such activities from contributing to serious violations of international
law. We also propose an agenda for change which includes a package of interdependent recommendations for priority
action by governments.
Research on this topic is difficult because secrecy is de riguer in the arms brokering and supplying business, especially
where illegitimate customers and controversial destinations are involved. Creating the documentation and laundering the
money is a skill that brokers deploy for this purpose. Experienced transporters and shipping agents, some willing to risk
their lives and freedom for a substantial undercover payment, are also central to the arms-fixing business; they try not to
leave accurate records, especially not about their paymasters. The cases in this study should be read with that in mind.

Into the 21st Century
During the Cold War, arms brokers and shippers developed outside the state system, but with close ties to competing
national security agencies. They were used to make covert arms transfers to politically favoured recipients of the major
powers. But with the growth of free markets in international finance and products, and changing technologies, a new
breed of arms fixers has broken away from informal reigns of the old patrimonial state security systems. They are
beyond control.
Arms brokering and trafficking have expanded virtually unchecked throughout and beyond the Cold War era. This

expansion seems set to continue into the next century unless governments can establish significantly better laws and
regulations, as well as administrative and law enforcement systems to address the problem. Most European countries
now have hundreds if not thousands of private brokering agents and companies that are registered or allowed to trade
internationally in military and security equipment. They have used the deregulated European common market to seek
opportunities to trade arms as part of the free transfer of goods within the European Union, and have taken advantage of
other international agreements, such as the NATO treaty, to circumvent stricter export and import controls.
A new wave of arms brokering and shipping agents has emerged in the 1990s, located in hitherto less-developed
countries. Learning the tricks of the trade from their counterparts in the better-off countries of Western Europe and
North America, such brokers and shippers have the comparative advantage of being closer to the zones of violent
conflict and hence to the demand side of the market for arms. Many in the new wave of brokers and trafficking agents
are retired or even serving military and security officers who have started up their own companies, or who go into
partnership with others with a business background. They might also be former employees of arms companies.2
Sometimes these dealers and operators have emerged from the procurement wing of armed opposition groups like the
Tamil Tigers. Alongside them are the growing band of private military companies that have a more specific arms
brokering and shipping role. One such company, Executive Outcomes, has been based in South Africa and registered in
the UK, but it was part of a wide international network of
corporate interests providing military services for mining interests.3
The international community has agreed to exercise restraint and caution in considering arms transfers that may
contribute to excessive and destabilizing accumulations of small arms and light weapons and ammunition.4 Powerful
Western governments, in particular, have led the calls for joint action to this end. 5 However, such calls for restraint and
caution are meaningless unless backed up by strict laws and regulations, and effective law enforcement – because, in the
real world, the senders and recipients of arms in countries chosen for business by unscrupulous brokers can be corrupt
officials, or regimes that grossly violate human rights, or even armed opposition or criminal groups.

Some Definitions
In this report, manufacturers of arms and arms dealers are defined as follows:
• Manufacturers develop, make, assemble, repair or convert small arms and light weapons and ammunition (and
components). In many cases, manufacturing operations involve co-production and other licensing arrangements
of an international nature.
• Dealers in arms engage in one of at least three types of commercial activity:
1. retailing and wholesaling, acting as a merchant buying and selling quantities of arms;
2. brokering, arranging or facilitating arms deals, so as to benefit materially from the deals, without necessarily
taking ownership of the arms;
trafficking, contracting transport facilities, carriers and their crew to deliver arms cargoes, ensuring that storage, ports
and routes are available to complete each deal, but not necessarily carrying out the actual transportation. Transport
agents making such arrangements include ‘shipping agents and brokers’, ‘freight forwarders’ and ‘charterers’.6
In the following we will focus on the second and third types of dealers, which are closely interdependent.7
For the purposes of this study, ‘arms’ may include all types of military, security and police equipment and services,
although many governments fail to include all such items. The focus here is on small arms, light weapons and associated
explosives and equipment; the generic term ‘small arms’ will be employed as shorthand to cover this wide range of
military and paramilitary equipment that is used in current civil wars, internal repression and violent crime.8 ‘Arms
transfers’ refers to all arms transferred outside the control of the state from which they are sent. All dollars are US
dollars.
If governments wish to argue that such arms dealers have legitimate activities, they must strictly regulate all three types
of arms dealing. Despite the millions of victims in the world who have suffered from the proliferation of small arms,
most governments have failed lamentably in their duty to provide such regulation.
__________________
1
International Committee of the Red Cross, Arms Availability and the Situation of Civilians in Armed Conflict (Geneva,
June 1999).
2
Ferial Haffajee, ‘New Black Guns Blast into Arms World’, Daily Mail and Guardian (South
Africa), 1 August 1997.
3
Journey Pictures, ‘The War Business’, Dispatches, Channel 4 Television, UK, April 1998.
4
United Nations General Assembly, resolution 52/38 J, 9 December 1997, endorsing the recommendations of a report
entitled ‘Small Arms’ prepared by a Panel of Governmental Experts.
5
See, for example, the statement by 21 like-minded states under the auspices of Canada and

Norway,‘An International Agenda on Small Arms and Light Weapons: Elements of a Common Understanding’, Norway
Information, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Oslo, July 1998; and the Brussels Call for Action, Conference on Sustainable
Disarmament for Sustainable Development, attended by over 100 government representatives and 300 others, hosted by
the Belgian Minister for Development Cooperation, October 1988.
6
‘Shipping’ can mean trafficking by sea, air or road. The vessels used are often leased or chartered. Some shipping
agents call themselves shipping brokers. The generic term ‘transport agents’ is used here unless a more specific
description is required. See Report by a Consultative Group of Experts on the feasibility of undertaking a study for
restricting the manufacture and trade of small arms to manufacturers and dealers authorized by States, contained in
Note by the Secretary-General, United Nations, A/54/160, 6 July 1999.
7
In its White Paper of July 1998 on Strategic Export Controls, the UK government defines brokering as ‘Acting, as an agent in putting a deal together between supplier and customer, or making the practical
arrangements for the supply of the goods.’
8
UN-agreed definitions: (a) small arms: include revolvers and self loading pistols, rifles and carbines, sub-machine
guns, assault rifles and light machine guns below 20 mm in calibre; (b) light weapons: include heavy machine guns over
20 mm in calibre, portable anti-aircraft guns, portable anti-tank guns and recoilless rifles, portable launchers of anti-tank
missile and rocket systems, portable launchers of anti-aircraft missile systems and mortars of less than 100 mm; (c)
ammunition and explosive devices used for the above (Paragraph 26 of the Report of the UN Panel of Government
Experts on Small Arms, UN Secretary General to the General Assembly, A/52/298, 27 August 1997). By ‘associated
military and paramilitary equipment’, we mean items commonly used to facilitate the movement, communications and
protection of warring parties, internal security forces and criminals who primarily use small arms and light weapons.
__________________
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Chapter 1
Arms Brokering Emerges from the Cold War
Most governments have been very slow to change their controls on small arms and light weapons to meet the new
economic, political and military
challenges of the post–Cold War period. In today’s complex global markets, more or less unregulated brokering agents
can fairly easily arrange international arms transfers by bringing buyers and sellers together in an atmosphere of
secrecy. The brokers do not necessarily buy and sell the arms themselves, but they make money from the transaction.
The more controversial the deal, the more they go to considerable lengths to disguise the payments. Brokers have to
make sure the arms are delivered, so they work closely in league with specialized transport agents. The latter make the
arrangements by air, sea and road; if the cargo route is legally questionable or
unsafe, the agent may engage in complex sub-contracting arrangements across several countries.
Under many existing national laws, international arms transfers are supposed to be initiated as a transaction only after an
exporting agent has obtained the approval of the home government. However, it is rarely necessary to obtain such
approval when the arms have been procured in a foreign country and do not enter the country in which the broker or
shipping agent resides. This means that the activities of arms brokers and their shipping agents can remain outside the
arms-control laws and regulations of their own country. This system was designed, often by default, around the time of
World War II, when almost all arms transfers were state-to-state.1Tracing the Roots
A look into the antecedents of modern arms brokering and shipping and its uses by senior authorities in powerful
Western states can shed some light on the failure to regulate those activities properly. In 1997, NATO’S SecretaryGeneral had to resign over a corruption scandal involving agents and brokers of Italian and French aircraft and
helicopter sales to the Belgian armed forces. In the 1980s, Swedish, Danish, British, German, French, Spanish, Belgian
and Dutch arms companies were exposed for their involvement in the ‘munitions cartel’ and the secret sale of hundreds

of tons of explosives and artillery to apartheid South Africa and the Iran–Iraq warring parties.2 The ongoing
confrontation with Iraq and several years of inspections of Iraq’s high-tech arsenal of weapons of mass destruction have
shown that anything can be acquired in the secret world of the global arms trade, and that hardly any arms-producing
country can claim its innocence.
Historically, state-owned companies and multinational companies have dominated the global arms business through
‘government-to-government’ contracts – although increasingly it is not government forces that have ended up with the
arms. The contacts between the supplying government and the client government would normally run through official,
though discreet, meetings involving business representatives and high-ranking military or embassy officials in the
countries involved in the transfer. More and more, however, governments started using the services of well-connected
and shrewd arms trade middlemen to establish personal contacts with the clients to create trust and obtain confidential
information so as to maximize benefits and arrange the complex contracts and safe delivery. Over the years, some of
these private middlemen have made fortunes in commissions, consultancy fees or bribes, especially when the deals involve fierce
competition among profit-hungry arms producers, or shipments to illegitimate, embargoed recipients.
The activities of a few famous arms brokers can illustrate their origins as agents for covert state security operations
during the Cold War, as well as their links to international organized crime. In the 1970s, the Northrop and Lockheed
bribery scandals erupted, involving companies that today are still listed among the world’s top-100 weapons producers.
Governments from the USA to the Gulf and Japan were rocked. Some of the brokers involved, such as Lockheed’s
agent for the Middle East, Adnan Khashoggi, remained actively involved in the rogue business after the scandals.
Khashoggi, who is thought to live in Spain, was once said to be one of the richest men on earth.3 Apart from his role in
the sale of aircraft to Saudi Arabia in the 1970s, Khashoggi turned out to be a key player in the Iran-Contra case. 4 He
was also a key figure in the US Senate report on the collapse due to fraud of the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International, 5 as well as to numerous smaller scandals involving the arming of dictatorships and of US-favoured
guerrilla movements in the Third World. In 1997, Thai authorities issued an international warrant for his arrest, in
connection with the near collapse of the Bangkok Bank of Commerce Khashoggi was wanted on charges of falsifying
documents and embezzling $77 million. 6
Recently, Rakesh Saxena, an acquaintance of Khashoggi and a former adviser to the Bangkok Bank, has been fighting
his extradition in Canada. While being ‘the most wanted man in Thailand’ according to Asiaweek,7 Saxena financed the
$10 million consignment of arms that were sent to UN-embargoed Sierra Leone by the British private military company
Sandline International, causing considerable embarrassment to the British government. 8
Another acquaintance of Khashoggi is the Syrian dealer Monzer Al-Kassar, described by the US Drug Enforcement
Administration as one of the most important figures in the international drug trade. The US Senate investigation on the
BCCI Affairs refers to Al-Kassar as a ‘Syrian drug trafficker, terrorist and arms trafficker’.9Al-Kassar was under
investigation in Switzerland for violating the arms embargo on Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 10 He was involved in
the ‘Irangate’ affair 11 and in the sale of weapons to Libya in 1983, was sought by Interpol for swapping weapons
supplied by the Italian mafia for drugs in 1977, and was suspected of supplying weapons to the commando group that
hijacked the Achille Lauro in 1985. 12 He was also named as a suspect in the terrorist attack on the passenger jet over
Lockerbie. 13 Recently, he was named in political scandals involving the president of Argentina 14 and the mayor of the
coastal resort of Marbella in Spain, where Al-Kassar – the ‘Prince of Marbella’–owned a large residence. 15
Already in the early years of the Cold War, intelligence services started using complex arrangements involving private
airlines for clandestine weapons shipments to disguise their operations. In time, independent arms brokers and shippers
simply copied these techniques, especially as the Cold War began to wane and former officers joined the private
security markets. Air America, one of the biggest private airlines in the 1960s, was secretly owned by the US Central
Intelligence Agency to camouflage its clandestine missions in Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia.16 Other such airlines
served the hidden agendas of the colonial powers during the wars of independence in Africa. Many of the pilots from
the Western war effort in Indochina in the 1960s later supplied the
favoured regimes and opposition groups in Central America, Africa, South Asia or the Middle East during the 1980s.
In 1998, the CIA released a report on the agency’s policy towards the US-backed Contra guerrillas in Nicaragua.17 It
revealed that at least ten privately operated airlines and crews were involved. The final report of the Walsh Commission
investigating the Iran-Contra affair also listed a few of the cargo companies involved in clandestine missions. 18 The
CIA also used privately operated aircraft to arm UNITA in Angola. It was almost inevitable that, over the years, many
of the pilots and operators of these secret missions would turn to business in the private sector and would simply apply
the same tricks of the trade independently, wherever they could earn more money.
The former Soviet Union was long believed to be less reliant on brokers and private players, but this was not always
true. Al-Kassar was as well connected in the Warsaw Pact countries as he was in NATO and allied countries. As soon as
the Berlin Wall came down, more light was shed on the private networks used by Moscow and its satellites. In

December 1989, angry East German citizens accompanied by TV camera crews stormed a highly guarded site near
Rostock and uncovered a huge secret arms and ammunition depot.19 The depot had been under control of IMES GmbH,
a little-known East German state company that was run by East Germany’s deputy foreign trade minister, Alexander
Schalck-Golodkowski.
The East German company had been a key part of an international smuggling network with secret bank accounts and
shell companies in West Germany, Switzerland and Liechtenstein. The IMES company name had been exposed in the
West back in 1985, when Swedish customs officials started investigating the activities of the ‘munitions cartel’
mentioned in the first section of this chapter. Some years later, Western intelligence agencies, including the US IranContra arms and money networks, used IMES and the East German structure for secret weapons supplies to guerrilla
movements in Central America.20 Schalck-Golodkowski had reportedly been involved in a massive, decade-long
smuggling operation of weapons, antiques and even drugs. 21 He was, however, only charged with the illicit import of
military and dual-use items into East Germany between 1986 and 1989 and with the embezzlement of rather small
amounts of foreign currency. He was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment in January 1996, and to 16 months’
imprisonment in 1997, respectively. 22 In April 1999, a higher court acquitted him on the latter of the two charges. 23
In Britain, David Stirling, founder of the Special Air Service (SAS), set up a company in 1967 called Watchguard, to
‘tackle really important military objectives which couldn’t be tackled officially because of questions in the House of
Commons’.24 It was registered on the island of Guernsey. He took his inspiration from Airwork Ltd, a subsidiary of the
British Commonwealth Shipping Company. Airwork was a private airline, specializing in aircraft maintenance, pilot
training and defence procurement and training. Between 1936 and 1954, Airwork trained some 35,000 air crew. By the
1980s it was employing 3,000 specialists, mostly on work for the UK Ministry of
Defence, and it had ferried special force personnel to trouble-spots in the Middle East, West Africa and Malaya. Its
anonymous charter flights and use of different names and uniforms sometimes appeared in the media. Airwork also
specialized in the ‘purchase of defence systems and the formulation of national defence policies’ in Commonwealth
countries.25 It was also accused of sanctions-busting operations in white-ruled southern Africa, providing 400 British
nationals to do maintenance work for the Rhodesian air force in the late 1960s. 26
By 1976, when Watchguard closed, the company was known in SAS circles as ‘Plan-a-War’. Clandestine UK arms
supply operations could also be subcontracted to a range of companies with SAS links. One was KMS Ltd., which was
contracted by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. In the wake of the ‘Irangate’ Tower Report, the
London Daily News commented: ‘KMS is no ordinary security company.’ According to White House documents and
Congressional Hearings, it ‘had a contract to supply air crews to fly arms to Nicaragua.’27 Other companies were Thor
Security Systems and J. Donne Holdings, both specializing in brokering and delivering supplies of military and security
equipment. The first managing director of Thor, established in 1976, was also a director of the Royal Ordnance
Corporation, one of Britain’s major arms and ammunition manufacturers. These UK companies set the scene for today’s
‘private military companies’ like Sandline International and Executive Outcomes.

The French Connection
Throughout the Cold War, French authorities made extensive use of business networks in the former French colonies to
transfer arms secretly. As the only world power with a permanent military presence in several ‘independent’ African
countries, successive governments in France kept a close eye on the arms supply and military support of its preferred
heads of state.
When discretion was needed in supplying political clients, the private networks of Jacques Foccart and the influential
lobbies and private intelligence structures of oil companies or French commodity traders could be activated. They tried
to make sure developments in the newly independent states would stay in line with the interests of the former colonial
power.28 Until his death in 1997, Foccart, the mysterious architect and broker of French Africa policy since de Gaulle,
maintained an obscure web of former intelligence and military experts for this purpose. These were people, often
recruited from the French Foreign Legion or veterans of the de-colonization war in
Algeria, who could be activated at any time.29 Usually when the interests of Paris or the French business community in
Africa were at stake, clandestine weapons shipments, the secret backing of unpopular leaders or the recruitment of
mercenaries could all be arranged through a convenient and quasi-private network.
In May 1999 one of the world’s most notorious mercenaries, Bob Denard, stood trial for his alleged involvement in the
assassination of the president of the Comoros in 1989.30 Denard, who had been involved in numerous operations and
coup attempts all over Africa, had mostly acted with the blessing of Foccart and, discreetly, of the French presidency,
according to his version of the facts. 31 In recent years, French
brokers, or decommissioned special force officers, have acted more independently and have incorporated themselves,
competing with US, British, Portuguese, South African, Israeli or Russian private military-supply networks. The recent

allegations involving the oil giant Elf Aquitaine’s brokering role in several major weapons transactions in France only
add another chapter to the long list of scandals.32
Another spectacular case came before a Paris court in 1998 when a Portuguese arms dealer – with a company registered
in Britain – was seeking payment of $3 million for his role in a sanctions-busting transaction to South Africa during the
apartheid era. He claimed to have brokered the sale of military helicopters to the Pretoria regime from French arms
producer Aerospatiale, involving the Portuguese aerospace producer Ogma and Armscor, the state arms company in
South Africa. The Portuguese dealer said he had arranged the smuggling of crates of helicopter engines and rotors from
France, via Portugal, to embargoed South Africa in 1989, but had never received his 10% commission.33 Such networks
spawned a generation of South African arms
brokers who have plied their trade in Africa and beyond.

Small Arms and Mr Cummings
At the low-tech level of arms brokering, the international trade was long dominated by a US- and British-based trading
company, the International Armament Corporation, better known as Interarms. The sole owner of the company, Samuel
Cummings, was a former CIA agent who used his connections to run the operations from the time he set up the
company in the USA in 1953 until his death in April 1998.34
Cummings began brokering private arms deals, buying and selling small arms at the age of 26. He later started
subsidiaries in the UK, Canada and elsewhere. He made his first millions by buying surplus weapons left over from
World War II in Europe and shipping them to the newly independent states of Africa, Latin America and the Far East.
By 1960 Cummings was the most important private arms dealer in the world, boasting he could arm, within 24 hours,
half a million men. Between 1953 and 1968, he bought more than 4.5 million guns and 500 million rounds of
ammunition from European stocks. Most of his clients were Third World governments; he developed personal
friendships with numerous dictators and heads of state, generating a turnover estimated at US $80 million each year
from buying and selling pistols, rifles, submachine guns and hand grenades.
Cummings was prepared to sell to anyone. He claimed never to have broken the laws of the USA and the UK, where his
headquarters were based – which itself is an indication of how loose the laws have been. He was caught only once for
breaking an
embargo, when he brokered a deal for Pakistan in 1965. The shells were flown from West Germany to Iran and then
sent to Pakistan ‘for repair’.35
In 1968, the US government passed the 1968 Gun Control Act prohibiting the importation of military weapons.
Anticipating the ban before it went into effect, Interarms went on a global buying spree that enabled Cummings to keep
his US operations thriving for many years. When the ban finally came into effect, Cummings had some 700,000 small
arms stored in his warehouses in Alexandria, Virginia. Interarms also supplied the massive American sports shooting
market. Among Cummings’ most profitable deals were the US franchises for Uzi sub-machine guns, and pistol sales for
the Walther company in Germany. In the 1980s, the US Customs Service conducted a probe into the way in which the
Walther pistols were being marketed, but all charges were eventually dropped36

Changing Old Assumptions
The increasing globalization of trade and electronic info-commerce make it easier than ever for experienced arms
dealers and operators to circumvent national arms control systems and to exploit the weakest links in a fragile
international regulatory chain. Globalization has enabled the aviation industry to move away from traditional public
ownership and regulation. Cross-border mergers between airlines, marketing alliances, leasing, chartering, franchising
and offshore registration of fleets, crews and companies all make it very difficult to monitor and regulate the airspace
and freighting
industry. Brokers and shipping agents have become skilled exploiters of these new market realities.
The news media and public are also increasingly aware that arms – especially small arms and light weapons – are being
allowed to fall into the hands of violent criminal gangs, as well as unauthorized, unaccountable, untrained, and
irresponsible soldiers and police. TV and radio broadcasts all too often recount horrific atrocities and
preventable abuse carried out with small arms. As a result, nongovernmental humanitarian and other organizations
working in the field are calling out, more frequently and vociferously, that loopholes in arms control systems and arms
embargo regulations must be closed without delay. Some governments have acknowledged that they need to take proactive steps to provide a more effective regulatory system, but the majority still hesitate to rein in the arms brokers and
their shipping agents.
When challenged, several powerful Western governments have retorted that these loopholes are not their problem –

because arms export cargoes ‘should’ be checked and approved by the authorities in the sending country as well as by
authorities in the territory of trans-shipment or transit, and finally in the recipient country. However,
officials do acknowledge that, in the real world, senders and recipients of arms in countries chosen for business by
unscrupulous brokers may turn out to be corrupt
officials, or regimes that grossly violate human rights, or even armed opposition or criminal groups.
It is increasingly recognized that the real economic cost to arms-exporting countries of such activities can be measured
in terms of lost export markets, lost opportunities for new productive investment abroad by civilian companies, and
squandered development and relief assistance. This loss of potential income is massive compared to the very small
income accruing from sales of cheap arms, much of it regarded as surplus. The World Bank estimated that armed
conflict in Africa was responsible for poverty of at least 250 million people – nearly half the population of the
continent.37 This phenomenon is replicated, to a lesser degree, in other regions that also face chronic
problems of economic underdevelopment, armed conflict and violent crime.
Perhaps the worst-affected region has been Central Africa, from Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda across the Democratic
Republic of Congo, to Angola and the Congo Republic (Brazzaville). Arms trafficking and direct military intervention
in this region have become interlinked with those in neighbouring regions, including the Horn of Africa, Southern
Africa and West Africa. Governments and armed opposition groups there bear responsibility for targeting civilians
through acts of reprisal killing, arbitrary
arrest, abduction and torture. The most common weapons used in these crimes are small arms and associated equipment
such as air and road military transport vehicles. Over the past five years, these items have flowed to the perpetrators of
international crimes in Central Africa from over 20 member-states of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE), as well as from certain other states, such as China, Israel and South Africa.38 Recent arms and
equipment supplies have occurred in disregard of appeals by the governments of the European Union (EU) and EU
Associated Countries, Canada and the USA, as well as international humanitarian and human rights organizations. Arms
brokers and their associates have arranged the
supply of much of this military equipment, as some of the evidence presented in the following chapters will testify.
With the end of the Cold War, the role of arms brokers and trafficking agents in the market has been rapidly changing.
The cases in this study describe this shift, and show that arms brokers and trafficking agents are increasingly:
• businessmen with military and security backgrounds and contacts;
• motivated by economic gain rather than strategic political considerations;
• able to use loopholes and enclaves of weak regulation between national legal systems to conduct ‘legal’ but
often unethical business via third countries;
• able to use agents and techniques developed in the modern international transport industry to conduct covert
deliveries to sensitive destinations;
• able to arrange complex international banking transactions and company formations in many countries,
including the use of tax havens;
• able to locate sources of cheap, easily-transportable arms for desperate customers in areas of violent conflict
willing to pay much higher prices;
• reliant on personal contacts and networks more than corporate identities;
• thriving on corruptible officials and weak law enforcement;
• tempted in some cases to use fake documentation and bribery which can lead into an involvement with
smuggling and organized crime.
The pace of redefining the common interests of the international community so that all states can bring arms brokers and
transport agents into a strict national regulatory system is still very slow, when viewed in relation to the humanitarian
crises and the growth of organized criminal networks. Officials do acknowledge that controls will have to be
harmonized across frontiers, so that the problem is not simply chased away from one country to the next, but too many
governments remain stuck in a Cold War mentality. Before such international cooperation can be realized, a great deal
more political will needs to be generated. The most powerful states have already declared their support for effective
measures to control international arms transfers.39 However, as this study shows, the rhetoric far exceeds the reality.
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 2
The Day it Rained Arms in India
That today’s control systems suffer from crucial failings is clearly seen from the following example of a complex illicit
deal that went wrong. The main arms broker, a former UK intelligence officer, insisted that he had cleared the
shipment with the UK military and police authorities – but things turned out rather
differently.
In mid-1995, Peter Bleach, a military equipment broker living in North Yorkshire, heard from a Danish business friend
who was living in Munich and trading in air services that another businessman he knew in Copenhagen was looking for
a supplier of cigarettes.1 Bleach contacted the Copenhagen businessman. After some weeks of talking about the prices
of cigarettes, the businessman said he wanted to broker the supply of 2,500 Kalashnikov rifles and 1.5 million rounds of
ammunition. As is customary in arms deals, he did not disclose the destination to Bleach, but indicated that the quote
should be for delivery to Calcutta port. Within days, Bleach said, he provided the businessman with a quote of $475,000
for purchasing and delivering AK
rifles with ammunition to Calcutta. Payment was to be in advance, with a 100%
irrevocable letter of credit. A few days later, the Copenhagen businessman agreed to the quote and invited Bleach to
Copenhagen to sign the contract.
Peter Bleach, whose full name is Peter von Kalkstein-Bleach, was 46 years old at the time. He is a former corporal in
British military intelligence and had served in the armed forces for over 20 years in, among other places, Southern
Africa and Belfast. Although only three years in the arms brokering business, he knew that ‘The skill in defence trading
is in dealing with the appallingly complicated paperwork – supplying goods is easy, anyone can do that.’2 He claimed
that his own UK-based company, Aeroserve, had a licence to handle weapons from the UK Ministry of Defence.

The Third Man
According to Peter Bleach, he flew to Copenhagen to attend a meeting in early August 1995. His Munich-based friend
met him and drove him to a waterfront house. There he met his Copenhagen customer and two other business associates,
another Dane and a third man who, for much of the meeting, remained anonymous on the deck of the house. As
discussions proceeded, the other Dane consulted the third man separately about the negotiations. Gradually it became
clear that the delivery was not for the
Indian government, but for an insurgent group.3 Bleach later said that he had to play along with the idea so as not to
endanger his life, but that he had decided to inform the UK security services. He offered to work out another quote for
the clandestine delivery. Then, to his surprise, before leaving he was introduced to the third man, but he was not given
the man’s name.
The third man showed Bleach the area on a map where he wanted the illegal arms to be delivered. It was just inside
West Bengal. Bleach says the man alleged that ‘his people’ were peaceful but had been killed and abused by forces of

the Communist government of West Bengal, so he wanted the arms to hit back. Bleach advised that arms could be
delivered to such an area only by parachute drop or by covert landing.4 He insisted that only the pilot who was to deliver
the arms should know the ultimate destination. ‘I stressed from the very beginning’, Bleach recalls, ‘that, in order to be
successful, it is most important that this resembles a perfectly, normal transaction in every possible way… No single
contractor should be aware of the entire route.’ 5
Once back in the UK, Bleach says he contacted the Ministry of Defence through someone he knew in the Defence
Export Services Organisation (DESO) and was put in touch with an official on the India desk, Colin Allkins, whom he
fully informed of the secret plan.6 Bleach claims that Allkins promised to refer the matter to the relevant authorities and
told him meanwhile to carry on as normal and gather as much information as possible. Bleach says he told his Danish
contact to increase the quotation price by $50,000 to cover extra paperwork and bonuses for the aircrew. While Bleach
was on a ‘normal’ business trip to Bangladesh, he received a faxed copy of a letter of credit from one of the Danish
businessmen offering $470,000. The letter was issued by a Hong Kong bank and signed by ‘Kim P. Davey’– this turned
out to be the third man. 7
Friends of ‘Davey’ apparently called him ‘Peter’, but Interpol now believes that his real name is Niels Christian Nielsen,
born in Denmark in December 1961. He took the name Kim Palgrave Davey from a New Zealand infant who died at the
age of five weeks and managed to acquire a New Zealand passport in that name after visiting New Zealand.8
Copenhagen police records show that Nielsen was arrested in May 1982 for two robberies and money laundering, but
escaped. 9 Interpol had wanted him since 1982 and claimed that since 1988 he has used 46 false names and been
involved in gold and drug smuggling, money laundering and counterfeiting $100 notes. Nielsen was described as a
teetotaller and vegetarian, and a member of a religious sect,
Ananda Marga, founded in 1955 in India. This sect has been in dispute over land with the government of West Bengal
for many years. The authorities there blame the sect for acts and threats of violence against Indian government
personnel and property.
Bleach says he continued to inform officials at DESO by fax and to ask for help.10 On 14 and 22 September, and 8
December 1995, he met police Special Branch officers in North Yorkshire and told them about ‘Davey’ and his three
Danish associates. 11 Bleach claims that the Special Branch officers responded by asking him to ‘continue the deal for
the time being whilst they contacted the Danish and Indian authorities and decided what to do. They warned that they
might want the delivery to take place so that they could identify the recipients and arrest as many people as possible. I
agreed to this, provided that I could keep any money paid to me in order to compensate for my time and trouble – and
they agreed to that.’ 12
At a second meeting with Bleach, one of the Special Branch officers, Ian Lynch, said he told Bleach to distance himself
from the operation. Fearing the repercussions of pulling out of the deal, Bleach says he told Lynch that he would
arrange the aircraft and crew for ‘Davey’ but make him deal with the arms supplier.13 It appears he told the Special
Branch that ‘Davey’ had deposited around $460,000 in a letter of credit in London for the aircraft and for the purchase
and delivery of rifles, pistols, ammunition, grenades and rocket launchers. ‘My assumption was the British would tell
the
Indian authorities right away. In fact they didn't tell them until the end of November 1995’, Bleach later protested.14
However, the local UK Special Branch officers continue to claim they told Bleach: ‘don't do it’. 15 Whatever the truth,
Bleach continued to broker the deal.
On 24 September, Bleach and his Danish contact flew to Dubai and then on to Dhaka, Bangladesh, where Bleach said
he had to attend to his ‘normal’ business.16 On 27 September, they flew to Bangkok to finalize the new contract. Bleach
said his contact told him on the journey that ‘Davey’ was in charge of the operation; furthermore, that he was a very rich
businessman based in Hong Kong who had made his money out of smuggling gold and electronic goods. His Danish
contact also alleged that one of the other Danish businessmen had inflated the price to over US $600,000 with a
$150,000 advance, but that ‘Davey’ had given the businessman only a few weeks to repay the money, failing which he
would take out a contract on his life. 17
Attending the Bangkok hotel dinner meeting were ‘Davey’, his lawyer, his business partner, Bleach, his Danish contact,
and an Indian called ‘Randy’. ‘Davey’ wanted to know if the arms could be delivered by ship and then taken by road to
Purulia in West Bengal. But Bleach said he convinced him that this method was too difficult, and that it was much better
to use an aircraft. If the aircraft were bought, it could be resold or used for other things, and it was this idea that attracted
‘Davey’. He wanted to base the aircraft in Dhaka.18
‘Davey’ arranged for Bleach to find a cargo plane to ferry the arms. This turned out to be an ageing Russian-built
Antonov 26. A preliminary report of the Indian Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) claims that ‘Davey’ provided $250,000 to buy the freighter aircraft from the bankrupt
Latvian Airlines – previously part of the USSR state-owned Aeroflot – and to hire the five-person air crew and two
ground engineers for three months.19 Another report says Peter Bleach took $30,000 from ‘Davey’ to hire the services of

the crew on the assumption that the plane would in future be based in Dhaka. 20 The Antonov 26 freighter was registered
as AH 266 and was transferred to Carol Air Services Ltd, a company based in Hong Kong but registered in October
1995 in the Turks and Caicos Islands. Carol Air was reported to be a subsidiary of a Hong Kong company that had
employed ‘Davey’. 21 The Russian-built plane was based for the time being in Riga, Latvia, home of the five-person
crew. These were Captain Alexander Klichine, the 44-year-old pilot, Igor Moskvitine (navigator), Oleg Gaidach (copilot), Yevgeni Antimenko (cargo operator) and Igor Timmerman (flight engineer). They were each offered a salary of
about $1,000 for three months, provided they would move in due course to Bangladesh. It is worth bearing in mind that
the salary of a Latvian pilot is probably about one-thirtieth that of a pilot in Western Europe. On 21 November, the
Antonov left Riga for India and Pakistan, but apparently did not visit Bangladesh.
By November 1995, Bleach was in touch with a UK weapons trading company,
Border Technology and Innovations Ltd (BTI) of Hexham, England, to order the consignment on behalf of ‘Davey’.22
BTI claimed that it had agents in 22 countries in 1990 and has secured military and civil defence contracts in 15
countries including Angola, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Thailand. The company said that Bleach showed them
what appeared to be a valid end-user certificate from the Bangladesh Ministry of Defence, but an invoice given to
Bleach for the order mentions a request for parachutes: ‘Peter…Total price is $170,000…We need EUC quickly to
effect
licences. Payment: $85,000 in advance, balance by bankers draft. Commission: $10,000 is in this for you. Parachutes
not available.’23
In any case, BTI did not need to apply for a UK arms export licence from the Department of Trade and Industry
because, as with so many other UK-arranged arms deals, the firm would purchase the arms abroad and not bring them
into UK jurisdiction. BTI turned to a well-known Bulgarian arms manufacturer, KAS Engineering, whose subsidiary,
the Arsenal Company, was in a position to sell pistols and Kalashnikov rifles at low prices.24 Bleach later claimed that
he distanced himself from the deal, put ‘Davey’ in touch with BTI and concentrated on finding the aircraft. 25

Collection and Delivery
On 10 December 1995, the Antonov landed in Burgas, Bulgaria, to collect the 77 wooden cases of arms.26 Bleach says
that when he departed for Burgas from Gatwick a plain-clothed UK customs officer met him and said he knew of the
deal, encouraging him to believe that the UK authorities were ready to intervene at the right moment. 27 At first, the old
Antonov was grounded in Burgas because it was thought to be not airworthy. 28 Both ‘Davey’ and Bleach boarded the
plane before it took off with the arms cargo and headed for Karachi. Bleach subsequently claimed that his decision to go
on the arms flight was because ‘Davey’ had threatened to harm Bleach’s family if he did not board, since he knew too
much. ‘I went to Bulgaria as the agent for the sale of the plane – I had nothing to do with the sale of the arms’, Bleach
said later when he was arrested. 29
Flying from Karachi on 17 December 1995, the old Antonov lumbered towards West Bengal, landing at Varanasi to
refuel.30 To Bleach’s surprise, the Indian customs and police authorities there took no steps to search the plane or arrest
‘Davey’ and the others. It then took off again headed for Rangoon. 31 Close to midnight en route over Gaya in West
Bengal, the crew claim that ‘Davey’ suddenly ordered them at gunpoint to fly low over the villages of Purulia in order
to drop the arms. Defiantly, they did not fly very low, but the arms cases were nevertheless dropped and landed miles
off target, using parachute rigging that had been bought in South Africa. 32 Cases were marked ‘Technical Equipment’
and bore the name ‘Central Ordnance Depot, Rajendrapur Cantonment, Bangladesh’. 33 After the drop, the aircraft went
back on track towards Rangoon, but was refused permission to land due to ‘poor visibility’. 34 It then headed back to
Calcutta, refuelled and took off towards Phuket, Thailand, where the plane landed in the early hours of 18 December.
Seeing the parachutes falling from the sky, and finding with amazement the broken crates of arms and ammunition, the
villagers of Purulia ran to tell the authorities, whose intelligence services had already been tipped off. Afterwards, it was
revealed that on 10 and 17 November and 15 December 1995, the UK Home Office had reported the plan to their
counterparts in India, the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), and the CBI had taken over the case on 27 December,
but the latter had obviously failed to intercept the freighter.35 A security memorandum of 25 November from RAW to
the Indian Government stated that a European-based businessman had wanted to deliver arms to Communist rebels in
West Bengal. It said he had bought an Antonov 26, visited Riga for that purpose on 15 November and would try to land
it at the airstrip of a disused coal mine in Dhanbad, near Purulia, called Panchet Hill. 36 It would appear that by 17
December ‘Davey’ had discarded the idea of landing, in
favour of the parachute drop, but that for some reason the Indian authorities were not prepared to stop the flight.
On 21 December, the freighter re-entered Indian airspace supposedly en route to Calcutta, but because of ‘bad weather’
it changed course and landed at Madras, apparently to refuel for an onward journey back to Pakistan. Again, no action
was taken by the Indian security services. It took off again at 10:45 p.m. the same night and headed for Karachi.37

Within two hours’ flying time from Pakistan, the old Antonov was ordered to land by Indian air traffic controllers
because it was on an unscheduled route. It landed at Sahar airport in Bombay at 1:39 am on 22 December and was
ordered to park at a remote side of the airport for refuelling. 38 It was an hour before Indian officials turned up. 39
‘Davey’ simply walked off the Antonov and quickly disappeared, while Bleach and the five Latvians were arrested and
jailed. According to Bleach, ‘Davey’ took advantage of the lax security at the airport. 40 A Sahar airport official who had
investigated the aircraft on landing said he had no knowledge of the arms drop at Purulia until Bleach told him. Up until
then, all he knew was that the plane had flown off course from Thailand. According to the Indian police, a computer
laptop found on the plane apparently belonging to ‘Davey’ showed 49 places over which the plane intended to fly. 41
In the days after the arms drop at Purulia on 17 December, India’s news media were awash with speculation as to what
had happened. Suspicion was directed mainly at Pakistan’s secret service once it was known that the aircraft had flown
in from Karachi, while the West Bengali authorities denied having received a warning. Ananda Marga and the
Bangladesh Government dismissed any involvement in ordering the arms, and some journalists speculated on possible
links to arms for the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, but without proof.42 Meanwhile, the Bulgarian government issued a
statement rejecting any responsibility for the supply of the arms. Even so, within two weeks the Indian Government
decided to switch its purchase of 100,000 assault rifles from Bulgaria to Romania. 43 The Indian security and aviation
authorities were accused of being inept, and an inter-agency panel set up by the government recommended strict
monitoring of all unscheduled cargo flights, but stopped short of requiring all freight service agents to register their
clients. 44
Peter Bleach and the five Latvians were transferred to a jail in Calcutta and charged on 24 December 1995 with
‘abetting the waging of war against India and criminal conspiracy’, a charge comparable to treason. The younger brother
of ‘Randy’, Vinay Kumar Singh, was accused of waiting with his brother to transport the weapons and was also arrested
and charged.45 Indian police arrested eleven Ananda Marga monks, including three US nationals and a Greek and
Irishman, but they were released after no incriminating evidence was found. 46 The CBI continued hunting for several
Indian
nationals in addition to ‘Davey’, who was accused of running a network of corrupt
officials in India.47 If Bleach and the crew were found guilty, the minimum sentence would be life imprisonment, while
the maximum would be death by hanging. They also faced charges under the Arms Act and Explosives Substances Act
and the aviation laws. 48 The trial, still proceeding in late 1999, was expected to take a long time to complete, with over
250 witnesses to be called.

Mystery Remains
Incarcerated, Peter Bleach continued to argue his innocence by saying that he was
involved as an informer with the full knowledge of the British security services
because they wanted to find out who else was involved before taking action. He produced faxes he had sent to UK
government officials that he claimed would prove this. He alleged that the Indian security chiefs were warned long
before the arms drop was made, but that they deliberately allowed the Antonov to shed its cargo in order to make
political capital out of the result in West Bengal. One fax from Bleach to the UK MoD read: ‘I was informed that my
quote was acceptable and I was invited to discuss the final details with the buyers, who were acting on behalf of the enduser. This turns out to be an illicit deal and the end-user appears at this stage to be an insurgent group in India.’49 Bleach
also claimed that UK Special Branch officers had initially encouraged him to provide a delivery plane but advised him
to stop short of supplying the weapons. Later, when he had found all the information they needed, Bleach says he was
told to pull out altogether, but by then he claims it was too late because of his concerns for his and his family’s safety. 50
Bleach maintains that he always believed the plane would be stopped before the drop and – thanks to his help – his
name would be quickly cleared.
Bleach and his supporters accuse the British government of a cover-up over his failed deal and have demanded a
statement admitting its role. One of those collecting evidence for Bleach’s defence is his friend, Jo Fletcher. She says
her efforts to help him were thwarted by Special Branch officers: ‘… the Police came round – twenty members of Her
Majesty’s Constabulary – at six thirty in the morning, banged on my door. They took all the documentation that I had
brought down from Yorkshire, they took piles of my own paperwork and they also took my computer, which they broke
– and Peter’s computer...’51 North Yorkshire Police confirmed to the BBC that they did ‘collect evidence’ from Jo
Fletcher’s home. According to the BBC, Ministry of Defence and Foreign Office officials could offer no contradiction
to Bleach’s story. 52
Mystery remains as to the whereabouts and the exact role of Niels Christian Nielsen (alias ‘Kim Davey’), who has not
been seen since his disappearance from Sahar
airport on 22 December 1995. Apart from the Indian authorities, those in several European countries want Nielsen on

charges ranging from armed robbery to counterfeiting. The Indian CBI told reporters that Nielsen had stayed in a hotel
where he had made several phone calls to Bangladesh. They also believe that a Hong Kong-based businessman had
financed the entire operation and that he was present in Riga with ‘Davey’ and Bleach when the deal to purchase the
Antonov was struck.53 The CBI
allege there were 14 others, including three Danes and a Bangladeshi military officer, who were involved.
On 17 January 1997, Indian police arrested a man on arrival from Singapore at Bombay’s Sahar airport in connection
with the Purulia case. The man awaiting questioning was believed by the police to be Joel Proren and was alleged by
them to have helped Nielsen with the funds to purchase the Antonov in Latvia. Proren was said to be part of a gold
smuggling syndicate with Nielsen (‘Davey’) and several Indians linked to the Purulia drop, especially ‘Randy’– whom
police thought to be Satyender Narain Singh, and whose younger brother Vinay had been arrested in connection with the
Purulia drop.54 The police said Proren was German-born, but then a US citizen who was resident in Kansas. An official
from the US consulate visited Proren. When travelling from Singapore, he had used the name of ‘Schneider Martin
Conrad’, but had been using six names – Ken Sando, Roy Dogen, Martin Olsen and Joel Proren. Asked what his real
name was, he replied: ‘Call me Hanu man.’55
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 3
BROKERING ARMS FOR GENOCIDE
The arms dropped in Purulia were, fortunately, not used. In Rwanda, however, brokers and transport agents arranged the
supply of arms that were used to commit international crimes against humanity in 1994. Dealers managed to
circumvent not only the national arms-control regulations of several of the most
powerful states in the world, but also a mandatory UN arms embargo.
Documents from the military archives of the regime that planned and carried out the genocide in Rwanda, as well as
interviews with some of those involved and evidence cited by the subsequent UN commission of inquiry, help piece
together an incomplete yet shocking picture of what transpired. The main foreign brokers and shippers
involved in arming the perpetrators of the 1994 genocide were based in the UK, France and South Africa. They
employed networks of collaborators in other countries, including Albania, Belgium, Bulgaria, Egypt, Italy, Israel,
Seychelles, former Zaire, and various offshore financial centres. The dealers evaded the inadequate national arms
control laws in their home countries and disguised the routes of their deliveries, choosing to operate where there were
shaky customs, transport and financial regulations so as to make their activities as ‘legal’ as possible.
None of these brokers has been indicted for the crime of complicity to genocide.

Prelude to Genocide
By March 1994, an atmosphere of civil war existed in Rwanda, with violent incidents occurring virtually on a daily
basis. Lists of people regarded as enemies of the Hutu-dominated Habyarimana regime – either because of their
perceived or imagined opposition or, in most cases, simply because they were ethnically identified as Tutsi – were
drawn up. When the Rwandan Presidential aircraft was shot down on 6 April, random massacres of Tutsi and Hutus
began in Kigali and several other areas, organized under the Hutu interim government. Evacuations of foreign nationals
by Belgium and France were followed on 21 April by the withdrawal of the UN peace operation, UNAMIR, amidst
ongoing massacres reported daily in the world’s media. Eventually, on 17 May 1994, one month after the genocide
began in Rwanda, the UN Security Council
imposed an international arms embargo. It was generally agreed that this embargo also applied to the ousted Hutu
Rwandan regime-in-exile – although the UK government later denied this was the case, in order to avoid prosecuting
known arms brokers acting from UK territory for the exiled armed forces and militia.1 A massive exodus of the killers
and hundreds of thousands displaced Hutus had begun in May; by mid-July about one million had crossed into the
former Zaire around the town of Goma, and several hundred thousand more into other neighbouring territories. 2
The attempt by the United Nations to stop arms from reaching the country was already too late. The tragedy was
compounded when, even after the UN embargo was agreed, major states did not promptly incorporate it into their
domestic law and take concerted action to enforce it. As a result, more small arms and ammunition were supplied to the
mass killers via routes supposedly monitored by international observers.
Up to the outbreak of the genocide, the Rwandan government had secured its main arms supplies from companies in
China, France, Egypt and South Africa, with a smaller role for Israel, Greece and Poland.3 France, the biggest supplier
of heavy military equipment, had sent troops to Rwanda in 1990 to help repel a military offensive by the Tutsi Rwandan
Patriotic Front against the Habyarimana regime. Both sides committed atrocities. The French authorities were accused
of using the supply of arms to control the regime. 4 During that time, Kigali was used a hub by French arms dealers for
the supply of Iran and other countries. 5 Thus it was hardly surprising that the
regime would try to use such dealers to obtain alternative sources of supply, at least for smaller weapons.

Trying to Stop Further Deliveries

During and in the aftermath of the genocide, international speculation and isolated
allegations continued as to where further arms could have come from. In mid-1995, Human Rights Watch and Amnesty
International drew attention to reports of arms
deliveries via airports in former Zaire, near the border with Rwanda.6 After the Rwanda Patriotic Front took control of
Kigali on 4 July, the airport at Goma, just next to the border with western Rwanda, became for a while the main delivery
point for supplies to the massive numbers of refugees pouring out of Rwanda, as well as for the further supply of small
arms and ammunition to the retreating armed forces (the ex-FAR – Forces armées rwandaises) and militia (the
Interahamwe) of the exiled Hutu regime. As Goma came under suspicion during 1994, arms for the genocidal killers of
Rwanda continued to be flown in to Kinshasa and then ferried to other airports in the Zairian border region, such as
Bukavu. The Zairian authorities under President
Mobutu collaborated in this buildup. Human Rights Watch focused in particular on the officially sanctioned Chinese
and French arms deliveries and on supplies brokered from South Africa, while Amnesty International reported that UKbased arms brokers had arranged small arms deliveries from Albania, Bulgaria and Israel using secret
international brokering and trafficking networks. Both warned that further deliveries from various sources were being
reported locally. The Albanian, Bulgarian, French and South African governments denied any official knowledge of or
involvement in violating the UN embargo.7
These exposures in mid-1995 convinced the UN Security Council to establish an
International Commission of Inquiry (UNICOI) to find evidence of breaches of the embargo imposed on 17 May 1994.8
UNICOI did not, however, focus on complicity in genocide under the 1951 Convention on Genocide. This was assumed
to be a responsibility of the separate International Tribunal on Rwanda, based in Arusha, Tanzania, although this has not
been the case so far. UNICOI also lacked judicial powers to call
witnesses, and it had limited resources. In addition, commissioners suffered from a lack of cooperation, to varying
degrees, from governments and officials in the region, especially the authorities of former Zaire but also from some
states in Western and Eastern Europe. However, with support from some officials, NGOs and journalists, UNICOI did
manage to find credible evidence of arms flows to the region from Eastern Europe and Southern Africa even after the
imposition of the arms embargo. It put awkward questions to European governments through its representations, and,
even though these were never fully answered, its reports to the Security Council helped provide some impetus for UN
action toward preventing small arms proliferation.9

The South African Who Cleared a Million Dollars
In March 1993 a ship called the Malo, laden with Serbian small arms and ammunition on its way to Somalia, was
inspected and held by the Seychelles authorities.10 On 4 June 1994, Wilhelm Tertius Ehlers (known as Ters Ehlers) – a
former senior official in the apartheid government – and Colonel Theoneste Bagosora – a senior official of the Rwandan
Ministry of Defence of the Hutu government-in-exile – went to the Seychelles to negotiate the purchase of the arms.
When interviewed in Goma in February 1995 by a Human Rights Watch researcher, Bagosora said he had met with
South African officials at the end of May and early June 1994 to arrange weapons shipments to the former Rwandan
military. These officials had refused to consider direct South African arms shipments but had offered to help to arrange
shipments by other parties. 11
On the nights of 16–17 and 18–19 June 1994, two planes of Air Zaire flew the weapons from the Seychelles
government-controlled stockpile to Goma airport. These weapons were then transferred to the ex-FAR military forces in
Gisenyi just across the border inside Rwanda.12 The weapons included anti-tank and fragmentation grenades and highcalibre ammunition. According to Human Rights Watch, an Air Zaire DC-8 aircraft with the call sign 9Q-CLV had
transported the arms from the Seychelles to the Zairian town of Goma in two separate flights. On arrival in Goma, the
arms were
reportedly handed over for use by the ex-FAR armed forces that were still holding Gisenyi prefecture in Rwanda.
In the spring of 1996, two UNICOI members visited Seychelles to discuss the allegations with the Minister of Defence,
James Michel, and other senior officials of the Seychelles government. In a report presented by UNICOI to the UN
Security Council, the Commission wrote that it had been provided with information that amply corroborated the
statements made in the 1995 report by Human Rights Watch. Documents, and that information made available to
UNICOI by the Seychelles government enabled the Commission to reconstruct the case of the arms purchase. In
discussions with members of UNICOI, the Defence Minister of the Seychelles stated that the arms in question had been
seized by his government because they were being transported to Somalia in violation of the UN arms embargo. The
Seychelles government had tried to dispose of the arms, but Ehlers had approached them, saying that the Zairian
government was interested in buying them.13
Ehlers described himself in the Seychelles as the director of a company called Delta Aero.14 He had arrived from

Johannesburg on 4 June 1994 accompanied by a person afterwards known as Colonel Bagosora, ‘whom the Seychelles
authorities believed to be a Zairian’. 15 The two visitors inspected the weapons and agreed to purchase the
entire shipment. Bagosora produced an end-user certificate that had apparently been
issued by the Zairian Ministry of Defence. The document, a copy of which was made available by the Seychelles
government, purported to be an end-user certificate signed on 13 June 1994 in Kinshasa by General Baoko Yoka, the
then Vice-Minister for
National Defence of Zaire. It referred to Ehlers’ company ‘Delta’ and described the weaponry as ‘munitions’ and
‘TNT’.16
Ehlers and Bagosora had provided the aircraft in which to transport the arms, a civilian DC-8 cargo aeroplane with the
registration 9Q-CLV, owned by the state company Air Zaire. To overcome an objection from the Seychelles Civil
Aviation Authorities concerning the transport of military matériel in a civilian aircraft, Bagosora produced a document
certifying that the aircraft had been chartered for military purposes. The document purported to place it under ‘full
military responsibility of the Ministry of Defence of the Government of Zaire’. The document bore the heading of the
seal of the Ministry of Defence of Zaire and was dated 16 June 1994 and signed by Bagosora. The authorities of
Seychelles were apparently unaware that the Colonel, although signing on behalf of the Zairian Ministry of Defence,
was in fact a Rwandan national. However, Bagosora had declared himself as such on the immigration card he filled in
when entering the Seychelles on 4 June 1994 to negotiate for the arms. In fact Colonel Bagosora was a high-ranking
officer in the former Rwandan government forces,
reputed to be one of the main organizers of the genocide and the ‘chief arms procurerfor the ex-FAR’. 17
Flight plans given to UNICOI by the transport authorities indicated that the Air Zaire DC8 aircraft had left Kinshasa on
16 June 1994 for Mombasa, Kenya, and had
returned on 20 June from Goma to Kinshasa.18 This schedule corresponded with the information that the arms had been
transported in two shipments, on 17 and 18 June 1994. Flight plans provided in Seychelles corroborated this. The
government of the Seychelles provided lists of the rifles, grenades and ammunition contained in each of consignments
airlifted to Goma. Bagosora had countersigned both of the documents on behalf of the Zairian armed forces – the Forces
armées zaïroises (FAZ). Each shipment weighed approximately 40–42 tons. 19 Realizing the fraud, the Seychelles
authorities said they finally cancelled a third consignment, planned for 23 June 1994. Following the departure of the
second consignment on 19 June 1994, reports in the Seychelles media had revealed that the armaments were being
transported to Goma and not to Kinshasa, and that Bagosora was not Zairian but in fact a Rwandan officer in the exFAR who had ordered acts of mass killing of civilians. Afterwards, Seychelles officials told UNICOI that they had been
under the impression the arms were to be airlifted to Kinshasa and that their suspicions had been aroused only after the
subsequent press reports. 20

Swiss Banking Arrangements
Attempts to uncover the money trail shed more light on the deal, but still left some big questions. Basically, the arms
were purchased with two separate payments into the
account of the Central Bank of Seychelles in the Federal Reserve Bank in New York.21 Two amounts of $179,965 and
$149,982.50 were sent to the Seychelles account from an account at the Union Bancaire Privée in Geneva. UNICOI’s
requests to the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs of Switzerland for information about the account-holder initially
bore no results. ‘Investigations are encountering numerous problems of a legal and practical nature’, was the reply from
the Swiss Federal Department to UNICOI. 22 However, in August 1997 the Prosecutor General of Switzerland sent
UNICOI a letter notifying the Commission that an investigation on the financial transactions regarding the case had
been opened. The Swiss government gave some specific details acknowledging that Ehlers was indeed the holder of a
numbered account – 82-113 CHEATA – at the Lugano office of Union Bancaire Privée in Switzerland.
The Swiss Prosecutor General confirmed that the two separate payments, $179,965 and $149,982.50 respectively, had
been paid on 15 and 17 June 1994, and stated moreover that on 14 June and 16 June 1994 the account of Ehlers had
been credited with $592,784 and $734,099 respectively – in other words, about $1 million more had been received in
Ehlers account than had been paid to the Seychelles Central Bank in New York. The Prosecutor General told UNICOI
that the large funds entering Ehlers’ account had originated from an account at the Banque Nationale de Paris SA in
Paris, which had in turn been acting on behalf of the ‘Banque Nationale du Rwanda, Kigali’. So where had the money
really come from?
The French newspaper Le Figaro tried to reconstruct these transactions in April 1998, but both the Banque National de
Paris and the Union Bancaire Privée in Switzerland declined to comment on the issue. Representatives of the Federal
Reserve Bank in New York referred Le Figaro’s journalists back to the Swiss bank.23
In September 1996, members of UNICOI travelled to South Africa to discuss the role of arms traffickers to the Great

Lakes. They interviewed Ehlers, who offered to
provide a detailed account of the deal but claimed ‘he had been assured that the arms were destined for Zaire and had
been "shocked" to learn that the recipients were in fact the former Government forces’.24 Ehlers said that he believed
Colonel Bagosora had been merely a ‘technical expert’ who was to inspect the weapons on behalf of the Zairian
officials who had approached him in Pretoria to buy rifles and ammunition for the Zairian armed forces. 25
That Ehlers was ‘shocked’ and so naïve is highly unlikely, because he was not an
incidental player in the international arms market. He was the personal secretary of the South African President Pik W.
Botha until Botha’s retirement in 1989,26 and in this capacity he would have been aware of the role played by the
Seychelles-registered company GMR as a front for sanctions-busting to South Africa. 27 (GMR are the initials of one of
the Italian founders of the company, Giovanni Mario Ricci). The GMR conglomerate’s network, controlled from
executive offices in Switzerland (Lugano) and South Africa, 28 had played a role in the arms transaction between Ehlers,
Bagosora and the Seychelles government. 29
One of GMR’s original founders, Mario Benito Chiavelli, was a controversial Italian businessman who had cooperated
with the apartheid authorities to circumvent the arms and oil embargoes on South Africa throughout the 1980s.30 Ehlers
had become managing director of the South African branch of GMR in 1990, after Botha had
retired as South Africa’s President one year earlier.31
Le Figaro contended that the transactions for the weapons bought through the Paris account of the former Rwandan
government were not a coincidence.33 The inventory of the weapons that were bought from the Seychelles government
closely resembled a list that the exiled ‘interim Minister of the Interior of the Rwandan government’ had sent to the
French government in May 1994. Both Bagosora and Ehlers were well connected in France. Bagosora had been the first
Rwandan officer to be admitted to the French war academy in Paris. Ehlers, who had been an officer in the South
African Navy before being seconded to President Botha, had received military training at a French submarine base
between 1970 and 1972. 34
In 1996, Ehlers was again reported to be involved in a clandestine shipment.35 In February 1996 the Department of
Transport of Namibia had grounded a Russian-registered Antonov 12 at Grootfontein airport, pending an investigation
by police. 36 The plane was suspected of illegal cargo flights to UNITA in Angola, at a time when the country’s rebel
movement was under a UN embargo against receiving arms or fuel. Namibia’s Deputy-Minister of Transport said that
Ehlers had approached him to allow the aircraft to fly supplies to Angola, but the plane had started operating from the
Namibian airport without permission. 37
Ehlers denied any involvement in illegal cargo flights, but the Namibian authorities insisted that he was implicated in a
series of illegal flights to Angola, Zaire and Botswana with thousands of litres of fuel.38 The owner of the Antonov was
a South African-based Russian national who faced charges in Namibia. His company, Yurand Air, had also skirted the
law in Mozambique and South Africa, according to a South African official at the Directorate of Civil Aviation. 39
Ehlers reportedly stated that he had indeed ‘investigated a business proposition’ where the Russian owner of the aircraft
was a potential ‘supplier of services’, but that the illegal operation had subsequently started without his knowledge. 40
In December 1997, Human Rights Watch published a report on military assistance and arms trafficking to Burundi.41
The report described an offer made in September 1996 for a consignment of AKM assault rifles, hand grenades, antitank mines, rocket-propelled grenades and ammunition to Burundian buyers by a South African arms merchant. The
person facilitating the deal was a South African national, acting on behalf of a supplying company, GMR Group,
registered in South Africa. The facilitator used a business address in Kampala, Uganda, to approach the Burundi
military authorities, but the negotiations were suspended after Burundi’s neighbours imposed sanctions on Burundi in
response to the military coup of July 1996. 42

The Anglo-French Offshore Method
UK brokers and traders used a host of sub-contracting companies based in offshore tax havens to conceal their Rwanda
activities. This was revealed by interviews conducted by investigative journalists in late 1994 and 1995 with UK-based
aircrew who were directly involved or who knew about arms deliveries to the exiled Rwandan armed forces and Hutu
militia.43
Cargo aircraft registered in Africa but based in Europe helped conceal the arms trail. For example, a UK pilot and
loadmaster stated that in May 1994 an aircraft managed by a company in the UK flew empty from Oostend in Belgium
to Tirana in Albania, where small arms were loaded under the supervision of Israeli officers; the plane then flew to
Goma in the former Zaire with no customs checks on documentation and cargo, despite a refuelling stop in Cairo. The
crews said they were initially unaware that their flight was to carry arms cargo; they then thought that it was a
government-to-government deal, until they saw there was no paperwork carried out in Kigali. Each pilot and loadmaster
expressed remorse about what he had done, but claimed that his involvement was unintentional. They recalled other

flights from Albania, as well as Bulgaria and Israel, during that period, and gave names of persons and companies they
thought were managing the operation.44
On 16 November1996, as armed clashes escalated in eastern Zaire, two journalists working for the Italian newspaper
Corriere Della Sera discovered military procurement documents from a lorry belonging to the exiled Rwandan Ministry
of Defence near a refugee camp at Mugunga.45 These documents corroborated the UK aircrew claims of a secret series
of arms flights from Albania and Israel into Goma and Kinshasa airports brokered by agents in Western Europe,
particularly in the United Kingdom. Seven large cargoes of small arms worth $6.5 million were flown from Tirana and
Tel Aviv between mid-April and mid-July 1994 to the forces as they carried out the genocide, even during the time
when the mass killings were being reported daily by the international news media. 46
The documents showed that a UK company, Mil-Tec Corporation Ltd, was involved in arms supplies to the Hutu
regime at least from June 1993 to mid-July 1994. Mil-Tec had been paid $4.8 million by the regime in return for
invoices of $6.5 million for the arms sent. The manager of Mil-Tec, Anoop Vidyarthi, was described as a Kenyan Asian
who owned a travel company in North London and was in business with
Rakeesh Kumar Gupta.47 They both fled the UK shortly after the revelations. Mil-Tec documents show that the
company had arranged the supply of rifle ammunition using an Israeli shipping agent, Trade and Maritime Services of
Tel Aviv. 48 This deal was reportedly handled through Merstone Investments, a company registered in the Isle of Man. 49
Vidyarthi was linked to a UK arms dealer, Paul Restorick, who ran another arms brokering company, Mil-Tec
Marketing, situated in Ashford, Kent. Restorick admitted that he had ‘advised’ Vidyarthi in 1993, but he denied any
corporate connection with Mil-Tec Corporation and any involvement in arms supplies to Rwanda. 50
The diffuse and nebulous structure of Mil-Tec Corporation Ltd was deliberate. The company’s letterhead stated that it
had ‘Associates in – Europe – Israel – Korea – USA’. Correspondence between Mil-Tec and the Rwandan Ministry of
Defence showed that Mil-Tec had continuously used an address in Hove, East Sussex, but was registered in offshore tax
havens. Initially, the Hove address was the only one given on Mil-Tec’s letterhead, for example in April 1993 when it
was supplying batteries to the Ministry in Kigali from London. Then, as soon as the company was used to supply the
ammunition from Israel in May, Mil-Tec’s letterhead showed an address in
Douglas, Isle of Man. Vidyarthi had registered Mil-Tec as a company in Douglas in February 1993 through a local ‘off
the shelf’ company-formation agent, and then in June 1993 had registered it with two local ‘facilitator’ directors on the
Island of Sark.51 In this way, Vidyarthi and his associates tried to ensure minimum public
information about their activities.52
Mil-Tec’s ‘offshore’ move coincided with the increasingly controversial trade. While the address in Douglas was
retained on the letterhead throughout Mil-Tec’s mid-1994 arms deliveries, the company continued to describe the Hove
office as its ‘correspondence address’, and always displayed the Hove telephone and fax numbers. This office was used
by a long-established accountancy firm run by Vinod P. Dhiri, who was in partnership with Varinder Singh and
Ravinder Jain. The latter had recently joined the firm; he said that Vidyarthi had contacted the accountancy firm in
1992, and that they had met a few times on social occasions, but that no work was provided to Mil-Tec. A handwritten
note of the contact in 1992 was in the files, and the firm denied any knowledge or involvement in Mil-Tec’s arms
deals.53
The shipping arrangements used by Mil-Tec were intentionally obscure. According to the air waybill documents
attached to the correspondence, Mil-Tec used the Israeli company, Trade and Maritime Services, which in turn
contracted Aeroflot aircraft to supply the ammunition to Kigali in June 1993. For the arms deliveries in mid-1994,
however, Mil-Tec used a different shipping agent, one which could set up complicated route and over-flight
arrangements in Africa. This was Jet Lease International (Bahamas) Ltd, run from a Jet Lease office in Windsor near
London. The manager of Jet Lease, Donald Duke, was described as of Nigerian origin. Although Jet Lease used air
waybill documents from a well-known Nigerian company, Okada Air Cargo, for the 1994 deliveries, Okada denied any
involvement with the arms flights. Aircrew who flew to Goma claim that Duke and others sub-contracted the Mil-Tec
deliveries to small air-cargo companies.54
One such company was Peak Aviation, with offices in Hove and then Brighton,
Sussex. It operated a Boeing 707 registered in Ghana but based in Kent. A freelance pilot resident in the Channel
Islands told UK television researchers that Peak Aviation had flown four arms flights to Goma in mid-1994 – one from
Tel Aviv and three from Tirana – and this was broadcast in November 1994.55 A second pilot said that the loading agent
in Tel Aviv had told him the boxes of weapons were to go across the border into Rwanda for the Hutu government. 56
The owner of Peak Aviation, Alan Moffat, used an offshore company in Jersey called D.C. Marketing Ltd. 57 Peak
Aviation was dissolved in December 1994, and Moffat left the UK when confronted by the television crew about his
involvement in the arms flights. 58
Financial arrangements make the picture look more complex. Mil-Tec Corporation used a North London branch of the
National Westminster Bank to receive payments.59 Rwandan officials of the extremist regime had facilitated payments

to Mil-Tec initially from Kigali in mid-April, then from the Cairo embassy and from two Belgian banks in May, and
finally from the Paris embassy in mid-July. Lieutenant-Colonel Cyprien
Kayumba, director of financial services in the Rwandan Ministry of Defence, wrote that he had left Kigali on 17 June
1994 to supervise the unloading of the first arms delivery in Goma; then, until the last delivery on 18 July, he had toured
Nairobi, Cairo, Paris (where he stayed for 27 days), Nairobi, Kinshasa, Cairo, Tunis, Tripoli, Paris, Cairo and Nairobi in
order to facilitate the purchases.60
However, in a letter to the exiled Rwandan Minister of Defence in December 1994, several months after the genocide,
Mil-Tec complained of not having received payment for the ammunition shipment from Israel in June 1993, and of a
payment from Cairo for the shipment from Albania in July 1994 being blocked by the Bank of New York:
Your Excellency, as you are well aware, we have been suppliers to your Ministry for over 5 years, and were able to
assist you with supplies during your time of need….we were approached for very urgent supplies on the 10th of April,
after the tragic death of His Excellency the President, …as you see our first shipment was delivered 8 days
later…Payments were made to us from Kigali, Belgium, France and Cairo, we also received 1 payment of 450,000
dollars from one of your suppliers (DYL INVESTMENTS) who was unable to fulfil his delivery commitments to you,
but had been paid by your Ministry…A transfer of US dollars 578,654 was effected from Cairo for our last shipment on
18/7/94, we however never received the payment…We believe the blockade was initiated by the U.S. due to the
situation in Rwanda at that time … may we also add that we are able to assist you in the future if you so require.61
The payment by DYL Investments refers to a French arms brokering company owned by Dominique Lemonnier.62 In
1991, he began working with arms suppliers in Poland through his Polish father to supply Burkina Faso, and then on 3
May 1993 managed to secure a $12,166 million contract with the Kigali regime to supply a large array of arms.
Lemonnier registered his company in the Turks and Caicos Islands on 19 May after getting the contract. 63 Nevertheless,
he continued to operate from Cran-Gevrier, Haute-Savoie, in France, and used a cover address in Geneva, where he
opened an
account with the Banque Internationale de Commerce. Between May and September 1993, DYL received four payments
into the Geneva account from Kigali, each for $1,064,525. Deliveries of arms to Kigali were reportedly made from
Poland and from the Israeli company, Universal, using East Africa Cargo airlines.64
However, Lemonnier made the mistake of including DYL’s French address on the contract instead of only the British
offshore tax haven.65 Unlike the situation faced by Mil-Tec in the UK, DYL was supposed to have obtained prior
authorization from the French Ministry of Defence. When his Polish source dried up, Lemonnier tried to
activate the Israeli one, but he was unable to secure an air shipping agent or carrier with the right to overfly countries
between Tel Aviv and Kigali. When DYL failed make two-thirds of the arms deliveries, Lemonnier faced legal action in
France to recover the $1,647,864.66 By early May, DYL had to pay Mil-Tec $450,000. 67 According to Mil-Tec records,
this payment met costs for the third arms shipment to Goma. It also brought into play the services of an Afghan agent in
Rome, Dr Ghazi Tamiz Ud Din Khan, who signed himself ‘Consulate General Rwanda in Rome’. After meeting
Colonel Kayumba in Paris, he promised that the $970,000 order of ammunition and grenades was ‘ready…please wait
tomorrow for the next fax, tonight we will listen to the phone’. 68 UK aircrew collecting arms in Tirana at this time said
Israeli supervisors had arrived in Tirana from Rome.

Who Cares About the Missing Million?
Since intentional obfuscation is the order of the day in the arms brokering and shipping business, many lingering but
important questions inevitably remain unanswered, not least the origin of the funds used to purchase the arms for the
before, during and after the Rwanda genocide. The $1,196,898 claimed by Mil-Tec from the Hutu regime for its arms
deliveries appears to match the $1,197,864 owed to the regime by DYL. Why did a senior French official pursue this
repayment on behalf of the Hutu regime? And did the $900,000 remaining in Ehlers’ Geneva account reflect a desperate
attempt in June by the Hutu extremists to switch to another arms broker? Or was Ehlers more involved at a higher level
from the start? And what happened to the money in Ehlers’ account? Whatever the answers, the actions of the
collaborators are still unaccounted for under international law, while Ehlers and Vidyarthi remain free to continue arms
dealing – unlike Lemonnier, who died of a heart attack in France in April 1997, only 44 years old.69
The arms deals continued to be brokered and shipped for the retreating Hutu forces. On 15 April 1994, around the same
time as the Mil-Tec deal, Colonel Gratien Kagiligi signed a $4.7 million contract for rifle ammunition, grenades, rockets
and mortars with Oriental Machineries Inc. of Hong Kong and China. The contract specified that the arms would be
delivered in C130 or Antonov 12 aircraft to destinations decided by the purchasers.70 Europe, too, continued to be used
as a platform as if nothing had happened. The Russian-Israeli owner of TIG Bulgaria and Phoenix Air Bulgaria later
admitted in a UK news programme that a British company based at Gatwick had chartered his aircraft to fly arms to
Goma in 1995. He said that he assumed it was a government-to-government delivery: ‘We fly if the documents are

right. We don’t check the papers…we just check the export certificates.’ 71
In 1996, UNICOI received disturbing evidence of forcible fund-raising by the ex-FAR forces and their Interahamwe
militia amongst Rwandan refugees, and of the production of counterfeit money in Kenya by exiled officials.72 These and
other findings were not published for over a year, but leaked out and received significant international media coverage.
However, two of the Commission’s most important recommendations – that arms monitors should be stationed at all
ports of entry near Rwanda, and that arms traffickers operating from third countries with impunity should be confronted
with new laws – were quietly ignored by governments. 73
In November 1998, UNICOI published a final report, warning that the exiled Rwandan armed forces had scattered to
many countries in Central and East Africa, and were not only launching attacks in Rwanda but also fighting in
neighbouring Congo on the side of the new government’s armed forces and its allies. UNICOI reported a lack of
cooperation by many governments in the region in tackling arms flows, and said that further illegal arms transfers had
taken place during 1997 and 1998, but it did not publish any details.74
In answer to a letter from UNICOI asking what action the UK government was taking on Mil-Tec, the Minister of State
for Foreign Affairs replied on 9 October 1998 that there had been ‘delays and omissions in implementing the United
Nations arms embargo’ in 1994. He went on to state that it had also concluded that ‘because the legislation imposing the
embargo in the United Kingdom did not fully cover the supply of arms to neighbouring countries, the Customs and
Excise investigation was unable to take forward criminal proceedings against Mil-Tec..’.75 It should be recalled that by
the last week of April 1994, humanitarian organizations were estimating that over 300,000 Rwandans had been killed.
The UK government made no mention of a possible prosecution under the 1951 Genocide Convention. 76
Likewise, the South African government told UNICOI that it had no previous powers to prosecute the offenders, but
that it had passed a new law and was still investigating new reports of trafficking to Central Africa. The last UNICOI
report did not state whether it had sent any letters to the governments of Albania, China, Israel and Italy regarding the
further receipt of evidence of arms deliveries in breach of the embargo. The Bulgarian and French governments simply
denied the further involvement of their nationals. Today the recommendations and future existence of UNICOI remain
in doubt, but the Commission certainly prompted international awareness of the catastrophic consequences of small
arms proliferation in Central Africa.
Meanwhile, in 1996 and 1997 the new government armed forces of Rwanda acquired significant quantities of arms from
Romania, using a broker in Israel.77 The Tutsi-dominated government also took delivery of arms from Bulgaria, China
and South
Africa, as well as US military combat training, while carrying out numerous arbitrary killings of civilians, especially in
eastern Zaire, where an estimated 200,000 Rwandan refugees were reported disappeared.78 Officials in the supplying
countries attempted to justify these arms shipments on the grounds that the armed opposition, including the perpetrators
of the genocide, was still killing and abusing defenceless Rwandan civilians. Apparently, no lessons had been learned.

Bartering Arms for the Brazzaville Massacres
During 1997, the ethnic fighting spread from both the Great Lakes region and Angola towards the Congo Basin. The
acquisition and circulation of weapons and ammunition was linked to the changing fortunes of opposing armed groups
and their suppliers. Ex-FAR and Interahamwe killers retreated and scattered, some fleeing across the Congo River to
support the rebellion in the Congo Republic (Brazzaville) in exchange for food and money. On the other side, the
Congolese government army and its Israeli-trained militia79 welcomed Mobutu’s retreating troops and Angola’s UNITA
rebels. Their base in Zaire was under threat from the advancing forces of Kabila and the Rwandan and Ugandan armies.
80
The Brazzaville (and new Kinshasa) political leadership resorted to bartering or mortgaging national assets or future
production in
exchange for arms – and, unfettered, international arms brokers were ready to help, as the following account shows.
Fighting involving deliberate attacks on civilians erupted in Congo-Brazzaville in June 1997. By early October 1997 it
had reached catastrophic proportions. Even the
personnel of the International Committee of the Red Cross had to withdraw from Brazzaville for a time, and it is
claimed that as many as 15,000 Congolese civilians were killed and many more injured.81 The belligerents used small
arms and heavier weaponry, including attack helicopters. Some of the equipment was supplied through West European
dealers operating within Africa who took advantage of the fact that no arms embargo had been imposed on the
Republic.
Documents found in the offices of the ousted government of Congo-Brazzaville showed that, between June and
September 1997, a German arms broker and an arms trader allegedly of Belgian nationality supplied millions of dollars
worth of military equipment to the forces of the beleaguered President Lissouba.82 The German dealer negotiated orders
totalling $42.4 million, and received $27.1 million. 83 Both dealers operated from South Africa using several companies

registered in various countries, with French, Belgian and UK bank accounts. 84 In addition, between January and July
1997, Italian traders supplied Congo-Brazzaville with 15 tons of cartridges apparently worth over $5 million. 85 This
shipment was delivered at a time when the rivalry
between political militias in the Congo was increasing and observers were warning of an outbreak of fighting and the
probable slaughter of many more civilians.
Amongst the documents seized from the presidential palace by the militia of the new head of state, Sassou-Nguesso, is a
letter dated 8 December 1997 from the former Congolese Prime Minister to the Director of Ebar Management &
Trading Ltd in Pretoria, South Africa. The letter informs him about the visit of a mission on behalf of the Congolese
Prime Minister, Bernard Kolelas, to discuss the purchase of planes, helicopters, trucks and an oil contract between the
company in Pretoria and the Congolese government. The announced mission included the son of the Prime Minister and
two other officials of the Prime Minister’s cabinet.86
The director of Ebar, a German national based in South Africa, signed all but one of the proforma invoices sent to the
Congo government between 1 June and 19 September 1997. The first was issued by CED Marketing based in
Johannesburg, whose
director was the same German national, but was issued ‘on behalf of Support Systems Corporation (Pty) Ltd. and
Exotek’.87 It mentions an amount of $19.9 million for the supply of four Puma SA 330 L transport helicopters. It
specifies that the aerospace corporation Denel Aviation of South Africa would ‘recondition’ these helicopters prior to
delivery, after payment of half the price. In September, the director of President Lissouba’s cabinet, Claudine Munari,
wrote that $10 million had been transferred to Ebar and a further $9 million to Ingwe Traders, another company linked
to the German dealer. 88 Other companies for which this dealer signed as a director are CED Marketing SA of
Johannesburg and Caprivi Cargo – the latter being a South African freight company based in Namibia that was allegedly
used for shipment to Pointe Noire in Congo-Brazzaville. 89
The other invoices relate to the registration of Antonov AN-24 and AN-26 aircraft, to the costs of the crews required to
pilot them, and to the supply of Unimog and IVECO trucks. One invoice states that: ‘all items are sourced, shipped and
delivered via SAPROD Namibia.’ Arms appear also to have been shipped from South Africa and from some Central
Asian republics using large Ukrainian-registered llyushin 76 cargo aircraft which flew via airports in Namibia and
Egypt.90
Another document dated 27 June 1997 and signed by the German broker as chairman of CED Marketing acknowledged
an order from the Congo-Brazzaville government for the purchase of two MI-17 IV transport helicopters. This deal was
reportedly made through the Belgian manager of a company called Sablon Trading, which had an account at the First
National Bank in Johannesburg.91 According to the letter, the helicopters were ordered from an ‘East European’
supplier. Other documents show that a contract existed between the Kirghiz Republic (Kyrgyzstan) and the Brazzaville
government for the purchase of five MI-8 and three MI-24 attack helicopters. 92
A fax sent by the Belgian trader to Lissouba’s secretary mentioned another order of five helicopters. A technical note
specifies that the MI-17 IV helicopter can be used as a combat helicopter with rockets, guns and bombs. This bears
handwritten notations on the cost of the rockets. Combat helicopters piloted by East European mercenaries reportedly
began firing indiscriminately on civilian areas in Brazzaville on 19 August, and were allegedly used to bomb civilians in
the Mpila and Poto-Poto districts of Brazzaville on 26 August 1997 and again on 10 September.93 The new CongoBrazzaville government said that this was a crime against humanity and submitted evidence to the United Nations, as
well as to the French, Belgian, German and US governments. 94
The documents also indicate that President Lissouba’s government concluded an oil-for-arms deal with the German
broker to obtain these helicopters. On 2 October 1997 the German signed a contract for a loan of $100 million with the
then ministers of economics and oil of the Congo. In this contract, the Congo government committed
itself to provide Ebar with 160,000 barrels of crude oil per month over five years from 1 November 1997. The first
disbursement of $50 million should have been made on 17 October, two days after Lissouba was overthrown. 95
All of the above might explain why the documents reveal that on 30 June 1997, President Lissouba asked the director of
Fiba, a bank reported to be the ‘in-house bank’ of the French oil giant Elf Aquitaine,96 to make three transfers. First,
$5.7 million was to be paid into ‘La Belgolaise’ account in Brussels of a Belgian company; secondly, $1.8 million was
to be paid into the Commercial Bank of Namibia account of Support Systems Corporation (linked to CED Marketing,
Exotek and to the German broker); and thirdly, $5.8 million was to be paid into the Barclays Bank account in Jersey of
Ebar Management and Trading. On 23 September, the Congolese cabinet secretary told the German dealer: ‘there are at
your disposal in our bank in Paris (Fiba) two cheques of $500, 000 each (no 1601 and no 1602 American Express)
payable to BD International and CED.’ 97 Two days later, the German dealer acknowledged receipt.
Sassou-Nguesso was sworn in as President of Congo on 25 October. The following day, he met the President-Director
of Elf Aquitaine, and it was reported that Fiba stopped the accounts of the former regime.98 On 20 November 1997 it
was reported that Lissouba had filed a complaint at the High Court in Paris against Elf for its ‘aid to General Sassou for

the execution of his coup’ against him. His lawyer told French newspapers that Lissouba had access to documents
proving the use of the Fiba (French) and Belgolaise (Belgian) banks for the purchase of arms by Sassou-Nguesso. The
French judge reportedly declared that he had ‘no jurisdiction to hear the matter’. 99 In mid-1998, President Nguesso’s
government published a report detailing what it called genocide and war crimes by forces of former President Lissouba,
but failed to address its own widespread abuses. Armed clashed resumed in August 1998 with the killing of hundreds of
unarmed civilians. 100
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 4
Shopping in the Shadows
Today, an important aspect of Europe’s key role in international arms brokering routes is to be found in Eastern Europe.
Here we find companies that are
significant international suppliers of cheap small arms, ammunition, grenades, military vehicles, armoured personnel
carriers, and attack and transport helicopters for clients in conflict zones. Surplus stocks from former Soviet military
bases all over Eastern Europe have turned into warehouses for weapons brokers based in Western Europe. Shopping
lists circulate between traders and suppliers; when a recipient is found who cannot buy in the mainstream government
markets, the weaponry is shipped by civilian cargo companies to a transit point, from where it is transported to a final

destination in a war zone. Once the war is over, large quantities of weapons are stockpiled or exported abroad, often
through the same brokering channels that were used as supply channels during the war.
Before his arrest in March 1998, Geza Mezosy was such a broker. He has a Belgian passport but his parents were
immigrants from Hungary and Yugoslavia. Using his Central European background, he started to broker arms deals
from Belgium, Luxembourg and Hungary for suppliers in Eastern Europe.1 His company Eastronicom SA was
registered in Belgium in 1989, and he obtained a licence to import, sell, store and export weapons in the same year. He
also had a company called Laser in Hungary, as well as several companies based in Luxemburg. He opened up business
contacts in Central and Eastern Europe to serve a transcontinental list of clients. On the local level Mezosy was also
supplying black-market circuits in Belgium. 2 The sales register of his company shows that his main supplier of the
weaponry in the early years of his business career was the now liquidated Hungarian company Technika. 3
Mezosy lost his dealer’s licence in Belgium in 1993 after the police had searched the premises of another weapons
dealer where Mezosy kept a small stock of samples to demonstrate to his clients.4 A number of weapons had not been
declared and Mezosy was arrested shortly after the raid. One month later he was released, but the Governor of the
Province of Brabant (Belgium) nevertheless refused to grant him a new licence in February 1994, because Mezosy
remained under suspicion while a police investigation was in progress. 5 A few weeks before Mezosy’s stock was
confiscated, an article in the American magazine Forbes about the illegal trade in ex-Soviet arms had named Mezosy
and his company Eastronicom. Forbes reported that Mezosy was acting as a middleman for the sale of illicit sale of
weapons, supplied by the Bulgarian company Kintex, to the former Yugoslav republic of Bosnia. 6 The magazine had
found his company’s name on a $15 million order with Mali as the official destination, but the embargoed government
forces in Bosnia were the real recipients. 7 ‘After first denying any involvement, Mezosy now says he sells Sovietstandard weapons to Bosnia for "humanitarian reasons"’, Forbes reported.
The loss of his Belgian dealer’s licence did not stop Mezosy from going on with his trade. Through a company
registered in Luxemburg but with offices in Belgium, he remained active on both the national and the international
levels.8 Invoices to the company in Luxembourg, to the attention of Mezosy and a French partner, dated May 1995,
confirm orders by the company of several hundred pistols and a number of submachine guns, with an import licence for
Luxembourg. 9 Mezosy and his partner, although acting through the Luxemburg company, were running their business
from an office in Brussels and using the Luxemburg company letterhead, as other correspondence from the same period
shows. 10 A fax transmission from the Luxemburg
company’s Brussels representative office to Eastronicom, dated 7 December 1995, again confirms that the lack of a
Belgian dealer’s licence did not seriously hamper Mezosy’s activities, and that he even still used his old Belgianregistered company for these purposes.
In May 1996, three years after Mezosy had lost his Belgian licence, a suspect was
arrested near Brussels international airport. In his car the police found 25,000 ecstasy tablets, 10 CZ-pistols and a
Yugoslavian-produced Uzi-submachine gun with
silencer.11 Further investigations in Belgium led to nine other arrests and the seizure of hundreds of illegally imported
military firearms, grenades, ammunition and explosives. 12 During questioning the suspects mentioned Geza Mezosy. In
the course of the surveillance operation by the police at Brussels airport that led to the arrest of the suspect, another man
had showed up in a car with a Luxemburg licence plate. The
description of the man and the licence plate again pointed in the direction of Mezosy.13 Consequently, Mezosy’s
premises in Belgium were searched and several documents were confiscated, but no arms were found. When questioned,
he denied having anything to do with the drugs or weapons found in the car at Brussels airport or at the premises of the
other suspects. The police did not arrest him. 14 In December 1996, ten individuals connected to this case, most of whom
already had previous convictions for arms-trafficking charges, were convicted and given severe prison sentences. 15
Some of the accused had confessed that they were functioning as couriers and straw men for Mezosy. They explained
that Mezosy had introduced them to his arms suppliers in Croatia.16 They were supposed to drive to Croatia by car to
pick up small quantities of weaponry and to deliver these to Mezosy in Belgium, who paid them a
commission. During interrogation, two of the suspects also mentioned large quantities of M-16s, US-produced rifles that
were leftovers from the Vietnam War. A contact of Mezosy in Croatia, a Frenchman, had access to the US-produced
assault rifles; the suspects were expected to find clients for the weaponry.17 The suspects claimed the weaponry that the
police had found were only samples, given to them by Mezosy. 18 One suspect also mentioned a British supply line of
Ingram submachine guns.
Although no business connection could be established between the British company and Mezosy, an invoice for the
British company was found when the police searched the premises of a relative of Mezosy.19 In December 1996,
Mezosy was convicted
together with the other suspects to three years’ imprisonment, but he had already fled Belgium soon after having been
questioned.20

Mezosy had found refuge in South Africa, where he arrived in May 1996 on a temporary residence permit. Upon arrival
in South Africa, he wasted no time. The domestic market for pistols was expanding very rapidly, in parallel with gunrelated crime, and gun licences were easy to obtain. He immediately started prospecting the South African market and
established a new trading company, BEZA Import & Export.21 He applied for an arms dealer’s licence. The ‘date of
commencement of business’ mentioned on the application was 1 June 1996. The South African Police granted the
licence in November 1996. 22
On 8 July 1996, six weeks after his arrival in South Africa, Mezosy mailed a letter to several gun dealers in various
parts of South Africa, presenting himself as a major importer of Spanish-produced firearms from the company Llama
Gabilondo Y CIA, S.A.23 A letter from the Spanish company to Mezosy’s company BEZA shows that the Spanish
company was not pleased with Mezosy’s mailing in South Africa, noting that ‘Mezosy had absolutely no right to make
the claim’ that he was Llama’s exclusive agent. 24 Other correspondence with the company shows that Mezosy was
persistently trying to
convince the directors of the company in Spain to recognize his marketing talents and that he was placing large orders
for hundreds of firearms to the company.
Although several letters point to business transactions going on between the two companies,25 Mezosy was advised not
to overestimate his marketing potential in South Africa: ‘Are you really sure that Mr. Mezosy, who is new in the market,
will really be able to maintain 6 shipments for a total quantity of 1,500 pieces throughout this year?’, the Managing
Director of the company in Spain is quoted as saying in one of the letters to Mezosy. 26 Apart from the 1,500 guns,
mostly 9 mm and .45 calibre handguns, Mezosy also wanted to import significant amounts of spare parts and
ammunition. An invoice from Llama, dated 10 December 1996, totalled 1,200,000 pesetas in arrears payments. In
January 1997, Mezosy wrote to the commercial director in Spain saying that he intended ‘to push the product to a
maximum on the market’. In order to do that, Mezosy claimed he had worked out a profit-sharing system with a
company in South Africa called Centurion, with branches in Cape Town, Johannesburg, Durban and Port Elizabeth, to
distribute the 1,500 pistols from Llama. In a remarkable request by Mezosy, he wrote: ‘Of course we would like to
receive the goods in kit but maybe you will have to put in the guns "assembled in RSA" and allocate other serial
numbers than yours.’ 27
When the Public Prosecutor in Brussels issued an international warrant for his arrest in January 1997, Mezosy’s permit
to stay in South Africa had already expired, but Belgian authorities did not initially know he was living there. By the
time they found out, Mezosy had applied for asylum in South Africa. In March 1998, he was eventually
arrested in South Africa on an Interpol warrant issued by Belgian authorities.28
According to press reports in South Africa, Mezosy was arrested on an Interpol warrant but was also ‘suspected of
trafficking arms from the Czech Republic to several African states, including Uganda, the Democratic Republic of
Congo, Sudan, the Central African Republic and Ethiopia’.29 According to a report in The East African, Mezosy was
suspected of supplying modern weapons, such as AK-74’s and old US leftovers from the Vietnam War to conflicting
countries in Africa. 30 The weekly
reported that this could be deduced from a personal computer database of Mezosy, which referred to a great number of
African countries.
Interviews with the police officer who arrested and questioned Mezosy in South
Africa and with a Belgian police officer investigating the case confirm that Mezosy’s digital diary contained a list of
over 20 African and Latin American countries under a heading ‘M-16 A’. On the basis of the confessions of several of
Mezosy’s accomplices in Belgium who had referred to ‘large quantities of M-16s’,31 the police in Belgium and South
Africa were led to believe that Mezosy was indeed a major illegal weapons supplier of African conflicting parties, but
apart from the evidence in the digital diary, no proof could be found to charge him with these offences. It seems more
likely,
according to the investigating officers, that Mezosy was prospecting to find clients for the M-16s from his Croatianbased supplier, and that the list of African countries in his digital diary referred to the national arms inventories of those
countries where the M-16 is already in use.32
In May 1998, Mezosy was extradited to Belgium, where his original conviction was confirmed. He was sentenced to
two years’ imprisonment. The charges were fraud and illegal arms trafficking to and from the former Yugoslav
Republics of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina – at a time when both these republics were under UN embargo – and the
illegal importation, delivery and sale of arms in Belgium. Mezosy also confessed, in October 1998, that he had supplied
the Norinco-gun that was used in a brutal murder case in Belgium. Mezosy had met the suspected killer in 1991 and
they had become friends because they had ‘a common interest: the arms trade’, he told the
police after being confronted with the invoices for the sale of the Norinco-gun to the suspected killer.33
On the day of Mezosy’s arrest at his luxurious home in Midrand, South Africa, a business partner of his was also present
– a man who signed himself ‘captain’ on fax transmissions from South Africa. ‘Captain’ was a partner in Mezosy’s

South African company Beza.34 He was identified as a former Belgian convict 35 who had fled to Latin America in the
1980s, later moving to South Africa, and is suspected of being a key player in a series of brutal armed robberies and
killings in Belgium. 36 Soon after Mezosy’s arrest, ‘Captain’ left South Africa for an unknown destination in Southern
Africa. Mezosy is still in prison.

Exploiting Western Government Surpluses
It is not only in Eastern Europe that states fail to keep proper records of arms stockpiles, and that uncontrolled surpluses
left over from the Cold War get siphoned off into the international marketplace. For example, in 1996 the Austrian
Ministry of Defence sold 40,000 obsolete StG-58 assault rifles to a Swiss trading company called Brügger + Thomet
Feinmechanik.37 The Austrian Interior Ministry authorized the
export of the weapons to Switzerland; but, while these remained stored in Austrian military warehouses between March
1997 and September 1998, the Swiss company sold 17,000 of them to foreign customers.38
Under Austrian law, military assault rifles have to be deactivated or demilitarized
before being exported, unless the Cabinet explicitly authorizes the sale of military equipment to a foreign client. Cabinet
authorization should result in the issuance of an export certificate. However, Brügger + Thomet was able to re-export
the rifles from Austria to its clients without such approval. Part of the weaponry sold to foreign
clients was demilitarized, but much of it was not.
A large proportion of the rifles were actually exported from Austria with Swiss transit documents, but without any
specific export authorization from the Austrian government.39 Recipients were the military and the prison service in
Botswana, as well as various arms dealers in the Netherlands, Romania, Switzerland, Austria, Italy and the USA. In
September 1996, the Austrian authorities had issued an export licence for the 40,000 assault rifles to Switzerland with a
written remark containing a list of the
‘possible destinations’ of the StG-58s. But no export licences had been issued in
Austria when the actual sale of the weaponry to private companies in these countries took place.40
Remarkably, a letter dated 23 November 1998 from the Swiss company to the
Austrian Ministry of the Interior requested certificates for the export of 1,575 StG-58 assault rifles and later one hundred
StG-58s to Botswana, but the Swiss transit documents for these weapons were issued in November 1996 and February
1998 respectively. Attached to the request, the Swiss company provided copies of three end-user certificates from a
commander of the Botswana Defence Force and a commissioner of the Botswana Prison Service, dated 10 June 1997,
17 July 1997 and 6 January 1998. The documents mention 1500, 100 and 75 items respectively. According to the enduser certificate for the two shipments to the Botswana Defence Force, another private company, ‘Beaverpride
Holdings’, is stated as the supplier. The Botswana Defence Force is stated as the end-user. On the sales register of
Brügger + Thomet, the transactions with clients in Botswana are dated October 1997 and April 1998.
According this register, another deal by the Swiss company was the sale on 9 July 1997 of 1,000 rifles to the
AcvilaGroup, a company in Bucharest, Romania. 41 At the time of the sale, the original company Brügger + Thomet
Feinmechanik had been deregistered in Switzerland. A new company Brügger + Thomet AG was not registered until six
weeks after the indicated sale. Switzerland only issued a transit certificate in March 1997 for the transport of the
weapons from Austria to Romania. The transit document mentions 5,200 FN FALs, including accessories. No export
licence was
issued in Austria or in Switzerland. It is not clear whether a Romanian import certificate or an end-user certificate was
issued.42
There was also the sale of 400 assault rifles shown on an import certificate issued by the Dutch Department for Import
and Export of the Ministry for Economic Affairs, dated 22 October 1998.43 The importer in this case is mentioned as
‘J.F.Y. PO BOX 145, 3632 ZT Loenen Aan De Vecht’. The exporter is said to be the Austrian Ministry of Defence with
a PO Box in Vienna, but no export licence was issued by Austria for the transaction. 44 The deal was brokered by
Brügger + Thomet in Switzerland. No end-user certificate was issued in the Netherlands either. The sales register of the
Swiss company listing the sales of the assault rifles includes three similar exports to the same PO Box in the
Netherlands. 45
None of the entries in the sales list mentions the demilitarization or deactivation of the weapons, nor is there a copy of
the ‘deactivation protocol’ required under Austrian export regulations.46
On 4 November 1998, the successor company Brügger + Thomet AG received a letter from the Austrian Ministry of the
Interior in Vienna containing a reminder of the original contract agreement and referring to Austrian export regulations
and restrictions. It was generally understood that the 40,000 assault rifles had been sold after being deactivated
(demilitarized), and possibly sold to the collectors’ markets in
Japan, Belgium, the Netherlands, Canada, the USA, France, the UK and Northern Ireland. The weapons could be sold

without Austrian government approval, provided they were exported – after deactivation – to Switzerland. 47
Brügger + Thomet acknowledged these contract restrictions in a written reply of 23 November 1998, but the company
was under the impression that no further authorization by the Austrian government for transactions was required for reexport.48 ‘It goes without saying’, the letter states, ‘the prison guard/service of Botswana only procures fully operational
StG 58’s.’ The company further provides the annexed list of the 24 transactions of the assault rifles that took place up to
September 1998. Deactivation of the exported rifles is mentioned with regard to only three out of the 24 listed cases.
The letter also includes a wish list of Austrian export licences for the past transactions, in order to regularize the past
illegal sales as well as to proceed with several new sales to Italy, France and Switzerland.49 Anticipating further
deliveries to Italy, Spain, France and the Netherlands, the Swiss company requested ‘a generalized export authorization
for the entire European Union, Switzerland and the US.’ The company stressed the need for speed, ‘preferably before 10
December 1998, in view of the
entering into force of new Swiss arms legislation on 1 January 1999.’
These cases illustrate why United Nations experts concluded in 1999 that states generally do not keep precise,
centralized and accessible records and accounts of existing stocks of small arms and light weapons, including
ammunition, deemed surplus to
national requirements, obsolete or unserviceable.50 The lack of careful management of surpluses is yet another attraction
to brokers eager to find cheap sources of supply to maximize their profit margins.
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Chapter 5
Flying the Company ‘Flags of Convenience’
Beneath a cargo plane’s external paintwork and its simple registration number lie the intricacies of the international
aviation business. Especially in poorer countries, the limited capacity of national aviation authorities to monitor and
regulate the increasingly complex business makes it easy for weapons trafficking networks to operate.
According to the US International Air Cargo Association, the international rules governing cargo planes are archaic and
inconsistent.1 Airfreight businesses want faster procedures and simpler regulations, but many countries lack the resources
for stringent airport monitoring of dangerous cargoes. Electronic tagging systems akin to those for international
passenger baggage would be fast – but costly. Currently, airfreight documents such as air waybills and cargo manifests
do not require detailed descriptions or cross-referencing of the goods described in arms export and import licences. The
routes, names of sub-contractors, the ultimate supplier and customer do not need to be specified. Arms have been found
described as ‘agricultural equipment’, ‘mining equipment’, ‘spare parts’, ‘fish’, ‘tents’, and ‘second-hand clothing’, so it
is easy to see how the absence of comprehensive records makes it exceedingly difficult for law enforcers to quickly
identify all those who may be involved.
It is not only cargo that needs international monitoring. An aircraft registration number and the name of the airline
leasing or operating the plane can be switched so as to conceal an operation. A cargo aircraft might typically be
registered in one country, then leased and chartered by companies registered in another, while their crews can be hired in
yet other countries. In addition, the plane might be serviced and based for practical purposes somewhere else, with the
main operating offices of the airline or the handling agency based in yet another country or countries. The sub-leasing of
international overflight permissions means that one air carrier can use another carrier’s call sign, and this has been used
to obfuscate arms deliveries.
The more complex the arrangements, and the less capacity there is to monitor them, the simpler it is for operators, agents
and sub-contractors to find ways of denying their involvement in illicit trafficking. A national authority that registers an
aircraft to fly under its flag may fail to ensure the airworthiness and safety of that plane. Airlines, planes and aircrew may
not all be required to register, and foreign operator permits may carry minimal responsibilities. Even where several
aviation authorities try to carry out routine checks on an aircraft’s filed flight plan, they will usually not have
legal powers to act decisively against all serious abuse. This in turn serves to discourage such checking.
Conversations with pilots, loadmasters and aviation inspectors show how easy it is to evade existing controls in countries
that lack regulatory resources. A cargo plane was named as flying in at an airport with one registration number and then
flying out with a different one. Another airline was said to have changed its corporate structure and name overnight when
its name became linked to illicit activities. One operator used an old licence that had been cancelled by aviation
authorities to fly several ‘ghost planes’ to hot spots in Africa. Another corporate owner used the logo and colours of a
licensed company to fly non-licensed planes. Yet another abusive practice reported was when a cargo plane using a
certain flight schedule arrived very late at its stated destination: the plane had in fact made an illegal landing on the way
to its destination, unloading illicit cargo without reporting it. More often, non-scheduled landings are used to load illicit
cargo en route, and then ship the additional load under cover of the legal cargo.
Sub-Saharan Africa, in particular, lacks sufficient skilled air traffic controllers, radar equipment and trained personnel to
monitor the vast air space between the southern border of Egypt and the northern borders of South Africa.2 Smaller
freight operators often use older aircraft that can evade long-range radar. Moreover, the communications systems of exSoviet aircraft are not always compatible with those of other aircraft, making it necessary for pilots to be able to guide
themselves. 3 Thus, pilots with military training are in demand. Sub-Saharan air traffic control has been highly
dependent on the selective intelligence and satellite capacity of the former colonial and major world powers, and on the
alertness of thinly-spread airport inspectors and
customs agents.4 In such an environment, arms smuggling thrives.

Air Trafficking to UNITA
The experience of Angola illustrates many of these problems. A UN arms and fuel embargo against the UNITA rebel
movement was agreed in 1993, but air cargo companies have been easily able to punch holes in it.5 Initially, few attempts
were made to enforce the embargo. The rebels rejected the 1992 UN-brokered election results and, after escalating
civilian atrocities, a peace agreement was finally signed in Lusaka in November 1994. Despite UNITA’s pledge to
disarm and demobilize its troops, as foreseen under the agreement, the movement was rearming from 1996 onwards at an
alarming pace. This led to the widening of the UN mandatory embargo in October 1997 and again in June 1998, and

belated attempts to enforce it. 6
UNITA is a magnet for international traffickers because it can generate several hundred million dollars every year. The
rebel movement’s ability to acquire arms, fuel and other goods has been based upon its control of a considerable diamond
trade and a sophisticated logistical presence, including several large airstrips, in eastern and central Angola.7 Arms
brokers and suppliers based mainly in Africa and Europe have used these resources to provide the rebel movement with
tanks, armoured personnel carriers, artillery, missiles, infantry weapons, small arms, ammunition and anti-personnel
landmines, primarily of Eastern European origin. 8 The constant logistical challenge for these arms fixers is how to
transport arms into UNITA-held territory without being seen or caught, and how to switch regional access routes to avoid
detection.
In March 1997, it was reported in Kinshasa that ‘Mobutu’s top aides provided protection to a dozen arms traders,
including Zairians, Lebanese and at least one Portuguese, according to Zairian journalists and Western sources. The
traders run a clutch of airlines from Kinshasa’s N'Djili International Airport, using about 15 planes and crews hired from
Russia.’9 A major source of this weaponry was Bulgaria. In May 1997, this Kinshasa pipeline was rapidly shifted to
Pointe Noire in the Republic of Congo (Congo-Brazzaville) because of the downfall of Mobutu’s regime. It was business
as usual – during July 1997, the scaled-down UN observer mission in Angola reported 120 flights landing at UNITAcontrolled airstrips. 10 But, with the fall of Lissouba in October that year, UNITA’s procurement chiefs and their
middlemen had to find or reactivate other arms routes. 11
From late 1997, UNITA developed at least two major arms-supply strategies. Each could reinforce the other. First, there
were new routes and deals within the surrounding sub-region. In particular, UNITA’s traditional brokers and carriers
based in South Africa – some with US, West or East European nationality – shifted their operations to enable land, sea
and air routes via Zambia, Mozambique, Tanzania and neighbouring territories. The Luanda and Pretoria governments
had some success in countering this, but not enough. In December 1997, there had been 186 illegal flights into Angola,
mostly out of South Africa, but this number had fallen to about 40 flights during
January–February 1998.12 Angolan government forces captured the South African crew of a DC-4 aircraft in January that
had been chartered in South Africa from an untraceable Brazzaville owner. Before being released, the pilot had admitted
to over 300 covert flights into UNITA areas, mainly to the towns of Ballundo and Andulo. 13
The second strategy was to encourage long-distance flights to UNITA airfields from Eastern Europe using larger
freighters. An example given by a captured UNITA
colonel in December 1998 was of an Ilyushin 76 delivery from Bulgaria to Andulo.14 Such flights would normally
require refuelling stops in the sub-region; for this purpose, local air-cargo companies with East European owners were
well placed to assist. Cargo aircraft identified in UNITA areas in September 1997 showed registration markings from the
former Soviet Union (Ukraine, Russia and Moldavia) and West
Africa (Liberia and Sierra Leone).15 Many of these operators were based in Southern and Central Africa, shifting
northwards like a flock of birds when the authorities became suspicious. At the time of writing, they were settling at
airports in the United Arab Emirates, the Central African Republic, Uganda and Equatorial Guinea.

Ex-Soviet Business Steps In
In May 1998, the South African authorities announced the expulsion of over 20 pilots and few private air cargo
companies operating from a large northern airport near Pietersburg. They were charged with over 100 breaches of civil
aviation regulations and accused of transporting fuel tanks, food, clothing and mining equipment to UNITA.16 Most of
those involved were from the former Soviet Union. During the 1990s, such air cargo operators had established
themselves in easy-to-register aviation authorities in Lesotho, Malawi, Namibia and Swaziland. 17 Some seemed to have
their eyes on rewards of future mineral concessions if they won the war. 18 As the South
African company Executive Outcomes had shown their East European counterparts, the rewards could be spectacular, but
they depended upon air power and logistics.19
The case of one Russian operator, Viktor B.,20 and his partners serves to illustrate the trend. Viktor B., according to a
police officer in South Africa, is thought to be a
former officer of the Russian KGB.21 By 1999, he operated a cargo fleet of over 20 aircraft through several companies
based in various countries.
Viktor B.’s operating office was based in Belgium between 1995 and 1997, where he, together with a Belgian pilot and a
French partner, ran two companies – a handling agency called the Trans Aviation Network Group (or TAN Group), and
an office for an air-cargo company, Air Cess, the planes of which were registered in Liberia. An operating address also
existed in Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates and in Geneva, Switzerland.22 Viktor B. lived near the airport of Oostend,
where the planes were maintained. 23 In late 1996 the rent for the offices of the TAN Group at the airport was cancelled
and Air Cess took them over. A few months later, the latter company also left Oostend. 24 The sudden departure coincided

with the publication of an international report 25 and articles in the Belgian press, 26 focusing on the role of the cargo
airport of Oostend in sanctions-busting activities to Central Africa, and the arming of the perpetrators of the Rwandan
genocide.
In 1997, the Liberian Minister of Transport appointed the Belgian pilot, who had flown for the Saudi royal family, as
Chairman of the Liberian Aviation Authority’s agency in the United Kingdom.27 Liberia has been a flag of convenience
for the fringe air-cargo industry because of its lax licence and tax laws. A company incorporated there can locate its
executive offices in another country, conducting business activities at any location. Names of corporate officers or
shareholders need not be filed or listed, and there is no minimum capital requirement. A legal existence can be obtained
in one day. The country also has lax maritime and aviation laws and regulations that provide owners of ship and aircraft
maximum discretion and cover, with minimal regulatory interference. Aviation officers and pilots have suggested that
aircraft registered in
Liberia should not be allowed landing or operating rights, and have doubted the
seriousness of air-worthiness and air-safety inspections of the Liberian aviation registry.28 The UK agency lasted about
two years, after which Viktor B. and his Belgian pilot were looking for other ‘flags of convenience’.
In August 1997, Air Cess Swaziland (Ply) Ltd., directed by Viktor B., was granted a two-year licence by the Swaziland
Civil Aviation Authorities.29 But in 1998 the
government of Swaziland ordered an independent investigation into the registration of certain aircraft in the country
suspected of involvement in illegal acts. As a result, 47 aircraft operated mostly by former Eastern European businesses
were grounded and later de-registered, while a senior Swazi Civil Aviation officer was suspended on charges of bribery
concerning the covert payment of commissions on aircraft registration into a Swiss bank account.30 In January 1999, the
former Minister of Transport of Swaziland said in an interview that the grounded aircraft had been ex-Liberian or exRussian aircraft, and some were known to be involved in weapons trafficking to
Angola and the Democratic Republic of Congo. Abandoned cargo in one of the grounded aircraft included two Russianmade military helicopters labelled as ‘machine spare parts’.31 The investigating authorities suspected that the helicopters
were
destined for a country in Central Africa, and Rwandan officials arrived later to inspect them.32
Air Cess was one of these de-registered companies. It was accused in Swaziland of being involved in gunrunning
between Mozambique and Angola using the revoked
licence. 33 A confidential monitoring report in the possession of the UN had also recorded an Air Cess freighter landing
in UNITA territory in mid-1997, as well as an Antonov freighter belonging to Flying Dolphin, a Russian-operated cargo
company registered in Liberia and using southern African airfields. The Air Cess plane was an Antonov 12 with
registration number EL- RDL. 34 Although registered in Liberia, the aircraft was found based at the Pietersburg and
Lanseria airports in South Africa. Soon after the UN had spotted the Air Cess and the Flying Dolphin Antonovs in
UNITA
territory, the Flying Dolphin plane was re-registered in Liberia as a division of Santa Cruz Imperial Airlines, while the
Air Cess plane was re-registered in the Central African Republic with a new registration number – 3D-RDL35. Ten other
aircraft operated by one of Viktor B.’s several other companies were also registered in the Central African Republic,
where many former members of the Mobutu regime have fled. In addition, four of the planes in Viktor’s fleet were
registered in Equatorial Guinea. 36
Some of the other UN-inspected Russian- or Ukrainian-built aircraft using the Swazi register as a flag of convenience
were reportedly operating from airports in South
Africa, Lesotho, Malawi, Rwanda, Uganda, and the UAE. Several planes that had fraudulently obtained a licence in
Swaziland could not even land at the Swazi national airport and be inspected.37 Air Cess Swaziland was supposedly
wound up after the scandal, but the ‘company’ was found still operating freighters that were not registered anywhere.
Several Air Cess planes were subsequently grounded in South Africa, and by mid-1999 the company appeared to have
moved the base of its Africa operations to the north and east of the Central African crisis zone. 38
In 1999, the main operating office of Air Cess and the TAN Group continued to be Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates,
even though the aircraft were based in several other African countries.39 The Belgian pilot, who was co-owner of the two
Belgian registered companies and the chief executive of one, was also reported to have another address in Sharjah.
Viktor, who also lived in Europe, appeared to be using a last name in Sharjah that differed slightly from the one he used
for his registration in Belgium. 40 According to officials in southern Africa, Viktor B. uses five different passports, two of
which are Russian. 41 In late 1998, the aircraft operated by his trading and handling agency in Sharjah were reportedly
using Russian or Ukrainian crews based at Kigali airport, in Rwanda, and were accused of loading supplies for the armed
opposition groups in war-torn eastern Congo and Angola. 42 An Angolan news source also refers to Viktor B. as ‘the
current spearhead’ in the sale of weapons for Jonas Savimbi, UNITA’s leader. 43 In 1999, ‘a man whose name resembles
one of Viktor B.’s many aliases’ was also reported to be involved with an Ugandan airforce training operation. 44

A human rights researcher also reported on Viktor B.’s sanctions-busting activities from South Africa to UNITA.45
According to his report, aviation authorities at South Africa’s Pieterburg Airport visited AirPass in April 1998 and, after
assessing its documentation, issued ‘200 charges for violations of the Civil Aviation Act’, including transporting ‘fuel
tanks, tow trucks, boots, ponchos, food and mining equipment’ to UNITA-held areas. 46 AirPass is a subsidiary of Air
Cess and is run by Viktor B. and a Russian business partner. 47 No arrests or confiscations in the case were made, this
report goes on, because ‘individuals involved in sanctions-busting operations via South-Africa use foreign-registered
companies’ and ‘they can not easily be touched as these fall outside South Africa’s legal jurisdiction.’ 48 AirPass has
since moved some of its planes to other national registers.
Belgian aviation and political authorities have made similar remarks when questioned over the use of Belgian airports by
companies such as Air Cess.49 Viktor B.’s company left Belgium in 1997 with a number of other companies, all using old
aircraft,
including Skyair and Air Atlantic, both of which had been under investigation by the British customs service in
connection with a disputed shipment worth $10 million to Nigeria.50 All were accused of flying arms in inter-locking
arrangements: ‘Like Sky Air, Barrett-Jolley often used the services of former KGB major Viktor Bout, 51 whose fleet of
planes has delivered arms to African wars for many years.’ 52
In January 1999, a plane belonging to Viktor B. was also allegedly used in conjunction with planes from Skyair and
Occidental Airlines – a partly Belgian-owned but UK-run charter company – to ferry arms from Bratislava via Liberia
and the Gambia to a bush airstrip for the Revolutionary United Front [RUF], the Sierra Leone armed opposition that was
committing horrific atrocities against civilians.53 Viktor B. has usually leased his freighter aircraft to other operators, so
would claim ignorance of any such dealings. And the reluctance of the UK authorities to prosecute Sky Air and Sandline
54
for helping arm the Sierra Leone government forces meant that there would probably not be legal action to enforce the
arms embargo against the RUF rebels either. When the British Prime Minister was challenged in February 1999 to close
the loopholes on UK arms flights, he replied, ‘We have been leading the way on arms control in the European Union. It is
true that the rebels have been rearmed, but they have not been
rearmed by this country.’55 No one would take responsibility for the bloodied flags of convenience.

Flying the Red Sea Routes
Inside the cargo plane, along with the cargo itself, sit the aircrew. They work in secrecy and often in danger. Their stories
of moving the arms cargoes can reveal more than the false paper trails of the arms brokers themselves.
In late 1998 a largely British crew flew an old Boeing 707 freighter with 42 tonnes of arms and ammunition from
Bratislava in the Slovak Republic to Khartoum.56 The arms were for the Sudanese army, which was perpetrating
systematic abuses against civilians as part of its campaign against Southern insurgents. If the British and Slovak
government authorities inquired, the crew would say they were delivering the arms – 100 mm explosive shells – not to a
country embargoed by the European Union, but to the government of Chad. 57 In reality, documents and interviews with
former crew
obtained by a UK newspaper show that this was just a cover story. ‘When we landed at Khartoum the Sudanese army
was waiting for us at the tarmac’, said a former crew member, who insisted on anonymity. ‘They unloaded a series of
long green crates and drove off. I assume the weapons were for their own use but they could equally well have been
planning to sell them to someone else.’58 The arms brokering company for this deal was registered in Damascus, Syria. 59
Between December 1998 and February 1999, members of the crew said that there had been several arm flights to Sudan;
each delivery was said to be worth approximately $55,000, to be split between the crew and the Belgian charterer of the
old Boeing. However, on 7 February 1999, the old Boeing ploughed into the mud at the end of the runway at Bratislava
airport. The Swiss owner of the Boeing, who had registered the plane in Cyprus, said he did not know anything about
illicit arms flights. He said that the Belgian had chartered the plane to ship frozen fish from Tanzania to Austria.60
This was not the first time that a largely British crew had flown arms towards the Red Sea using a cover story. In 1994,
another British pilot told a UK television company that he unwittingly flew arms to the Yemen and Angola. Both
countries were at the time subject to international arms embargoes and devastated by wars in which large numbers of
civilians were being deliberately targeted. As with the most recent deliveries, the flight documents were dodgy and the
routes were deliberately devious, to get around any suspecting authorities.61
Describing one episode in 1994, the British pilot said:
We actually left the United Kingdom flying a charter flight carrying relief goods down to Kilimanjaro in East
Africa…for the Rwandan crisis. …While we were in Kilimanjaro we were given instructions to proceed to a place I’d
never heard of before, Plovdiv in Bulgaria. We weren’t told what the nature of the operation was. It was just another
charter. We flew from Kilimanjaro to Plovdiv where we embarked on a series of arms flights…I do not know on what
point we became aware…I guess we knew they were arms flights when we actually saw the aircraft being loaded…with

what we were told was government-to-government cargo. … Although there was no paperwork accompanying the boxes,
it was quite clear that’s what’s in them.’62
The instructions to the pilot and his crew to go to Plovdiv in Bulgaria came from the offices of a UK company, Peak
Aviation, which was at the time also involved in arms flights to the armed Hutu extremists in eastern Zaire (see Chapter
3) .The refuelling of the Peak Aviation aircraft en route from Bulgaria took place in Cairo. On arrival in Plovdiv, the pilot
says he was told to give the destination of the aircraft as N'Djamena in Chad, but when arriving in Cairo he was told to
file a new flight plan giving the destination as Muscat, Oman. Once the plane was on its way to Oman, the crew were
told to divert to Mukalla airport near Riyan in South Yemen, and then to fly a specific circuitous route over Saudi
Arabian airspace:
We flew out to sea and we descended over the sea when we could, and did a very steep approach with no power on,
so that if they were firing heat seeking missiles, there’s a bigger chance they wouldn’t actually connect with the
engines. We maintained radio silence, all the lights switched off. …I lost one and a half stone in the ten flights,
which is probably an indication of how nervous it made me.
A company called Phoenix Bulgaria chartered all of the flights that the British pilot flew to Yemen. He said that Phoenix
paid Peak Aviation of the UK approximately $386,000 for the flights; the bonus for each flight was $7,000, which was
split
between the crew. He also remarks:
The big bucks in the rather sort of darker world of this arms dealing seems to be around civil wars... because landing
in the wrong country or for the wrong side you could end up you know losing your life ... there’s a very limited
number of companies that would actually touch any kinds of arms flying at all, even government-to-government
arms flying…and there’s an even smaller number of firms that would get involved in a civil war type operation ... it
is just so dangerous. Peak Aviation seem to have specialised in this
recently.
The aircraft used by Peak Aviation was not registered in the UK but used ‘an African flag of convenience’.63 The crews
were British and the airline was controlled from Burgess Hill in the UK. The aircraft technical log-book (‘captain’s
voyage report’) was used by the British pilot to record all his flights for Peak Aviation. All the manifests for the cargo on
these particular flights were in sealed envelopes carried by a Bulgarian who would not let the crew look at them. Several
different Bulgarians flew on the arms flights to South Yemen. They would pay only for the flying that was done against
the captain’s voyage report, which the pilot says he submitted to Peak Aviation. He assumed that Peak got paid by
submitting those voyage reports to back up their invoices.
According to the pilot, there were several Saudi Arabians at the South Yemen airport during the time the Peak Aviation
aircraft was being off-loaded. On one occasion there was a VIP Boeing 727 parked alongside, with a delegation of what
appeared to be very high-ranking diplomatic and military people on board. He said that this helped explain another
peculiar feature of the arms flights he carried out involving the USA:
Following the Gulf War, the United States government stationed a number of AWAC aircraft – the Boeing 707s with
the big ray guns on top – in the Gulf area. And on two of the flights we did across Saudi we actually saw two of
them flying along with us. So we must have been observed, and I'm sure the United States government must have
known exactly where we took off and where we were going.
Asked if he would do this again, the pilot replied:
I mean government-to-government flying, no problem at all, but I would not wish to be involved in anything to do
with civil war ever again. … One of the things that really shocked me about this flying was that, after the second
flight, they turned the airport terminal in Mukalla near Riyan in the Yemen into like a MASH field hospital ... I've
never actually fought in a war and I found it particularly upsetting to see rows of very badly injured troops and
civilians and children, lying there being fed by saline drips [in a] very, very poor state of medical care. By our tenth
flight the numbers were really quite phenomenal ...they were the people that were injured on our side ... there was no
feedback at all about what happened in North Yemen...
By November 1994, the British pilot had set up his own UK company, Phoenix Aviation, to fly live cattle to France and
the Netherlands from Coventry airport in the UK. However, the following month his leased Boeing 737 crashed near
Baginton airport, narrowly missing a housing estate and killing all five crew.64 He continued his air cargo business by
leasing two Russian ex-Aeroflot planes, but by May 1995 Phoenix Aviation was apparently in financial trouble and he
had to suspend the flights. In April 1996, he bought a small BAC 1-11 freighter that was due to be scrapped, and
persuaded the British authorities to allow him to fly it to Oostend, supposedly to sell the parts. Once there, however, he
reportedly put the plane on the Liberian register and formed a new company, Balkh Air, to fly goods to a warlord’s
territory in northern Afghanistan.65
Meanwhile, the flooding of Yemen with arms has continued, reflecting the growth of Eastern European companies
involved in the private markets. On 9 April 1999, the Moldavian authorities detained a Ukrainian cargo plane in Kishinev

which was
allegedly carrying a secret load of weapons on board. Local customs authorities said that the accompanying papers in the
aircraft indicated that it was en route from Hungary to Yemen and was carrying oil-production equipment. However, a
customs search revealed about 5,000 undeclared pistols on board. The freighter was an
Antonov 25 that reportedly belonged to Ukraine Airlines. ‘If we receive an arms-transport permit, we will let the cargo
go’, said a Moldavian customs official. This was the second Ukrainian plane to be detained in Moldavia on suspicion of
arms smuggling that month.66
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Chapter 6
Mysterious Ships
Ninety percent of all world trade is maritime trade, and considerable quantities of arms are ferried by sea.1 If an illegal
shipment is found, it can reveal a lot about international brokering networks – but the sheer quantity of cargo makes
checking very difficult. To varying degrees, all countries are faced with the
enforcement problem: lack of resources for customs officials at ports to check paperwork sufficiently against cargo, and
for port authorities to ensure that safety rules are
followed. Resources are very limited, and investigating suspected cargoes and traffickers using ever-more circuitous
routes requires a great deal of time and effort.
At the busiest US port, Long Beach in California, an average of 8,400 cargo containers in the port area could be checked
every day – but US Customs has fewer than 135 inspectors there. It was therefore almost by accident that, in March
1997, federal agents at the US–Mexico border opened two suspect sealed containers from Long Beach, and this led them
to the largest illicit arms shipment ever intercepted en route from the USA to Mexico.2 The arms, including M-2
automatic rifles, had originally been left behind in Vietnam by the US armed forces. They had been shipped from Ho Chi
Minh City to Singapore, then to Bremerhaven in Germany, through the Panama Canal and up to Long Beach for transit to
Mexico. The Mexican freight forwarder commissioned to take the containers to Mexico City could not produce an
address for the purchaser when asked. According to a customs official, ‘in the normal course of business, no one would
have ever opened them. [The arms] were discovered through a fluke.’ 3 Containers in transit or ‘in bond’ are normally
never touched.
As US Customs senior special agent James McShane said: ‘The biggest problem that existed for years was that of being
able to identify an illegal shipment. I don't necessarily mean the obvious scenarios, like five handguns discovered in a

suitcase being carried to another country. I am referring to the shipments of hundreds of weapons with legal or quasilegal documentation giving them an appearance of legitimacy.’4 Experienced and unscrupulous brokers and shippers can
create the appearance of
legitimacy by using complexity, as well as by unsuspected methods at sea. The transcript of the digital diary of a
Belgian-Hungarian broker shows the name and number of a certain colonel (‘Kemal’) who is said to specialize in cargo
helicopter deliveries on the open sea.
It is not only aircraft operators who can hide or camouflage their logos and airline name. Several shipowners or crews are
also known to have changed the name of the vessel on the open sea. In 1993, an international warrant was issued for a
cargo of arms aboard a vessel registered in Greece. While authorities were searching for a ship called the Maria, the
ship’s name had been illegally changed to Malo. The Malo was finally held in the Indian Ocean by the Seychelles
authorities.5
Another vessel shipping 38,000 high-explosive mortar grenades to apartheid South Africa in 1985, in breach of the arms
embargo, was actually sold on the open seas to a new owner. The new shipowner was an agent of the former one, but the
original owner could apparently no longer be held accountable for the illegal cargo. In this case, the ship’s name Otter
had been changed to Reef Moon by the time it arrived in the port of Durban.6

Indian Ocean and the Sea Pigeons
On 23 May 1997, a ship was reported as having left the Mozambican port of Beira supposedly en route to Colombo, Sri
Lanka, with a cargo of 32,000 mortar shells from Zimbabwe Defence Industries (ZDI). The deal seemed at first to be
brokered for the Sri Lankan government and ZDI by an Israeli, Ben Tsouk, and his company, LBG Military Supplies of
Israel. However, the mortars never arrived, and the Sri Lankan government was mystified. A fax then arrived at the US
embassy in Colombo, claiming to be from the Tamil Tigers (LTTE) and saying that the ship and its cargo had been
hijacked on 11 July 1997.7 But the fax did not have the usual tell-tale signs of Tigers communiqués. Subsequent
intelligence investigations in Sri Lanka began to
reveal another story.8
The Israeli broker, Tsouk, denied that he was involved in the sea hijacking, but ZDI officials say that he sent a fax to
report that he had checked the loading of the mortars into containers. His fax says that the mortars were loaded not in
Mozambique but at the port of Rijeka in Croatia.9 ZDI assumed that the Sri Lankan government had sent a ship to collect
the munitions, but the company now alleges that they were loaded onto a ship called the Limassol, one of the Tamil
Tigers’ sea freighters. 10 It is claimed that the Tigers have since used the mortars against Sri Lankan government forces. 11
The Tigers’ chief weapons trader is known as ‘Kumuran Pathmanathan’ or ‘KP’; the arms procurement team is known as
‘the KP Department’. At the heart of the KP Department’s operations is a highly active merchant-shipping network
known as ‘the sea pigeons’. A researcher who has studied the ‘sea pigeons’ describes them as follows:
Except for the Provisional Irish Republican Army and the Palestine Liberation Organisation, the LTTE is the only
insurgent organisation that is known to have at its own disposal a fleet of deep sea going vessels. The LTTE started
building its maritime network with the help of a Bombay shipping magnate in the mid 1980s. Today the fleet numbers at
least eleven freighters, all of which are equipped with sophisticated radar and Inmarsat communications technology. The
vessels mostly travel under Panamanian, Honduran or Liberian flags, …known as Pan-Ho-Lib… and are typically owned
by various front companies located in Asia…ninety five percent of the time the vessels transport legitimate commercial
goods…for the remaining five percent they play a vital role in supplying explosives, arms, ammunition and other warrelated materiel to the LTTE theatre of war.12
In late 1998, the Tanzanian government was under pressure to cancel a contract that it was negotiating with the African
Fishing Company for the establishment of a prawn farm and processing business over 10,000 hectares of coastal
mangrove forest.13 The majority owner of the company, Reginald John Nolan, an Irish national, owns several oceangoing vessels and had been a supplier of arms and equipment to the Tanzanian Ministry of Defence during the 1980s.
Nolan’s boats ply the East African coast. To the surprise of many people, he had a clause inserted into the contract for the
prawn business that would allow the African Fishing Company to import into Tanzania $570,000 worth of arms and
ammunition per year. 14 Nolan had been involved in a long legal dispute with a fellow arms dealer over commission
payments, and was facing a court challenge by environmentalists determined to stop the prawn contract in order to save
Africa’s largest mangrove forest.
Persistent reports in 1996–97 indicated that the northern Mozambican port of Nacala was used to ‘export’ large amounts
of old, cached RENAMO (Mozambican rebel movement) weapons and ammunition via the port of Mtwara in Tanzania
to Lake Tanganyika and from there by boat to Fizi in former Zaire, destined for rebel groups in Burundi and in Zaire. A
Tanzanian security company was believed to be receiving and transporting most of these stocks.15
In March 1997, researchers witnessed about 100 tons of weapons being off-loaded from a coastal vessel at the port of

Nacala. Apart from an Indian flag on the masthead of the vessel, no other identification markings were readable. Two 10ton trucks
removed the arms, making about five trips each. Two similar trucks (if not the same ones) were spotted one week later on
the ‘civilian’ side of Nampula airport (also in Mozambique)next to a warehouse containing AK 47 rifles, RPG 7 rocket
launchers and many crates of ammunition. The arms were seen being loaded onto two Cessna 210 aircraft and two
medium-sized cargo planes, one bearing the name of Sky Aircargo. 16 According to an airport security official, the planes
were bound for Ndola in Zambia and elsewhere in Southern Africa, and they were also carrying cargo for relief agencies.
The researchers saw that the two Cessnas and the Sky Aircargo plane were returning to Nampula with similar cargo
matching that observed at UNITA bases in eastern Angola in November 1996. 17 According to the researchers, the animal
skins, blocks of hardwood, ivory and small boxes (possibly diamonds) brought back to
Mozambique were exported to Asia using a prawn-processing plant as a cover. At the plant, Chinese and Bulgarian crates
and wrapping were seen.18

Embargo-Busting Ships from Argentina
Another strange maritime incident took place in early 1996 in Venezuela. A Danish ship, the Hornestrand, was held up
in a Venezuelan port, loaded with ammunition. The ship had made a journey via several ports, but seemed to have started
its trip in Iran, in the port of Bandar Abbas on the Strait of Hormuz. An arms broker who was present when the ship
arrived was subsequently taken for questioning by Venezuelan police authorities and later released. Somehow, this
suspect cargo ended up in a series of clandestine arms shipments that linked trafficking networks from Latin America and
Europe to Florida.19 (See also ‘The Broker Called "Lasnaud"’ below.)
The exposure of a series of triangular arms deals, enabling private companies acting on behalf of the government of
Argentina to sell weaponry to clients under regional or international embargoes, caused the resignation and prosecution
of several cabinet members of the government of Argentina. The private dealers involved in this illicit arms trade, who
used representatives in third countries, were indicted but never
detained. This case focuses on one of the key brokers in a chain of private companies that were used. Investigations of
these cases began in 1995 after the first revelations in the Argentine daily newspaper, Clarin.20
Clarin reported that President Menem of Argentina had signed a secret presidential decree (Number 103) on 24 January
1995, authorizing the sale of 5,000 FAL rifles and 75 tons of ammunition to Venezuela. What caused the enormous
scandal were the
reports that the weapons had been shipped clandestinely to the Ecuadorian port of Guayaquil. Ecuador and Peru were
involved in a border war at that time, and Argentina was bound by the Rio Protocol to keep peace between the two
countries.21
An official investigation discovered that another two presidential decrees had been signed in 1991 authorizing the sale of
6,500 tons of weapons to Panama, but in fact the weapons had been diverted in several shipments to Croatia.22 Various
cargoes amounting to 6,500 metric tons of weapons had been shipped by different vessels of the state-owned shipping
company Croatia Line. 23 This sale to the former Yugoslavia was particularly embarrassing for the government in Buenos
Aires not only because of the international arms embargo but because Argentine troops were stationed there as part of the
UN peacekeeping force. 24 Daniel Nelson, reported to be an official of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA), was interviewed by an Argentine daily newspaper; he claimed his department had been aware of this arms
supply line from 1991 onwards. 25 Other officials of the US government subsequently denied this, adding that Nelson was
not an official but had only been a consultant for the ACDA, with no responsibility or permission to speak on behalf of
the US government. 26
In May 1996, the Bolivian government requested a clarification by the Argentine government to the effect that Bolivia
‘did not purchase’ $51 million of arms in 1992. This request came amid investigations that in 1992 another secret
presidential decree (1633) had authorized Argentine Military Industries to sell a range of arms to
Bolivia.27 This shipment was also diverted to Croatia and Ecuador. 28
It was reported that the secret presidential decrees had authorized the state-owned company Fabricaciones Militares (FM)
to sell weaponry via the private companies, Hayton Trade SA and Debrol SA. These latter two companies were based in
Uruguay and acted on behalf of a retired lieutenant colonel of the Armed Forces of Argentina, Diego Palleros.29 Palleros,
however, never imported the arms into Uruguay, nor were they ever shipped to Venezuela, Bolivia or Panama. Instead,
the arms ended up in
Ecuador, Bosnia and Croatia. It also seemed that only part of the weapons were sold by FabricacionesMilitares, and that
critical amounts of ammunition were sold directly from the arsenal of the army or from international arms smugglers.
The newspaper La Nacion also revealed that the amounts of weaponry sold could never have been
covered by the authorized sums of money mentioned in the presidential decrees. 30

Vital links in the chain were that the companies in Uruguay acting on behalf of Palleros had first sold the weapons to the
Caribbean Group of Companies in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,31 and then sold them to a broker in Ecuador using the
company Prodefensa. Similar brokering arrangements were used in the dealings with Croatia.32
For one of the shipments to Ecuador, which was based on an end-user certificate for Panama, three aircraft of a US airfreighting company, Fine Air, flew cargoes of 5,000 FAL assault rifles and 75 tons of ammunition from Buenos Aires on
17 February 1995.33 Despite a cable to Argentine authorities from the Peruvian intelligence service on 14 February, this
illegal shipment was not interrupted. 34
In April 1996, Interpol Argentina issued an international arrest warrant for Diego
Palleros.35 He had left Argentina one year earlier for Singapore and later for South Africa. The retired officer was a wellknown arms dealer who, under the government of Raúl Alfonsín in 1983, had tried to sell tanks to Iran when that country
was involved in a war with Iraq. In January 1999, a court in South Africa decided that Palleros could not be extradited
because he was in possession of a valid Panamanian passport. The Argentine justice minister suggested that South
Africa’s refusal to extradite Palleros might have been motivated by the arms dealer’s connections to South Africa dating
back to the apartheid era. 36

The Broker Called ‘Lasnaud’
According to Argentine sources, the arms dealer based in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and acting through the Caribbean
Group of Companies had been one of the key
organizers of the trafficking ring that comprised many official and private individuals.37 Jean-Bernard Lasnaud was
traced by the American Federal Bureau of Investigation to be a resident of Fort Lauderdale. 38 According to the register of
corporations of Florida, Lasnaud was a director of several companies, among them the Caribbean Group of Companies,
which was used for some of the Argentine operations.
Official documents in Argentina show that Lasnaud had also been in Argentina in
order to supervise the loading of the Fine Air cargo aircraft to Ecuador in February 1995, and to inspect a cargo bound
for Croatia in December 1995.39 A Panamanian company, Tornasa, acted as a go-between for the transactions between
Lasnaud and Palleros. According to the Florida registrar of corporations, Lasnaud’s Caribbean Group of Companies was
officially incorporated on 13 March 1995, this was a few weeks after Palleros had sold the cargo bound for Ecuador on to
Lasnaud. 40
Argentine journalists are in possession of Lasnaud’s e-mail correspondence with a former Argentine navy captain,
Horacio Estrada, who was found shot dead in his apartment in August 1998. A few days before that, Estrada had sent a
written testimony to the Argentine judge investigating the case.41 Estrada, a veteran of former military junta death squads,
had been prosecuted for 21 cases of torture in 1987. He was reportedly also connected to Tornasa, the Panamanian gobetween company.
In the course of 12 days before Estrada died, Lasnaud had sent the Argentine officer over 90 e-mail messages.42 Once
decoded, the correspondence showed an intensive trade of illicitly smuggled weaponry, from small arms to armoured
personnel carriers, naval vessels, helicopters and small aircraft. In one of the messages, dated 25 August 1998, Lasnaud
had an order for 1,500 Argentine-produced rifles for shipment to Sierra Leone. In other messages, it was Lasnaud who
offered Estrada a Bell helicopter, 50 mobile anti-air missile launchers, M113 armoured personnel carriers and NATOstandard small arms and ammunition. Argentine investigators opined that that it would be very hard to prosecute Lasnaud
if he could ever be found, due to the intricate network of go-between companies and countries that were used for the
transactions. 43
‘Jean-Bernard Lasnaud’ has been in the arms trafficking business since at least 1978.44 He was convicted in absentia in
Belgium in May 1983 for illicit international trafficking in weapons. His immediate arrest was requested but his
whereabouts were
unknown, and he has never been caught.45 Officials investigating the case in the early 1980s in Belgium told us that
Lasnaud’s real name was Bernard Lasnosky, of Polish origin but born in the French Alsace. He had used the letterhead
for a company based in Panama, but several documents from this period show that the contact numbers for this
corporation were all in Brussels. For his operations in Belgium with several other convicted traffickers, he used false
names such as ‘Jean-Francois Bernard’ and later ‘de Bernard’. In this capacity he was involved in illicit trafficking to
Libya, Iran, South Africa and several other embargoed destinations. 46
Information from the French section of Interpol shows that Lasnaud was indeed born in France in 1942. He was known in
France under the various aliases that he later used in Belgium and also as ‘Francois Laroche’. The information shows
Lasnaud had been convicted seven times in France, mostly for financial crimes. He had been convicted in 1979 for the
illegal sale of 500 Heckler & Koch 21s to Somalia and again in 1980 for the use of forged official documents.47

After a series of six convictions Lasnaud apparently left France and went to live in Brussels, where he was again
convicted in 1983. Although he did not have a licence to export weaponry in Belgium, he was able to use the licence of
another convict for his own deals. In 1993, the French justice authorities again convicted Lasnaud for a ‘swindle’. After
that, Lasnaud was thought to have moved to the United States, where he established several companies. Recent
documents from the Florida Division of Corporations show that Lasnaud used various first names – ‘Jean-Bernard’,
‘Jean-Bertrand’, ‘Gean-Bertrand’ etc., – and that he ran at least ten companies from the same address in Fort
Lauderdale.48
According to a Belgian diplomatic source, Jean-Bernard Lasnaud was questioned in January 1996 in Venezuela in
connection with the Danish ship Hornestrand, which was loaded with Belgian-produced NATO-standard ammunition on
its way from Iran. The Venezuelan customs and police authorities held up the ship after discovering the real contents of
the cargo. Shortly afterwards, Lasnaud was released. According to a journalist of the Argentina daily newspaper, Clarin,
who wrote a book about these cases, the ship’s cargo included 9,200,000 cartridges of 7.62 mm ammunition (type FAL),
shipped from the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas to Guayaquil in Ecuador.49
When we called the charterer of the Hornestrand at the offices of a shipping company in Denmark, he said that ‘this was
none of [our] business’. The person responsible for the Hornestrand’s cargo services said he had never heard of
Lasnaud.50
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Chapter 7
The Mercenary Routes
A major consequence of the failure to modernize the military, security and
police sectors of many poor countries has been the rapid growth of private companies that provide security services.
International commercial interests, sometimes exploiting illegal or unethical opportunities, have been keen to open up
profitable security businesses in outlying, conflict-prone regions of the world, where arms dealing forms part of the
services provided.

Israeli Dealing in Hot Spots
In January 1999 an Israeli businessman and former officer in the Israeli Defense Force reserves, Colonel Yair Klein, was
arrested in Freetown, the capital of war-torn Sierra Leone.1 Klein was suspected of supplying and training the Sierra
Leone rebels of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) through a network based in Liberia, where Klein was allegedly
involved in training an elite corps of the Liberian armed forces. 2
Colombian judicial authorities soon issued a request to the Sierra Leone authorities for the extradition of Klein, for whom
an arrest warrant had already been issued on 4 February 1998 by the prosecutor-general in Bogota. In Colombia, Klein
and three other former Israeli military officers under his command had been charged with providing ‘instruction and
training in terrorist activities3. Klein had allegedly provided paramilitary training to vigilante groups in Colombia’s
Magdalena Valley region between 1987 and 1989. The trainees had later joined forces with two drug lords of the
Medellin cartel.
The facts concerning Klein’s involvement in Colombia emerged in April 1989, when Jose Gonzales Rodriguez Gacha,
one of the leaders of the Medellin cocaine cartel, died in a shoot-out with a joint US-Colombian law enforcement team.
When searching the drug lord’s ranches, Colombian authorities discovered 178 new Gallil assault
rifles. The weapons had been manufactured in Israel and were said to be part of a shipment of 500 Uzi machine guns and
200,000 rounds of ammunition sold legitimately by the government-owned Israeli Military Industries to the government
of
Antigua in autumn 1988. According to the Israeli company, it had exported the arms on the basis of a November 1988
purchase letter from Antigua’s Minister of National Security: ‘the letter had assured there would be no third-party
transfer’. However, the Antiguan authorities said they had neither ordered nor received the arms for their 90-member
defence force.4
The case caused an international scandal when it was broadcast on 21 August 1989 by American NBC News, linking a
network of Israeli arms traffickers operating out of Miami to the diversion of the weapons. The traffickers included
Klein, as well as an Israeli intelligence operative, Pinchas Shahar, and an Israeli businessman, Maurice Sarfati, operating
out of Miami and Paris. The Antiguan authorities subsequently
uncovered evidence that the weapons were diverted to Colombia after being off-loaded from a Danish ship to another
ship in an Antiguan port in April 1989. An
Israeli bank in New York had financed the deal.5
According to a US Senate Committee investigating the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) affair, the
‘Antigua project had been the outgrowth for the establishment of a "melon farm" by Sarfati in Antigua in 1983, financed
by the United States government through a $2 million dollar loan’. BCCI had provided the necessary references for
Sarfati to obtain a loan, claiming he was ‘one of our valued customers’.6 The files on Sarfati, according to the bank’s
lawyers, were ‘missing’. 7
When the Colombian authorities first revealed Klein’s involvement in the training of the drug cartel’s private armies and
issued an arrest warrant for him, the Israeli mercenary had already left the country and was back in Israel, continuing to
run his private defence company, Hod Hadanit (‘spearhead’). Klein claimed that he had thought his trainees were
ranchers in Colombia who wanted to defend themselves against leftist guerrillas.8
On 29 November 1990, an Israeli court sentenced Klein after he pleaded guilty on three charges: negotiating to sell
military equipment without a license, the actual sale of expertise, and the unlawful sale of equipment to a group called
the ‘Farmers
Organization’.9 As far as the Colombian authorities were concerned, Klein remained a fugitive, and in February 1998 the
Colombian prosecutor-general charged him in
absentia with training terrorist groups. Klein’s trainees and the weapons from the
Antigua deal were allegedly deployed in the assassination of presidential candidate Luis Carlos Galan and in the
explosion of a Colombian airliner that crashed in
November 1989.10 Klein was also involved in setting up an illegal anti-terror combat training school in Antigua. It is not
clear whether Klein’s mercenary activities in
Colombia coincided with those of a group of British mercenaries who had allegedly trained paramilitary squads for the
cocaine cartels.11
It is thought unlikely that Sierra Leone will extradite Klein to Colombia. He is being charged in Sierra Leone for
smuggling arms from Ukraine and Liberia into the
country, according to Sierra Leone’s Attorney General. Klein originally denied any involvement in the smuggling. It is
reported that Israel’s foreign ministry was
continuing diplomatic efforts to bring about his release.12

London Brokers for Arms and Mercenaries
On 28 March 1997 Australian air force jets intercepted a cargo plane in the airspace between northern Australia and
Papua New Guinea. Sydney-based newspapers said the Antonov AN-124 aircraft that was grounded in Australia had
been carrying several attack helicopters, military vehicles, and an arsenal of weapons, including heat-seeking missiles,
grenades, 500 cases of ammunition, explosives and rockets.13
The weapons were on their way to Papua New Guinea, for use by a foreign private military company – Executive
Outcomes – hired to quell a secessionist rebellion on the Isle of Bougainville. This South African company was
represented in Papua New Guinea by the British-based consultants Sandline International. However, the operation
backfired after mutinous army units and protesting civilians opposed the use of mercenaries in the country, and the
contract was suspended. The director of Sandline, former British colonel Tim Spicer, had to appear before a Commission
of Inquiry in Papua New Guinea that probed the terms of the contract between the PNG government and Sandline.
From the Commission’s hearings, it is understood that the PNG government had been requesting attack helicopters and
other lethal equipment from its usual channels in Britain, Australia and the USA. But the poor human-rights record of the
PNG-armed forces meant that only ‘non-lethal’ and transport helicopters could be supplied. The PNG government then
decided to sign a contract with Sandline International in January 1997. This contract, worth $36 million, comprised the
supply of four helicopters, two Mi-17 armed transport helicopters and two Mi-24 helicopter gunships. It was
reported that one of the companies in the chain of suppliers for the Eastern European-produced helicopters was the
London-based Triton Sal. The brokering company was reportedly run by a Russian businessman.14
According to the minutes of the hearings of the Commission of Inquiry, Spicer testified that the end-user certificates were
signed on 27 January 1997.15 This was done by the chief of staff of the PNG armed forces and by the chief of logistics of
the armed forces. These certificates covered the legal purchase of the helicopters and other equipment included in the
contract. The documents were turned over to the Commission of Inquiry as evidence. Two of the certificates were
addressed to Triton Sal. ‘It is a company with an office in London, one of the companies we use to procure military
equipment’, replied Sandline’s director when questioned about the nature of Triton Sal. 16 The end-user certificates
referred to three of the four helicopters involved. ‘The way that we work is that we give Triton or another company the
task of sourcing the helicopters. I believe these helicopters came in fact from Belarus’, said Spicer,
according to the Commission’s transcripts.
Brigadier General Singirok of the PNG armed forces was suspended after he had
organized the mutiny against the contract with Sandline International. He was also called as a witness before the
Commission of Inquiry and confirmed Spicer’s evidence on the end-user certificates and the purchasing of the
helicopters.17 The suspended commander acknowledged that he had signed the certificates three days before the PNG
government had authorized the contract with Sandline International. He explained that he had handed over five blank
end-user certificates to Sandline. According to copies provided to the Commission, these were dated 1 February 1997. It
seems, from the evidence of both Singirok and Spicer, that one of these blank end-user certificates from Papua New
Guinea was eventually filled out by the Sandline representatives in London and addressed to its supplier company, Triton
Sal. 18 The latter company was reported to be selling or brokering the sale of former Soviet surplus equipment purchased
in Belarus, apparently for sale at high prices to governments of developing countries.
In April 1997, coinciding with the sessions of the Commission of Inquiry in Papua New Guinea, the Ugandan
government signed a purchasing arrangement for four similar helicopter gunships from Belarus.19 The four helicopters
were to be supplied by a UK-based company called Consolidated Sales Corporation (CSC), registered in the Virgin
Islands.
However, when the initial batch of two helicopters arrived at Kampala airport, the ‘items delivered did not conform to the
specifications of the contract’. A first official report by the deputy director of Military Intelligence of Uganda established
that the helicopters had not been overhauled, as required in the contract between the Ugandan government and CSC.
Logbooks purporting to show the technical history of the
second-hand helicopters were also questioned.20 According to British aviation authorities, the helicopters should have
cost no more than $700,000 each, whereas the
contract price of the helicopter gunships was $1.5 million per helicopter.21
CSC rejected the report of the Ugandan official investigation, which led to the
appointment of a second independent assessor. It was mutually agreed that the assessor be a helicopter company from
South Africa, whose findings would bind both
parties. After the independent assessor deemed the helicopters not airworthy, the Ugandan Defence Ministry released a
press statement announcing that the agreement with CSC was terminated.22
But Uganda had already paid half the price of the contract in the form of promissory notes that had been cashed by the

selling company. Each of the four helicopters cost $1.5 million, but apparently the sum of $12 million had been agreed
upon in an
arrangement between the brokers of CSC and several highly placed Ugandan officials and businessmen. This would have
been almost four times the price the gunships should have cost, given their condition, according to the aviation experts
from South Africa and Britain. The purchasing price for the ineffective equipment raised a heated debate in Uganda’s
Parliament, which requested greater transparency about the
defence expenditure of the country.23 On 11 February 1999 a motion to set up a select committee to probe allegations of
corruption in the procurement of military equipment was rejected, although it was reported that several senior officers
had already confessed to taking bribes in the deal. The Ugandan president then directed a new probe into the helicopter
purchase agreement. 24
The report of the South African helicopter experts showed that the Ugandan government had used a middleman to
purchase the helicopters because, at the time, it had no direct contract with the military authorities of the Commonwealth
of Independent States or industries with a mandate to sell the helicopters. According to the report, the proprietor of CSC
was Emmanuel Katto. Chris Smith, a British public-relations consultant who referred to himself as director of CSC, was
reported to have carried out the negotiations with the Ugandan Army. CSC had reportedly bought the helicopters from or
via Triton Sal.25
The helicopters had not been ordered for Uganda alone. After a Kampala-based newspaper had published a story on
Rwandan complaints about the overpriced chopper deal, officials in the Rwandan capital reacted and acknowledged that
two of the four contracted helicopters were for their country. As an official put it, it was difficult for Rwanda to acquire
military items directly on the international arms market, so ‘the country had to turn to its friends in neighbouring
countries’.26
What really happened with the pricing and the delivery of the helicopters to Uganda and Rwanda remains unclear. Not
only did the surplus deals involve equipment of questionable quality, but it seems that the big profits made by the various
brokering agents and companies were split between businessmen and high officials in Uganda and London, at the
expense of the Ugandan and Rwandan taxpayers. A Ugandan newspaper published a detailed report claiming that the
Rwandan part of the deal
involved a complex network of arms companies in Belarus, brokers in the UK and Uganda, a Russian arms dealer, an
offshore company in the Virgin Islands, bank
accounts in London and New York, and a money guarantee by a bank that no longer
existed.27

Mercenary Air Power
In 1998, a pilot who sub-contracted to fly cargo planes for various companies talked about flying aircraft for Capricorn
Airlines, part of the Executive Outcomes and
Sandline group.28 He said, however, that he had been ignorant of the identities of the ultimate buyers and sellers:
Since 1994…I would estimate I have done at least fifty flights for them.. … All these shipments consisted of arms,
mainly rifles and ammunition but, on a couple of occasions, landmines. … In my time I have smuggled many diverse
cargoes including arms, diamonds and wild birds. I am still engaged in this work. I have, however, never carried drugs on
moral grounds.29
The exactorigin of ‘Capricorn Airlines’ is unclear. Colonel David Stirling, the
founder of the British Special Air Service (SAS) as well as various private security ventures in Africa, also funded the
Capricorn Africa Society in the 1950s.30 In the late 1980s, Stirling was linked to the private security company, KAS
Enterprises Ltd, which reportedly employed former SAS personnel and others on the borders of south-eastern Angola to
counter ivory hunting and other illegal activities. 31 This was only possible by obtaining the cooperation of the thenapartheid armed forces in the area, especially the Buffalo Battalion and ‘Reccie’ units, as well as the Angolan rebel
movement, UNITA. The interaction of these forces formed the backdrop to the formation of Executive Outcomes in
South Africa in 1989, enabling alliances on private
security projects between former South African and British special force officers.32 Executive Outcomes was registered
in the UK in September 1993. ‘Capricorn Systems’ emerged as a company within the Executive Outcomes group,
although it was sometimes called ‘Capricorn Air’. 33 In April 1995, two Andover transport planes were sold from the
Royal Air Force’s Queen’s Flight to a broking firm, Technical Aviation, which registered them in Sierra Leone and
Angola and leased them to Executive Outcomes. 34 By 1995 all the companies within this group had come under the
overarching control of Strategic Resource Corporation in South Africa and a group of companies based in the UK and
offshore tax havens. The group was largely controlled by UK mining magnate and former SAS officer, Tony
Buckingham. 35 In 1996, the main British directors of these companies formed Sandline International to work with

Executive Outcomes, and registered it in the Bahamas with shared offices in Chelsea, London.36
In November 1996, as the war to topple the dictator Mobutu in former Zaire began to spread, a businessman who had
represented Ibis Air wrote to the commercial director of the Chelsea group office, using the letterhead of a UK company,
Techline Aviation Ltd. He explained the advantages of sourcing ex-Soviet military equipment outside Russia:
I have now located two new Mi-17 helicopters outside Russia so delivery will be easy. …The market is very good at
the moment for this type. The asking price is $600K but I am confident that I can negotiate down to $500K. I have
located a further two Mi-17s, again outside Russia so they can be exported immediately without hassle…
In addition I can supply up to twenty factory new 1992-1993 Mi-17s ex Russia at prices between $850K and $950K but
they will be subject to export formalities from Russia. …The military equipment must be sourced from Russia. I have
investigated the ex East German Mi-24V helicopters but they have been sold. …Prices for the new Mi-24W including all
your specified ‘accessories’ has been quoted to me at $4.25 million each, complete ex-Russia. Once again, I am confident
the prices can be negotiated down. We will need end user certificates for all equipment if purchased from Russia. No end
user certificates required for the Mi-17s I have quoted for.37
The fact that the European Union had imposed a ‘full scope’ arms embargo on Mobutu’s Zaire since April 1993 was of
no consequence to the arms broker, since the UK company at Stansted Airport operating the giant Antonov 124 cargo
plane (itself leased from one of three firms in the Russian Republic) would pick up the military helicopters in Prague and
deliver them to Kinshasa without bringing the cargo into the European Union and thus without breaking UK arms control
law. The man from Techline Aviation explained:
It is possible to load four Mi-17s with rotor and rotor hub removed in the AN123 [Antonov 124] or six if the tail boom is
also removed. I have talked to the same transport carrier we use before and the price using Stansted – Prague –Kinshasa –
Stansted for the exercise will be in the order of $210,000 all-inclusive but excluding cargo insurance. The carrier would
ideally like 10 days notice. …In the process of investigating the availability of the military equipment, I have been
offered other smaller hardware that I know is used by the organisation that may be of interest.38
A company called Techline Resources Ltd was reported to operate aircraft from
Cyprus and southern England with Ibis Air of Malta.39 ‘Capricorn Systems’ became ‘Ibis Air’ in 1997, a change of name
and a de-registration from the US to the Angolan register that was said to have happened ‘within twenty four hours’ of
the Civil Aviation Authority in South Africa approaching the US Federal Aviation Authority to enquire about the
operations of the two US-registered Boeings used by Capricorn. 40
Ibis Air International had its principal office on Guernsey; it was registered in the
Bahamas under the name of Capricorn Systems, with branches in London, Malta, Johannesburg, Luanda, Freetown and
Nairobi.41 Exactly what its large fleet of at least 17 aircraft were doing is unclear. A South African engineer and his wife
who worked at Wilson airport in Kenya during 1996 for Simba Air, a company leasing aircraft from Ibis Air, showed a
UK television company the illegal aircraft registration stickers that they were asked to make, alleging they had had their
passports taken away after questioning the company’s links to Executive Outcomes. 42
Sandline International has sometimes chartered independent air-cargo carriers to ferry arms and equipment for its
operations. In May 1998, UK Customs and Excise officials investigated the role of Skyair Cargo in a $10 million
sanctions-busting arms shipment arranged by Sandline. This was part of a plan to topple the military junta and restore the
elected government of Sierra Leone.
Although run from offices in west London, Sky Air’s aging Liberian-registered Boeing 707 aircraft was based in Sharjah
in the United Arab Emirates. It was from there that it flew to collect the arms at a military airport in Bulgaria. On 21
February the plane took the cargo to Kano in northern Nigeria. The next day it flew on to Lunghi in Sierra Leone, where
the arms were handed over to the Nigerian forces fighting the military junta that had overthrown Kabbah. Sandline
mercenaries were assisting the Nigerians as well as training and supplying a local pro-Kabbah militia.43
Skyair Cargo claimed it had provided customs with documents proving the flight was legal despite the mandatory United
Nations arms embargo. It even claimed it was
unaware of the nature of the cargo.44 Skyair Cargo is mentioned in several reports in 1998 and 1999 for alleged arms
trafficking. 45 The company was formed in 1988 when it took over an old Boeing 707 aircraft from Santa Lucia Airways.
The plane was registered as J6-SLF on the island of Saint Lucia, and Sky re-registered it as EL-JNS in Liberia. The
company used to base the plane at Oostend, but moved it in January 1998 to Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates. Santa
Lucia had also operated the plane from Oostend but left there in May 1988 when it was implicated in arms deliveries as
part of the Iran-Contra affair. 46 The Skyair Cargo plane has been managed from London by Skyair Cargo Services with
corporate links to Tehran and East and Central Africa. Skyair Cargo has been advertised ‘to operate regular charters from
Ostend to Kinshasa and Nairobi, as well as ad hoc charters’. <>
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 8
The USA: Getting Around the Toughest Law
When it comes to arms control, the United States of America is sometimes a paradox. Loose legal controls on domestic
gun sales and ownership in the USA facilitate a steady flow of small weapons smuggled across the borders, particularly
into Mexico.1 However, a relatively tough US law on international arms brokering was introduced in March 1998. It
requires any US citizen, wherever located, and any foreign person located in the USA or subject to US jurisdiction,
engaged in the brokering of arms, to first register and to obtain prior written approval for each proposed transaction.
Registration and licence approval must be obtained from the Office of Defense Trade Controls of the US Department of
State. These
requirements are set out in the Arms Export Control Act and related regulations, the International Traffic in Arms

Regulation and the Munitions List. The latter defines what are termed ‘defense articles’.2
The enforcement of such controls is primarily the responsibility of the US Customs Service. US Customs special agents
receive training to investigate criminal cases of smuggling, money laundering and the application of relevant US
regulations, notably at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Centre in Glynco, Georgia. Such agents have extensive
powers of investigation and can obtain comprehensive search warrants to seize documents, computers and other materials
from business premises and homes. Permission must first be granted by a US district court on the basis of a convincing
affidavit presented by the customs agents.
The US Export Control Enforcement Unit of the Criminal Division in the Department of Justice reported that, between
January 1981 and December 1998, there were 387 ‘significant’ export control cases in which defendants were indicted
for suspected violation of US arms trafficking and sanctions regulations, 170 of which were for violations of the Arms
Export Control Act.3 Not all of these cases have been resolved or have resulted in a verdict of ‘guilty’. The frequency and
seriousness of the cases have also varied greatly. Some ‘significant’ cases on the official list, such as smuggling Cuban
cigars, would appear trivial. Most cases have been related to US trade and military sanctions against Iran, followed by
Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Iraq, North Korea, the USSR, Russia, South Africa and Yugoslavia, while a minority of cases
have
involved the failure to secure and use valid export licences for military equipment
exports to non-embargoed countries.4
One trend has been the growing number of cases involving illicit trafficking of light weapons, small arms and
ammunition – from only two explicit cases in the fourteen years from January 1981–December 1994, to twelve cases in
the four years from January 1995–December 1998. All but one case concerned countries in Central or South America.
Most principal offenders received sentences of around 30 months’ imprisonment.

US Sting Operation
US Customs agents have realized that they need much greater exchange of information about arms brokers in other
countries, as well as the judicious use of undercover ‘sting’ operations, to be able to crack the increasingly global crime
syndicates.
In March 1995 a broker in Florida met with a Lithuanian national of Russian origin, called Alexander Darichev.5 The
broker explained he was a member of a Colombian drug cartel, and was looking for sophisticated weaponry. Darichev
presented himself as a broker of weapons and weapon systems, with contacts in government agencies in Russia,
Lithuania, Bulgaria and elsewhere. Representing a company, Armimex, in Bulgaria that was apparently licensed to
manufacture Russian weapon designs, Darichev offered a whole range of weaponry, from automatic rifles to shoulderlaunched surface-to-air missiles. The client showed an interest in the Russian anti-aircraft missiles, including Strela 2M,
Strela 3M and Igla systems, which are designed to destroy low-flying airplanes or helicopters. If the deal went through
successfully, Darichev and a partner of his, Aleksandr Pogrebezskij of Lithuania, hoped also to be able to procure nuclear
warheads.
During several meetings in the following months between the broker and Darichev, a complex mechanism was set up,
using front companies and government officials on both sides of the Atlantic. The Lithuanians wanted the deal to look
legitimate. In Florida, the agent of the Colombian narcotics traffickers set up a company called Phoenix International. In
April 1996, one year after the first meeting, the US-based broker went to Russia to examine the weapon systems. In the
following months, a company and several bank accounts on the Isle of Man were opened, in order to
facilitate the financial end. The value of the missile contracts totalled over $3 million; upon delivery of two sample
missile systems, a first payment of $50,000 would be made. The money was then to be channelled through a US account
at Prudential Securities in the name of another company, Alita Corporation.
In December 1996, Pogrebezskij instructed Prudential Securities in Florida to transfer the money to New York. Two days
later, $49,800 was transferred from Prudential
Securities in New York to Snoras Bank in Vilnius, Lithuania. The Lithuanians had
arranged for the transport of the missiles, through the services of Angelo Zeini, the Cypriot owner of merchant ships who
had offered his vessel, the M/V AI Fares, to smuggle the missile systems into the USA. Zeini would send the ship to
Bulgaria to pick up the weapons systems and use false paperwork, provided by the Lithuanians, indicating that the ship
would be transporting 15 forty-foot containers of machinery and general cargo to Puerto Rico. One container, with the
missile systems, would be commingled with the others in order to pass inspection at the Straits of Gibraltar.
Because Armimex could sell these kinds of weapons only to governments, Darichev and Pogrebezskij arranged to
acquire an end-user certificate from the Republic of Lithuania, signed by and bearing the seal of the Lithuanian Minister
of Defence. The client was also reassured that if the missile systems were to be used, they could not be traced and that the
Lithuanian Ministry of Defence would issue a false letter of receipt upon delivery of the weapons in Puerto Rico.

In July 1997 the negotiations came to an end. At a meeting in a hotel in Miami, US agents arrested Pogrebezskij and
Darichev. What the Lithuanians had not realized was that their US brokers were not representing Colombian narcotics
traffickers: they were undercover US customs agents from Miami, exposing the first credible post–Cold War plot to
smuggle tactical nuclear weapons into the USA. The customs agents had wanted to continue their investigation up to the
point of actually purchasing the
nuclear devices, but only the missile part of the deal had been permissible under US national security regulations.
After his arrest, Darichev cooperated with the US District Court Attorney and made monitored calls to the Bulgarian
company Armimex confirming that 40 shoulder-to-air missiles were indeed waiting to be shipped to Phoenix Arms
International. The US Justice Department also determined that the Lithuanian Minister of Defence had in fact signed the
end-user certificates. He later resigned. Darichev and Pogrebezskij were convicted on charges of smuggling, money
laundering and conspiracy. As in many such prosecutions in the United States, they were given only a four-year
sentence in a federal penitentiary. Some would argue that such a comparatively light sentence does not set a strict enough
example to other would-be arms dealers.

Exploiting the NATO Weak Link
Arms brokers and shipping agents based in the United States use the privileged status of NATO partners as a weak link to
forward arms to prohibited destinations. In April 1998, the US State Department threatened to revoke all export licences
for firearms to countries of the European Union because, it was claimed, thousands of high-powered, semi-automatic US
pistols and rifles sent there were being re-exported to places such as Algeria, Turkey, former Yugoslavia and countries in
Central Africa.6 Foreign purchasers of US arms are required to sign a statement that they will not re-export the items
without the prior authorization of the US State Department, but this is not recognized in EU law as long as the reexporting remains within the EU.
US officials claimed that the tough laws restricting domestic gun ownership in countries like Germany and the UK mean
that large imports of small arms from the USA inevitably go elsewhere, some ending up in conflict zones and amongst
organized criminals. In April 1998, German traders had licences pending for 84,399 US handguns, French traders had
22,660 and Italian dealers had 18,803.7 It seems highly
unlikely that all these weapons were intended for domestic sales.
Germany, for example, was accused of being a staging post for smuggled small arms in former Yugoslavia and Turkey.
Britain’s largest export-licence destinations for small arms in 1997 were the United Arab Emirates, Oman and Qatar.
These countries are well-known transit points to Iran, Iraq, South Asia and Africa. US officials
accused traders and brokers in northern EU countries of transiting US small arms to Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain,
which have long sea borders that are difficult to police. Historically, well-developed smuggling networks exist amongst
the Mediterranean countries and islands, and also between the Mediterranean and Latin America.8
However, official US complaints about the weak export regulatory systems for arms traders in the EU states need to be
viewed against the willingness of the US authorities to grant export licences for small arms and related items to many
countries where these items are used for serious violations of human rights. Since most applications by US dealers for
export licences covering small arms involve relatively low monetary values, the US Congress does not have to be
notified of them in advance. Thus, for example, when Congress received in 1996 the annual State Department report on
human rights violations in Bahrain recording the security forces’ use of live ammunition against pro-democracy
demonstrators, US licences were quietly being issued for 35,844 pistols and revolvers to go to Bahrain.9 According to a
report commissioned for the UK Defence Manufacturers Association, procurement of security equipment for the Bahrain
forces is usually made through the UK Crown Agents company. Bahrain is also ‘the Gulf’s busiest entry and exit point’
and was suffering from a rising wave of illicit trafficking, where it was possible to register ‘brass plate’ companies, tax
free and with no physical presence. 10

Back to the High-tech Future
In September 1999, a US Federal Bureau of Investigations conference of law
enforcement officials in Germany was told by experts that future international organized crime syndicates will use
cutting-edge technologies and not only old-fashioned guns and brute force. There will be an increasing demand for
electronic, chemical, biological weapons that are easy to carry, silent, hardly visible, and whose effects are harder to
trace.11 In 1998, Interpol issued a warning to 177 countries after a 3-inch long key-ring pistol, made in Bulgaria to kill at
close range, was found being smuggled into the UK at Heathrow airport; 12 in 1999, Spanish authorities arrested four
people and seized an illegal arsenal in Lloret de Mar which included 600 ballpoint-pen pistols, miniature guns hidden
inside pen cases. 13 US customs officers are already alert to cases of smuggling small military and security equipment that
is not necessarily classed under old-fashioned firearms regulations.

One case is that of Yuri Montgomery (also known as Yuri Malinkovsky), who had links to former Yugoslavia and ran a
company called Fortend USA.14 Montgomery pleaded guilty in the District Court of California in November 1996 after a
customs investigation found that his company had illegally exported ammunition, laser-gun sights, night-vision goggles,
electro-shock weapons, tear gas, double-lock handcuffs and military helmets from the USA to clients in Macedonia and
Slovenia. Fortend USA had sent the equipment without obtaining valid export licences. It is believed that some of this
may have ended up in Serbian hands since torture with such shock weapons began in Kosovo. 15
US regulations have allowed some types of security equipment to be exported to NATO states without needing prior
approval, and this has also attracted brokering networks. On 29 March 1991, a US cargo company, Elite Worldwide
Services, shipped 150 electro-shock riot shields for a US trade company based in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, called Protech
Armor Products. The latter firm was closely linked to another private company, Custom Armoring Corporation, and
specialized in ballistic materials and police equipment. The shields were made by Nova Technologies of Texas and
bought by Protech before being flown by air to Heathrow Airport, London. It was part of a well-planned trafficking
operation to export the shields to the
Romanian Ministry of the Interior via London, Paris and Luxembourg. Alphasafety
SA, based in Luxembourg, was the brokering agent for the Romanian government. But after a crate of the shields
arriving at Heathrow accidentally fell off a truck and broke open, UK customs officers began investigating the matter.
They contacted their US counterparts, and the carefully planned operation started to unravel.16
Elite Worldwide Services attempted to gain the release of the shields from UK customs by obtaining help in the UK to
falsify a US Commerce Department document, describing the shields as ‘kevlar vests’. Shortly afterwards, William
McNeil, Vice President of Protech and Treasurer of Custom Armoring, who was responsible for day-to-day operations,
began to arrange for a second consignment of 150 electro-shock shields from Nova to be flown to Romania via Houston,
Paris and Luxembourg. They conspired with Herbert Allen of Nova Technologies, as well as Charles Dye of
International Business Connections, the US representative of Alphasafety, to deliver the shields using a false Shipper’s
Export Declaration, a Shipper’s Letter of Instructions and an Airway Bill. These documents indicated that the ultimate
end-user would be Alphasafety, so that the destination could be presented as Luxembourg, a NATO member and
therefore exempt from licensing requirements for such items. Around 12 May, the shields were exported unlawfully to
Romania, via Luxembourg.17
Both the US and successive UK governments have refused to divulge the name of the UK broker/s and US supplier/s
who were issued licences for a large consignment of such weapons to Saudi Arabia, a state with an appalling record of
officially-sanctioned torture. The UK marketing agent for Nova, International Procurement Services (IPS) based in
London, was also a brokering agent for the UK small arms company, Royal Ordnance. In 1995, Phillip Morris, a
salesman for Royal Ordnance working with IPS, admitted to assisting the supply of 8,000 electro-shock weapons to
Saudi Arabia in 1990 as ‘a sweetener’ for the massive Al Yammamah arms deal, the largest in UK history.18 The fact that
electro-shock torture was carried out in Saudi Arabia was never considered. IPS and Royal Ordnance, part of the UKbased British Aerospace Group BAe, offered in a letter to supply more such weapons to the Middle East using suppliers
in the United States and Germany. The UK authorities declined to prosecute them for illegal possession of such weapons.
Successive UK governments have since admitted that trans-shipment licences were issued for US electro-shock weapons
to be delivered via the UK to Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Botswana, but have refused to divulge the name of the transshipping agent/s. The current UK government has claimed it had ‘problems with computer databases’. The US
government has also refused to divulge the names of the supplier and shipping agent in the deal, on grounds of
commercial confidentiality.19

‘Drop Shipping’
To broker the sale of small weapons outside the NATO countries, US dealers need to use more devious methods. ‘Drop
shipping’ is one such method discovered recently by US Customs officers. In December 1997, Jack Baugher and his
company, S&J Products and Services, were convicted of exporting powerful liquid pepper (Capsicum) gas sprays without
export licences to Sweden, Canada, France, Germany, Mexico and the Philippines.20 They were also convicted of
exporting high-voltage electro-shock stun guns to Russia, Mexico, Indonesia, Guatemala, the Philippines, Papua New
Guinea and other countries. 21 S&J Products and Services described itself as ‘a manufacturers’ representative’
specializing in security equipment sales, and had advertised in international trade journals.
A former employee of S&J said it acted as a ‘drop shipper’ for numerous other companies, describing the process thus:
‘For example, XYZ company [in a foreign country] will receive an order for pepper sprays and stun guns from ABC
company [also in a foreign country]. XYZ company will then ship the order to S&J Products and Services who fills it,
creates invoices which reflect that XYZ company is the supplier, and then ships the order to the ABC company.’ The
former employee told the court that between 10 and 20% of the business of S&J Product and Services ‘is through these

drop shipments’.22 In order to circumvent US export regulations, and therefore to create the impression that the foreign
(XYZ) company was the supplier, S&J Products and Services staff carefully created ‘dual invoices’ for each order – one
factual invoice reflecting the actual names and amounts of the ordered weapons in order to claim payment, and one
fraudulent invoice for sending the weapons.
In May 1996, US Customs had discovered a S&J consignment of pepper sprays and stun weapons on its way to Russia
described as ‘Key chains, Pen Units, fountain pens, jogging weights, mini Elect volt unit, electrical volt unit, Book,
portable door lock, First aid kits’. A former employee said that in December 1996, twelve cases of pepper sprays valued
at approximately $9,000 were shipped to the Philippines via United Parcel Service and All Flags Freight Forwarders.
Two other informants said a Philippines company was negotiating a large order from S&J to supply the Philippines
police.
The future ramifications of such ‘drop shipping’ arrangements gradually became clear when it was revealed that S&J had
obtained its stun guns from Korea and Taiwan.23 Stun-gun manufacturers in Taiwan have production facilities in
mainland China and are seeking to dominate this market in a world where the security forces of over one-third of the
world’s states – and most importantly China – practice electric shock torture. 24 S&J were unwittingly positioning
themselves as a third-country broker for this torture market. 25 Ex-employees said that S&J had made a special study of
export regulations. One confided: ‘it is a long standing joke within the office of S&J Products and Services that they
falsely describe the products that they export.’ 26
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 9
Weak National Laws of Western States
Governments commonly use ‘licensing’ and ‘registration’ to regulate business in the interests of public safety and open
trade. For example, most states regulate standards and operations of motor vehicles and restrict the production and trade
of pharmaceuticals and chemicals. They ensure the integrity of the legal, medical and other professions. Similarly, many
states routinely adopt policies and regulations that require the restrictive licensing of arms manufacturers and dealers –
although some do not, and in many cases these laws and policies are not strict enough.1 But, as is evident from the
preliminary survey below, as well as the illustrative cases above, few states have laws and regulations specifically
designed to cover the activities of arms brokers and shipping agents, especially when the activities go through third
countries. This is a glaring and often tragic omission.
One study concluded that, from the available literature, only five states – Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands,
Luxembourg and the USA – have measures that deal
explicitly with arms brokering.2 As discussed below, even these measures vary widely in the extent of their coverage.
The USA is the only government that comes close to requiring that anyone domiciled within its own boundaries, and any
of its citizens
residing elsewhere who engage in the brokering and shipping of arms: (a) be on a bona fide public register, (b) seek prior
licence authority for a transaction involving their commissioned role as an intermediary; and (c) subject any transaction
to post-delivery verification. All the same, the United States appears to lack sufficient transparency in this area, including
the publication of names on the authorized register and a list of brokerage licences that have been approved. Such
transparency would help significantly to ensure against diversion and misuse.
Increasingly, however, governments are becoming aware of the growing scale of the negative humanitarian, political and
economic impact of unregulated arms brokers and shipping agents. A few governments – such as those of Canada, South
Africa and the United Kingdom - are considering changes to bring such activities more clearly within the scope of their
law. Any proposed measures should be examined carefully: they must be framed so as to be preventive in nature, realistic
in scope and easy to harmonize with like-minded states.
To the extent that brokering and shipping agents become specialists in identifying desperate customers who lack
legitimacy according to the norms of international
conduct – but do not lack the funds or other resources to risk a purchase on the fringes of, or beyond, the boundaries of
the law – the prime prerequisite of their business is to be able to outwit state regulators and law enforcers. They become
experts in knowing the weaknesses of different national control systems, the location of cheap sources of supply and the
use of secretive shipping and banking arrangements. Experienced arms brokers who agree to supply recipients in areas of
violent conflict and gross human rights abuse will usually try not to contravene national laws directly – at least, not

where they know law enforcement agencies have the capacity to enforce those laws. As seen from the examples in the
previous chapters, the arms that they trade will often never pass through domestic territory where they live, and the
money will be
laundered through tax-haven accounts.
The increasing reality of global markets, new technologies and weak systems of
governance and law enforcement in many countries makes the absence of proper
registration and licensing of arms brokers and shipping agents a fertile ground for
unscrupulous individuals to arrange the supply of arms to illegitimate customers. They make it their business to exploit
weak licensing procedures for arms export and
import, out-of-date legal definitions, poor transport regulation and the failure to verify end-users and provide for
adequate corporate and financial transparency. This makes it all the more important to examine each national system of
law and regulations in an integrated and holistic way. All aspects of the arms brokering and shipping agency business
should be considered. The following is an attempt to contribute to that task, but it is not comprehensive.

Austria
Austrian export legislation requires an arms exporter to apply and obtain an export
licence issued by the government before transferring arms abroad. A valid end-user and transit certificate is required, at
least in theory. However, there are no specific provisions in the law to regulate those acting as brokers of arms sales from
Austria, or those acting as brokers for arms that pass through Austria in transit, or those domiciled in Austria who broker
arms deals in third countries. This latter omission is significant because Austria is in close proximity to several major
small-arms producing countries, including Bulgaria; and the Bulgarian state arms-marketing company, Kintex, has
operated an office in Vienna for some years.
As we have seen, the control-mechanisms are not well coordinated between various branches of government, even
though there is a formal link. There appear to be very few officials in the police (no more than 15) who work in the field
of arms control, and too few customs officers.

Belgium
No law in Belgium covers arms brokering activity via third countries, and no law
applies to shipping/forwarding agents other than normal transport and commercial law. The transfer or sale of military
items within the Benelux countries requires no
official authorization, and this fact sometimes creates opportunities for exploitation by brokers or shippers. Checks on
generalized export and import licences covering large volumes over a long time period have been inadequate.
A particular problem in Belgium is the discrepancy that exists between the law on the export, stockpiling and transfer of
certain weapons categories (covered under the law of 1991) and the law on the sale, transit and possession of certain
weapons categories on Belgian territory (covered under the law of January 1993). Some categories of weapons can be
freely moved, stored or sold on Belgian territory according to the law of 1993 (basically a law on fire arms possession
and sale), whereas the transfer of the same categories of weaponry through Belgium is permitted only when accompanied
by a transit document under the 1991 law.
An Inter-Departmental Unit was established in 1998 to try to overcome administrative fragmentation of the arms control
system in Belgium. This should improve the monitoring and enforcement of export, import and transhipment licences,
but only if
customs and police capacity in the ports and elsewhere can also be improved. A new positive development in Belgium is
the enactment of an enabling law on the implementation and enforcement of UN Security Council arms embargoes,
passed on 11 May 1995. This new law is extra-territorial in application, which should restrict
brokers and shipping agents engaged in third-country or offshore activities.

Bulgaria
Bulgaria is one of several East European countries in the process of moving closer to Western market integration. Some
of the case-studies in preceding chapters have shown that countries with significant small-arms industries that are in
structural transition, such as Bulgaria, have been significant sources of unregulated arms supplies. In December 1998, the
Bulgarian cabinet accepted that the country’s arms-export control law needed reform and proposed a set of draft
amendments. The proposals seek to align Bulgaria’s legal framework more closely with its international arms trade
obligations. If passed by the National Assembly, the proposed changes would, amongst other things, require each arms
trading company seeking an arms export

permit to identify the names of intermediaries authorized to represent the parties
involved in the proposed transaction. The new law would explicitly define arms
brokering activities for this purpose.
In addition, the changes would strengthen criminal penalties for violations of export controls, raising prison sentences as
well as fines, and would increase the minimum capital requirement for trading and transport companies engaged in arms
transactions. Against the backdrop of privatization of Bulgaria’s arms industry, the amendments would also permit
foreign-owned companies registered in Bulgaria to participate in arms-trading activities.3

Canada
There is no law in Canada specifically identifying and regulating the activities of arms brokering and shipping agency
activities, but there are some provisions that may be used in practice. According to Section 15 of the Export and Imports
Permit Act: ‘no person shall knowingly do anything in Canada to cause or assist any shipment, transshipment or
diversion of any prohibited weapon…or any component part…that is included in an Export Control List, from Canada or
any other place, to any country that is not included in an Automatic Firearms Country Control List’. This would appear to
apply only to brokering and shipping agency activities ‘in Canada’, rather than to
activities carried out by Canadian residents or registered companies outside Canada.4
Canada’s law incorporating UN mandatory arms embargoes does prohibit anyone in Canada, as well as any Canadian
outside of Canada, from participating in, assisting or promoting any transaction involving arms and related technology to
the embargoed destination.

France
French regulations, based upon the 1939 Act, currently requires that all French
citizens who wish to become involved in the production or trading of arms in France register with the government. Only
French nationals can be granted permission to
engage in such activities. The government intelligence services carry out checks to
ensure that individuals and companies who wish to engage in producing or trading arms do not have criminal
convictions. The law provides for licensing of individual transfers from French territory, but the French government
appears to have no power to regulate the brokering and shipping activities of French citizens if the acts occur outside
French territory.

Germany
Germany has laws requiring arms brokers to seek licence approval for any transaction conducted on German territory,
but it is known that arms brokers domiciled in Germany simply cross the border to conduct deals. The War Weapons Act
covers lethal military items, including complete weapons systems (rifles, tanks), major/critical components (fuses), and
ammunition (mortars). A licence is required for any company or individual seeking to import such equipment into
Germany, or to export such equipment from Germany or otherwise handle or deal with such equipment anywhere. The
Foreign Trade and Payment Act covers non-lethal defence equipment (radar, communications equipment). A licence is
required for the export of such equipment from Germany (but not import into Germany). Where buying and selling
involves the supply of arms which, during the process, become the property of German personnel, a licence is required
for equipment which falls under both the Weapons of War Act and the Foreign Trade and Payment Act, even if it does
not touch German soil.
A second type of brokering is recognized in German law, called mediation. This
includes any form of contact (phone, fax etc.) by German-based personnel between the suppliers and recipients of arms
that do not enter German soil. If the arms in question are set out in the Weapons of War Act list of munitions, then the
individual will
require a licence for each transaction in which s/he is involved. This licence should be subject to the same level of
scrutiny as an arms export licence, and there is a close alignment between export policy and policy regarding brokering
supplies through third countries. If the arms in question fall under the Foreign Trade and Payment Act, however, a permit
is not required: this loophole has been used to transfer military equipment to zones of violent conflict and human rights
abuse.
There are no extra-territorial provisions included within German laws on arms brokering. Thus these laws are liable to circumvention by individuals who simply step out of the country in order to conduct the
transaction.

Italy
In Italy there is no official information published on brokerage activities relating to the arms trade, and information on
arms exports authorized under Law 185/90 has been limited. Any documentation presented by the arms exporting
company to the authorities with regard to intermediary activities is considered strictly confidential. Such
activities are considered subject only to the formal control of military attachés in the country of the intermediary agent
(or, where there is no diplomatic representation, in the nearest country). Moreover, the concept of control used by Italian
diplomats refers only to the congruity of the fees paid by the Italian company, and not to the ‘legitimacy’ of the activities
of the intermediary agent in the arms deal.
Officials in Rome have said that the Italian intelligence services have discovered
during investigations that most of the brokering companies working in Italy are
registered in foreign tax havens, maintaining only small offices in Italy. They explained that one reason why there has not
been effective control of arms brokering agents in Italy is that the aim of Law 185/90 was to prevent foreign payments
for arms trade intermediaries being returned to private or public entities in Italy – for example, to political parties.

Netherlands
The Netherlands has ambiguous legislation on arms brokerage. Dutch officials claim that brokerage is more or less
legally covered by the arrangement. The October 1994 amendment to the law on financial relations abroad (Dutch Royal
Decision, 1994)
enables the Dutch authorities to request a full licensing procedure for anyone
‘financially involved’ in transactions of military goods outside of the EU.
The 1994 Dutch Royal Decision is known as the ‘arrangement for financial movement strategic goods’. It makes no
special reference to brokerage of military or dual-use goods, but is an ‘arrangement’, or interpretation, of the 1994
Decision by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Department Export Controls and Sanctions Policy. It harmonizes
an earlier cabinet decision of 1981 with the European Council decree of 19 December 1994 on the transfer of dual-use
exports in the EU.
Article One of the procedure prohibits any financial transaction with reference to ‘transit- or triangular trade’ of military
goods outside of the EU without a licence from the Ministry of Economic Affairs. It also prohibits any financial
transaction of military goods inside the EU, other than financial transactions for those government goods
legally stored or transported without such an export licence. The ‘arrangement’ is
applied by Dutch ministerial departments to cover financial involvement in dual-use exports and exports of military
goods to non-EU countries by any Dutch resident or company registered in the Netherlands.
Any broker has to apply for the necessary licensing documents, even if it is only the suppliers or the recipients that are
based or registered in the Netherlands. Although the Dutch authorities have refused several arms licences to brokers on
the basis of this
‘arrangement’, there is apparently insufficient jurisprudence on the arrangement to
interpret the exact coverage of the law. Thus, it is unclear whether the ‘arrangement’ applies if the arms brokering by a
Dutch national does not involve a proven financial transaction within Dutch jurisdiction, such as an offshore tax haven
that is drawn upon from other countries where the broker travels, or if it applies to the arms-brokering
activities of Dutch nationals living outside the Netherlands.
The arrangement also enables the Ministry of Economic Affairs to request verification procedures or controls on
companies or individuals financially involved in a triangular or transit deal, but this arrangement has scant preventive
value. The initiative to notify and consequently apply for an export licence rests with the broker (or financially
involved company), and it seems relatively unlikely that a broker or an organizer of an illegal triangular deal will notify
the authorities that a financial transaction or transfer in the Netherlands is connected to such a deal. Nevertheless, the
arrangement does permit the authorities to control or prosecute brokers involved in the transfer of arms.5

Norway
Under the Norwegian arms control law of December 1987 and the regulations of January 1989, it is prohibited for
persons domiciled in Norway and Norwegian companies, foundations or associations to engage in trade, negotiations, or
by other means assist in the sale of military products included in the arms control list from one foreign country to
another, without the consent of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The list of controlled goods, services and
technology includes weapons, ammunition and other military goods, as well as services connected with such products
and technology. Where there is a war or threat of war, all goods, assistance and services

require a licence, even if they are non-military items. The law places strict responsibilities on the licensee to report on the
delivery of items.6
It is not known whether the law would cover Norwegian nationals domiciled abroad who broker or arrange shipping of
arms and other security equipment and services. Nor is it known whether the scope of the goods and services controlled
would cover new security technologies that are small weapons.

Spain
Companies and individuals in Spain wishing to export arms from Spain have to
register with the authorities, but the law does not include strict legal criteria to determine anyone’s suitability for
registration, or mention the activities of third-country brokering and shipping agencies.
National law in Spain regulating the foreign trade of defence and dual-use material does provide for the development of a
Special Register of Defence and Dual-Use
Material Exporters.7 The Regulation includes a copy of the standard application to be used, which asks for some general
data (name, address, shareholders, etc.), a list of the exportable products and technologies, whether the company is
involved in research and development projects, and whether it has international experience in the export of engineering
projects. A Ministerial Order of the Economics Ministry dated 30 June 1998 deals with the procedure and regulations for
companies to be included in this Register; the Spanish Government has 60 days to notify the company whether it is
accepted or not. There is no mention of the duty of arms brokers or shipping agents to register.

Sweden
In Sweden, arms brokers are required to register with the government, in the sense that a permit is required by law in
order to engage in brokering activities. There is a
restrictive attitude towards issuing brokerage permits, since the Swedish rationale for international arms activities
(regardless of what form they take) is that such activities should directly contribute to securing the needs of Sweden’s
own armed forces. In the view of the Swedish government, arms brokering can rarely be said to contribute to that
objective.
A licence issued by the Swedish government is required for each transaction. Once a brokerage permit has been issued,
the individual transactions are judged according to the same rules as arms exports from Sweden. Controls apply to arms
brokering agents domiciled in Sweden, irrespective of nationality or pattern of operations, and despite the fact that most
of the business could be conducted from hotel rooms in foreign capitals. Swedish controls apply as long as the agent’s
permanent residence is in
Sweden. The concept of ‘domicile’ is the same as that used for taxation purposes. The scope of goods that are controlled
for the purposes of arms brokering is the same as for those which are controlled for export (i.e. ‘military equipment’).8

South Africa
The new African National Congress government has taken two legislative initiatives, one completed and another still in
draft form, which will change the legal framework affecting arms brokers. These are important initiatives that should be
studied by other states. Soon after coming to power, the government did amend the law and regulations governing arms
exports, but these changes did not cover the activities of arms brokers and transport agents outside South Africa.
However, in response to growing concern about the role in Africa and elsewhere of private military companies and
mercenaries based in South Africa, the government enacted a new law which (a) prohibits mercenary activities and (b)
rules that any citizen or permanent resident of South Africa, or any company registered or incorporated in South Africa,
that wishes to provide
foreign military assistance, must first obtain permission to offer such services and also obtain authorization to actually
provide such services in each particular instance from the National Conventional Arms Control Committee.9
Since the definition of foreign military assistance includes training, advice,
intelligence, medical support or any other action that would provide a military benefit, this law would cover arms
brokering and shipping activities outside South Africa. It remains to be seen how this law is applied in practice, since the
law provides the Minister of Defence with wide discretionary powers to exempt those s/he sees fit to provide such
services even though they may not meet the humanitarian, human rights and other criteria.
In mid-1999, the South African government was preparing further legislation to
control firearms within South Africa. In connection with this, it has proposed to strictly regulate arms brokering by
citizens, foreign nationals and residents. The
definition of firearms broadly follows that in the 1997 Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of

and Trafficking in, Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives and Other Related Materials. According to the draft proposal, a
comprehensive and restrictive register will be established for arms brokers, and each transaction will require prior
authorization through a strict licensing procedure.10

United Kingdom
UK law does not require arms brokers or their shipping agents to seek authorization for arms transfers in cases where the
arms do not pass through UK territory, nor does it require the registration of such agents for dealing in arms outside UK
territory.11 The UK Government’s 1999 review of ‘strategic export controls’ recommends that arms brokering and
trafficking activities by persons in the UK or UK citizens abroad, including cases where the goods are provided
exclusively through third countries, should be prevented in a wider range of circumstances. These circumstances would
include not only mandatory UN arms embargo as at present, but also non-binding embargoes decided upon in the UN, the
EU, the OSCE or by the UK government itself.
However, the official UK White Paper states:
...the Government does not propose to use this power to introduce controls on trafficking and brokering of all goods that
are subject to export controls. It is right in principle that UK controls on trafficking and brokering should be more limited
than on actual exports from the UK as those involved in such activities will also be required to comply with the export
control laws of the exporting country. Secondly, enforcement of controls on trafficking and brokering is less straight
forward than the enforcement of controls on exports from the UK and it is therefore right that resources for enforcement
of such measures should be targeted on the most critical areas.12
The UK government’s assertion that controls on trafficking and brokering ‘should be more limited’ because there will be
controls in other countries is clearly unrealistic. The whole point about the necessity of strict home government control of
arms
brokering and trafficking via third countries is that middlemen based in the UK and elsewhere often arrange arms
supplies from countries with poor export controls to countries with poor import controls. They deliberately use countries
suffering from weak governance, corruption and abuse. Moreover, the United Kingdom has been an attractive base
because it is easy to hide financial transactions, especially using the offshore tax havens.13
Another problem in the UK law affecting the control of arms brokers and traffickers has been the ambiguous wording
and protracted delay in implementing UN Security Council mandatory arms embargoes. The UK government has stated
that it does not wish to introduce extra-territorial jurisdiction on this issue. But it has not explained why it cannot legally
require brokers and shipping agents to present for inspection to the UK authorities, in advance of any delivery, the
written foreign authorizations and end-use certificates for the arms in question. Although the arms may not pass through
UK territory, the material proceeds from the deal will enter the UK, and the UK government has a duty to ensure that its
citizens and residents only accrue such benefits internationally as are within the rule of law.

USA
All governments should look closely at the US government’s new regulations to
control international arms brokering, the background to which has been described in the preceding chapter. Under the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (which implement the Arms Export Control Act):
Broker means any person who acts as an agent for others in negotiating or
arranging contracts, purchases, sales or transfers of defense articles or defense services in return for a fee, commission or
other consideration … [and] brokering activities include the financing, transportation, freight forwarding, or taking of
any other action that facilitates the manufacture, export, or import of a defense article or defense service, irrespective of
its origin … this includes, but is not limited to, activities by US persons who are located outside the United States or
foreign person subject to US jurisdiction involving defense articles or defense services of US or foreign origin which are
located inside or outside the United States. But this does not include activities by US persons that are limited exclusively
to US domestic sales or transfers.14
In addition, any US citizen, wherever located, and any foreign person located in the USA or subject to US jurisdiction,
who engages in such brokering activities involving the international transfer of military goods or services, must first
register with the US Department of State. Each transaction must then be given prior written approval by the State
Department.
There may remain a loophole in respect of some crime control equipment on the US Commerce Control List as opposed
to the Munitions List. All the same, the framing
of this new regulation would appear to be a major advance on what exists in other states.15
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 10
What About International Action?
Disparate and inadequate national systems for controlling arms brokers and shipping agents are compounded and
encouraged by the relative absence of international agreements and treaties. Intergovernmental discussions on
coordinated measures to restrict and better manage the international transfer of small arms have begun, but proposals to
regulate arms brokers have not yet been considered in any detail. There is still a lack of understanding about the extent
and nature of the problem, and also a lack of political will.

Identifying Common Underlying Problems
Scope of Controls
Brokers and shipping/forwarding agents do not limit their dealings to one type of military, security or police technology
or product. They take advantage of national control lists that exclude items, and control lists that are inconsistent or even
contradictory across jurisdictions. Restrictions on arms transfers or exports are often applied less scrupulously when, for
example, spare parts, surplus military vehicles or paramilitary and policing items are involved. Unable to ship certain
items from one country, a broker may organize the transfer from or to another country where restrictions on the export or

import of spare parts or dual-use items are interpreted differently. Often new technologies and paramilitary and police
equipment are demanded for
internal security threats where the recipients actually contribute to the outbreak of armed conflict rather than enhancing
real security. A better solution would be to apply controls on brokers and shipping agents to a comprehensive list of
military, security and police products and technologies that could be harmonized across territories.

Export Licences
There are many reasons why export licences are open to abuse by brokers and others. Not all export licences require
written authorizations according to law in some states – as lawyers pointed out in the defence of the UK companies
Sandline International and Skyair Cargo, when it was revealed that they had brokered and shipped an arms
delivery to Sierra Leone in apparent violation of the UN arms embargo. UK lawyers for Sandline argued that the UK
authority’s verbal approval was sufficient to meet the 1939 law on arms control, and the UK customs authorities decided
not to prosecute Sandline or Skyair.
Most European countries have no full-proof system for verifying a delivery of small arms to an authorized client or enduser. In the UK, it is the importing company itself that notifies the arrival of a cargo. A particular weakness is the system
of ‘general’
export licences. These may cover many generic products, vaguely defined senders and receivers, and deliveries over a
long period of time. Such licences can be ‘adapted’ (i.e. abused) for other purposes while remaining at least formally
within the law. No government should ever grant a general export licence to an arms broker. Preferably the system
should be replaced with a more rigorous type of licence that would always include details of the intermediaries, transport,
banking and insurance involved.
Customs, transport and commercial documentation needs to be synchronized with sufficient detail to enable rigorous
checking of all the parties involved in an arms cargo.
Some export licences can be easily forged or handed out by corrupt officials. Many export licences do not include a
prohibition or restriction on the re-export of the
articles. They may not be linked to a procedure for verifying delivery and/or for monitoring the end-uses.1 The broker
and shipping/forwarding agents do not share
responsibility and could not be held accountable if the cargo is diverted en route or is delivered to an unauthorized enduser, or if the export licence is used for purposes other than intended. These problems will have to be addressed if brokers
and shipping agents are to be controlled properly.

Import Licences
Systems for end-use certificates and import licences display similar problems to
export licences. For example, import licences may authorize transactions on the basis of an ‘estimated’ quantity of
weapons – which may not always match the ‘actual’ quantity involved in the transaction. This problem is compounded
when several separate deliveries may take place on the basis of one single import licence. Very often an import licence
remains unused, or only partially used. A brokering company may issue a request for an import licence before signing a
contract with a supplying company. Then, if no deal is made, the import licence is often not surrendered or officially
withdrawn. This means there is no guarantee that other unauthorized transactions might not be carried out on the basis of
the official document.
A particular problem in Belgium, but also other countries, has been the abuse of
officially issued import licences or certificates. For example, a company in Belgium can issue a request for the import of
weapons from, say, Chile. The Chilean company obtains an export licence on the basis of the Belgian document. But
when the weapons leave the Chilean border they are diverted to another destination for which no end-user certificate has
been issued. The client in the recipient state has no authorization for the import of the weaponry, and even the original
exporting company in Chile may not be aware that it is cooperating in an unauthorized or sanctions-breaking deal. This
situation is possible because there is no efficient control of the end-use certificate by the exporting state (in this case
Chile) to verify the actual arrival in the country that authorized the import of the weaponry (Belgium in this case).
Verifying the safe and proper arrival of an incoming weapons shipment is essential. Belgian authorities request exporting
companies to provide, within three months after export, a document confirming the arrival of a cargo. Many companies
provide only a Bill of Lading, but such a document merely confirms the dates of loading on a
particular plane, train, lorry or ship: it does not guarantee that the cargo was not
diverted to another destination. The use of a Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking mechanism could also be
considered, in addition to a generalized system that would require exporting companies to provide an official document
of port, airport or customs authorities from the recipient country2.

Transit Documents
Transit documents for the transport of military items or dual use goods on or through the territory of the European Union
are not always used. Furthermore, although a standard document is being used, not all member-states apply the same
procedures. A transit licence is granted on the basis of a copy of an export licence. Several copies of the same export
licence could be used in different EU member-states to obtain several transit licences when only one export transaction is
authorized. A dealer or broker can ship the same quantity of a certain type of weapon over and over again, using transit
certificates from different member-states obtained through copies of the one export
licence. This seems to be a serious problem, and can be solved only if all the EU
customs services use a centralized database to report the export of a military cargo to a non-EU country.

Transport Documents
More frequent and thorough cross-checking of cargo manifests and air waybills against actual cargo is necessary, as is
checking flight plans against flight directions, times and registration numbers. The lack of trained customs officers often
makes this impossible. Moreover, the actual documents themselves, if filled out by experienced shipping agents and
forwarding agents, are usually inadequate even for trained customs officers, because they contain too little relevant
information. More effective management of arms cargoes requires record-keeping to reflect the differentiated roles in
today’s complex transport networks. The sub-leasing of international overflight permissions means that one air carrier
can use another carrier’s call sign, and this may confused air traffic control in some countries. Computerized tracking of
small-arms cargoes using GPS may be expensive, but could prove well worth it – if individual passenger baggage can be
tracked globally, surely there is no reason why a similar system could not be devised for arms cargoes.
Owners of an aircraft plead ignorance when their plane is used for illicit arms
deliveries; subcontractors such as aircrew members, charterers, forwarders and sales agents also plead ignorance. If the
real title to the arms cargo, as well as the role of all the intermediaries, were recorded properly in the transport documents
and cross-referenced in standardized ways to the commercial and customs documents, then
everyone involved in an arms delivery would have to accept written responsibility at the outset. This would make air
traffic control and law enforcement officers work
together, and enable them to get much better information.
The IATA Cargo Agency Agreement may have to be modernized, as it assumes that the air cargo agents and forwarders
are simply representatives of aircraft owners and operators, rather than independent businesses in their own right. If
governments are to enable customs and police to check properly on the activities of shipping ‘agents’ or forwarders and
their complex relationships with arms brokers, suppliers and carriers, the documents will have to be upgraded to reflect
two distinct legal capacities – one of which is traditional agency, and the other of which is as a principal contractor.3

Surplus Stocks and Production
A new assault rifle can be bought for less than $50, provided one is buying in bulk. The same rifles can sell at as little as
$6 apiece in some African countries. This is a
direct result of the end of the Cold War. Many states and manufacturers are eager to empty warehouses and arsenals that
have now become superfluous. Nor is this capacity confined to small arms, as this study has shown. These surpluses
provide middlemen with the potential to make large profits, provided they can ship the arms to the right place at the right
time. It can cost as much to deliver the arms as it does to
purchase them. This means that if the unit cost to the end-users were to increase significantly, then less would be
purchased.
Currently, donor governments are giving support only to specific weapons-collection programmes following peace
agreements, and have begun to support regional initiatives to curb transfers. One important incentive here is the recentlyagreed Moratorium on the Import, Export and Manufacture of Small Arms and Light Weapons of the Economic
Community of West African States, which entails a three-year freeze on the import, export and manufacture within West
Africa of small arms and light weapons. It is supported by the 33 states belonging to the Wassenaar Arrangement – and
these states include most of the world’s major arms exporters.4 Laudable as such initiatives are, however, they will need
to be broadened and deepened if they are to affect the
underlying economics of arms surpluses.
Governments must take proactive steps to increase support for programmes – not only for the removal of weapons in
post-conflict situations, but for the destruction of
conventional arms, especially small arms, stocks and the decommissioning of production facilities wherever possible. For

many less-developed states, and particularly those used during the Cold War for cheap production of small arms, such
programmes would require international donor support and regional agreements to curb the inflows of arms.

Arms Embargoes
Arms brokers and shipping agents have been able to penetrate, with relative ease, most mandatory arms embargoes, as
well as several voluntary ones, agreed by the UN Security Council. The case of Rwanda in this study shows that the
international response to human rights and humanitarian crises has been too slow, and that when arms embargoes have
been agreed they lack clarity and ‘teeth’. Monitoring and verification by law enforcers authorized to work in cooperation
with relevant UN officials has been very weak. The practical meaning of the scope of Security Council resolutions has
not been sufficiently well defined. Embargo decisions have not been translated promptly and clearly into national laws,
and criminal sanctions for offenders have been weak or non-existent. The application of embargoes to allies within zones
of conflict has not been addressed, and the publication of detailed reports to ensure public awareness and compliance has
been all too infrequent.5
Two critical problems require further attention. Sometimes a perceived ‘unfairness’ of an embargo has arisen because
both warring factions have committed serious abuses, including war crimes and crimes against humanity, albeit perhaps
to different degrees. Modern warfare has usually claimed high civilian casualties. If this is to be countered, and the
embargo is to have the moral commitment and legitimacy, an embargo must always be clearly defined in fundamental
international humanitarian and human rights law. More work needs to be done by the United Nations and the
international financial and transport authorities to define the responsibilities of banks, and of air, sea and road carriers
and transport agents. Targeted transport bans and the freezing of bank
accounts are critical to the success of arms embargoes, but their impact on innocent civilians has to be mitigated if it
cannot be avoided.

Tax Havens and Front Companies
Many tax havens claim that their financial success depends onprocedures to stamp out illegal money laundering, but arms
brokers appear to prize the use of tax havens. A UK government Home Office report in 1988 found that an estimated
90,000 companies were incorporated in UK offshore tax havens, most of them by non-residents.6 They are generally allowed to
conduct business in relative secrecy without filing
public accounts, annual reports or publicly revealing the names of their beneficiaries. A particular problem, especially on
the Island of Sark, has been the use of ‘nominee directors’ who know little or nothing about the companies they
nominally direct. Non-resident companies are formed on the Isle of Man with directors in Sark in order to evade taxes.
This system was used in the arms-brokering arrangements to the perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide in 1994, and in
many other cases. The Home Office report estimates that such island companies hold around 5% of the global offshore
tax-haven funds of $6 trillion – equivalent to just under half the GNP of the United Kingdom. However, UK customers in
Jersey, for example, represent only 19% of the total. The corresponding figures for Guernsey are 15%, and 27% for the
Isle of Man.
Other offshore tax-havens that have been used by arms brokering, shipping agents and cargo charter companies include
the Bahamas, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, Gibraltar, British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong and Singapore. Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands and Hong Kong have much larger insurance and fund management businesses than the UK islands, and
the latter have far fewer company registrations than the British Virgin Islands. Territories such as Andorra, Antilles,
Cyprus, Ireland, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta, Panama, Switzerland and the Turks and Caicos Islands also
compete for high levels of non-resident business, and have been exploited by brokers and traffickers of arms.
The Home Office reported that the UK offshore tax havens were improving their regulations to combat money laundering
and related trafficking crime, but went on to state: ‘The struggle against financial crime, including money laundering, is
not yet being convincingly won anywhere. In the UK and the Islands, as in many other jurisdictions, such crime remains
too profitable.’7 The main problem in preventing offshore tax havens being used as staging posts in laundering chains,
the Home Office argues, lies in the gaps in legislative powers and a lack of law-enforcement capacity that hinder
international cooperation.
It might be a mistake to put all the blame on offshore tax havens. As a freelance pilot who lives in the UK Channel
Islands and who flew arms to the exiled Rwandan forces and militia in April 1994 put it:
as far as I understand it, the banking laws in this country make it an ideal place for the trade to actually take place without
anything physically happening. …The brokerage of these flights, the provision of aircraft for them, and the financial
facilitation for them, tends to take place in the UK but the flights themselves do not originate within the UK or for that
matter operate through the UK. 8

What About International Law and Standards?
The UN Group of Experts on the Problem of Ammunition and Explosives has argued that: ‘The legitimate trade, by
definition, depends upon strict enforcement of existing laws and regulations. The illicit trade is dedicated to
circumventing them.’ The Group’s emphasis on better law enforcement is understandable, but too many states have
‘existing laws’ that do not adequately define what is ‘legitimate trade’. Some Western and other governments now realize
that national systems of legally controlling international arms transfers need to more consistently incorporate and uphold
principles of international law in order to achieve greater harmonization and to reflect global realities. But how will such
harmonization affect the control of brokers and shipping agents dealing in arms?
At a practical level, in order to ensure that arms brokers and traffickers do not simply move out of one state and establish
themselves in another, less-regulated place, governments will need to press for the introduction of comparable legislation
in as many countries as possible. But in order to achieve this, international coordination will have to rest on some
common principles and standards.
Two elements are crucial for controlling arms brokering and trafficking agents: they must be required to register, and
then they must be required to seek prior written
approval from their home authorities before engaging in any transaction. If the deal they are brokering or sending does
not involve bringing the articles into their home territory, they should still be required to present to their home authorities
the valid export and import documentation and other essential details of the arrangement, so that the authorities can
ensure that it meets the state’s international obligations. This means that both the registration process and the approval of
transactions require the use of normative standards. For example, in Canada officials are required to refuse a licence to
deal in firearms if the applicant, within the previous five years, has been convicted of a violent crime, a breach of laws
regulating the use of firearms and other weapons, or a drug offence, or if he or she has a history of violent behaviour.9
However, as long as a similar standard is not followed internationally, this simply allows dealers who do not meet such
basic standards in one country to migrate to another with weaker registration criteria or no registration at all. The net
result is to undermine the purpose of the law.
Whether a government authority approves of an international arms transaction or acts to prevent it often requires more
complex judgements of an international character. In current discussions it is sometimes assumed that the illegal transfer
of arms is
confined to instances where such attempts are carried out without the express approval of the governmental authorities in
the territory or jurisdiction where the arms originate. While this is certainly included, the unlawful nature of arms
transfers is also
applicable where the intended recipient is known to engage in serious violations of international law pertaining to the use
of force, including international human rights and humanitarian law, even if the sending government has authorized the
transfer.
Clearly, there is an ever-present risk that easy-to-conceal arms, even when exported to a supposedly legitimate customer,
could subsequently be diverted by expert arms dealers and used unlawfully. This risk is greatest when the countries of
intended
receipt or transit have weak systems of governance and inadequate or corrupt law enforcement. In such circumstances,
the illicit character of the deal could only become manifest after the initial delivery when the authorized recipient on
paper turns out to be: (a) a person or group unauthorized to use the arms in the recipient country; (b) a state agency
whose very weak systems of control invites the diversion of the arms to users not mentioned on the original end-user
certificate or explicitly agreed with the sender; or (c) an agency ‘authorized’ to use the arms, but which does so
abusively,
deliberately, and in a manner which violates the basic principals of international law.
In 1996, the UN General Assembly agreed on Guidelines for International Arms Transfers. Through these Guidelines
they adopted a definition of illicit arms trafficking to mean: ‘that international trade in conventional arms which is
contrary to the laws of States and/or international law’. In cases where international law and the laws of states are
inconsistent – for example if a state allows extra-judicial executions or enforced disappearances or rape by its armed
forces in a situation of impunity – then it is the core values embodied in international law which take precedence. True,
many governments ignore, or only pay lip service to, the latter part of the UN definition
regarding international law – but that is usually due to a general neglect of normative standards regarding the use and
transfer of small arms, lack of serious legal work on the issue of small arms, as well as the failure of political leadership.
The International Law Commission, in its commentary on the obligations of states, has concluded that: ‘a State that
knowingly supplies arms to another State for the purpose of assisting the latter to act in a manner inconsistent with its
international obligations cannot escape responsibility for complicity in such illegal conduct.’10 This international

customary law obligation reinforces an important part of international treaty law, such as the Geneva Conventions, where
Common Article 1 requires all states to ‘respect and ensure respect’ for international humanitarian law. A state that
deliberately permits an arms transfer to a destination, knowing the intended recipient is likely to use the arms for serious
war crimes, is itself complicit in such acts.
A list of the most serious international crimes – which are more often than not crimes carried out using armed force – is
now contained in the Statute of the International Criminal Court recently agreed in Rome.11 All states must take steps to
ensure not only that perpetrators of such serious international crimes are brought to justice, but that each state has in
place mechanisms to prevent its citizens from organizing the transfer of arms from its territory that would contribute to
such crimes.
The principles agreed in the UN General Assembly regarding conventional arms transfers are important, but they are still
too abstract to be used on their own to address the real world of arms dealers.12 A decision about whether an arms
transfer is made – even if it is brokered internationally and complex international arrangements are made for its shipping
– requires reference to more specific shared normative standards. With the advance of globalization, the need for making
such standards more precise will
become greater. Today, however, there is only a limited international framework of agreements to enable consistent
decisions based upon respect for international law.

International Negotiations to Limit Small Arms
Within the UN system there have been gradual moves to establish stricter standards for the national regulation of small
arms and light weapons. Some governments
traditionally opposed to setting common standards to enhance compliance with international human rights and
humanitarian law have slowed down this process. Initially, a Panel of Government Experts on Small Arms was
established in April 1996. Its August 1997 report contained some wide-ranging recommendations that were
endorsed by the General Assembly in December 1997, but none were specific to
brokering.13
Without a radical shift in international public opinion, it would probably be more
realistic to expect groupings of like-minded states and intergovernmental bodies to begin the process of tackling the
international arms brokering and shipping agents. The governments of Canada and Norway took an important step in this
direction in July 1998 when they organized a meeting of like-minded states, but the problem of arms brokers was not
specifically discussed.14 A follow-up meeting of such states in Oslo in December 1999 may focus more on this issue.
Also the European Union has been increasingly active. The EU Programme for Preventing and Combating Illicit
Trafficking in Conventional Arms, adopted by the EU Council of Ministers in June 1997, requires members to
‘strengthen collective efforts to prevent and combat illicit trafficking’ and to take ‘concerted action to assist other
countries’ to ‘strengthen, as appropriate, an adequate body of laws and administrative measures for regulating and
monitoring effectively transfers of arms’ and to ‘provide an adequate number of trained police and customs officials’.
The EU Joint Action on Small Arms, agreed in December 1998, enables financial and technical assistance to be provided
to third countries for projects aimed at combating the spread and accumulation of small arms.15
Neither the EU Programme nor the EU Joint Action contains specific provisions
intended to control international brokering and shipping, although it could be argued that they contain some important
provisions that could facilitate concerted action to control brokering activities. In particular, Article 3 (b) of the Joint
Action commits EU member-states ‘to supply small arms only to governments (either directly or through duly licensed
entities authorized to procure weapons on their behalf) in accordance with appropriate international and regional
restrictive arms export criteria, as provided in particular in the EU Code of Conduct.’
The EU Code of Conduct on Arms Exports, agreed in June 1998, is perhaps the only internationally agreed normative
framework pertaining to small arms and light
weapons which attempts to incorporate relevant aspects of international law. However, it has several fundamental
weaknesses, and is not a legally binding treaty.16 It arose out of three years of lobbying by nongovernmental
organizations and several Nobel Peace Laureates led by Dr Oscar Arias, who continue to press for the strengthening of
the Code. 17 Nevertheless, the existing EU Code binds (politically) EU member-states to refuse arms export licences in
cases where: ‘there is a clear risk that the proposed export might be used for internal repression’; where such exports
‘would prolong armed conflicts or aggravate existing tensions or conflicts in the country of final
destination’; and where the ‘exported goods might be diverted to an undesirable end user’. No mention is made of arms
brokers, even though NGOs specifically called for provisions to address the problem. The EU governments will review
the implementation of the Code annually, and this might prompt action to tackle arms brokers and trafficking agents.
More states may also commit themselves to implementing the EU Code even though they may not share inside

information about export licence ‘denials’ which are notified confidentially amongst EU authorities. The Associated
Members of the EU, as well as Canada, have already declared their support for the Code.18 Some of the principles in the
Code were previously set out in a 1993 agreement by the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).
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This organization has 54 member-states, most of which export small arms and related equipment. The OSCE could
take a major step forward if it committed itself to the criteria for arms exports in the EU Code, and began developing
concrete measures to implement its own principles.
Yet another important international agreement is the Wassenaar Arrangement involving all NATO and most ex-Soviet
and Warsaw Pact states. Its purpose is to enable the exchange of information to prevent the proliferation of large
weapons systems and sensitive technologies used in weapons of mass destruction, but there may be some common
interest in addressing key issues relating to small arms, particularly as
regards excessive production and stocks. In December 1998, the Wassenaar Agreement plenary adopted a set of
questions to help prevent ‘destabilising accumulations of convention weapons’. Respect for humanitarian law is not
specifically mentioned, nor is the problem of third-country arms brokering and trafficking.20
To date, the only international treaty that has been established to control small arms is that of the Organization of
American States (OAS). With US support for a Canadian and Mexican initiative, the OAS in November 1997 opened for
signature the Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition and
Explosives and Other Related Materials. The OAS intends to implement the Convention using the Model Regulations
agreed by the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission. These measures are aimed at non-state criminals such as
drug cartels and terrorists rather than at repressive governments, and their scope
excludes government-to-government transfers and domestic gun sales. However, the definition of small arms and light
weapons in the Convention is broad, and all participating states will be required to exchange information on a variety of
matters –
including ‘authorized producers, dealers, importers, exporters, and wherever possible, carriers of firearms, ammunition,
explosives and related materials.’21
Other states have been studying these American initiatives. Again, however, they do not contain specific regulations for
the control of international arms brokering and transport agents via third countries, which will considerably reduce the
chances of combating illicit transfers.22
There is a reasonable chance that a provision to control arms brokers will be included in the forthcoming UN negotiations
on a binding global treaty to control firearms. In mid-1997, the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice of
the UN
Economic and Social Council began work on developing a ‘Draft Protocol Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and
Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition and Other Related Materials’ (commonly referred to as the Firearms Protocol). It is
intended to be supplementary to the UN Convention on Transnational Organized Crime. As a result of lobbying by
NGOs, the Draft Protocol now contains a provision for the regulation of arms brokers. Governments are expected to sign
the Convention by December 2000.
NGO efforts to get intergovernmental agendas to include specific policy measures to tackle arms brokering and
forwarding are also beginning to have an impact. An International NGO Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA) was
established in a series of meetings from late 1997, and culminated in a formal launch on 12 May 1999 in The Hague. In
its founding policy document, IANSA specifically mentions the need to control arms brokering.23
Such lobbying has had a slight effect on the UN’s humanitarian work on small arms. In September 1999, the successor to
the UN Panel, the UN Group of Government
Experts on Small Arms, produced a cautious follow-up report which did, however,
include a recommendation that measures taken by states ‘could [emphasis added]
include the use of authenticated end-user certificates, enhanced legal and enforcement measures as appropriate to control
arms brokering activities, requirements to ensure that no re-transfer of small arms and light weapons takes place without
prior authorisation of the original supplier state, and co-operation in the exchange of information on suspect financial
activities.’24 Further initiatives may be taken in the buildup to the UN global conference on illicit trade in small arms and
light weapons ‘in all its
aspects’ expected in year 2001. But there remains a need to focus on a clear set of policies for tackling arms brokering
and shipping.
It is pointless to enact better laws and regulations unless governments can help each other to build up the capacity for
monitoring and enforcement. Licensing authorities, customs, police and intelligence agencies all need attention.
Governments will have to invest far greater resources in building up such capacity. The cost of such investment is likely
to be small – in comparison with the loss of resources caused by violent crime and armed conflict, fuelled by the
unlawful use of small arms that is made possible by illicit and unregulated arms trafficking.
Experience also shows that any efforts at building such capacity will flounder unless existing international standards for

the conduct of law enforcement agencies are fully respected.25 Successful law enforcement requires the cooperation of
wider civil society and local communities, especially in poor countries with large and porous borders. Countries with a
persistent record of violent conflict and human rights abuse may
require international donor support for ‘security sector reform’ initiatives. If these
initiatives are to succeed, there must be a clear normative framework rooted in respect for human rights and humanitarian
law.26
In a strong appeal for an integrated approach to tackling the causes of conflict in
Africa the UN Secretary-General has emphasized:
Identifying the sources of arms flows in Africa is critical to any effort to monitor or regulate this trade. Arms exporting
countries have a responsibility to exercise restraint, especially with respect to the export of weapons into zones of
conflict or tension in Africa. Particularly close attention needs to be paid to the role of private arms merchants in
supplying weapons to areas of actual or potential conflict. The goal of public identification of international arms
merchants in and their activities has proved elusive, but perhaps no other single initiative would do more to help combat
the flow of illicit arms to Africa – a trade that is made possible largely by the secrecy that surrounds it. The Security
Council should address itself to this issue as a matter of urgency.27
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The Arms Fixers

Chapter 11
An Agenda for Change:
Internationally Harmonized Controls on Arms
Brokering and Transport Agents
If governments want to make good on all the promises they have made in
international agreements, and if they are serious about wanting to tackle illicit and unregulated trafficking in small arms,
then they will have to design a legal system that can close the gaps between national systems. The solution is to remove
the grey zones that lie outside the reach of today’s national laws. For there to be an effective legal and regulatory system,
each government will have to set up a complementary mechanism that covers the arms brokering and trafficking
activities of:
• its own nationals and passport-holders, wherever located;
• all foreign nationals who are permanently resident in the country; and;
• all companies which are incorporated or registered in that country.
When arms brokers and transport agents serve illegitimate customers, this usually takes place through third countries. For
there to be effective regulation, national
legislation with an extraterritorial dimension cannot be avoided. Without tackling the third (and fourth, and fifth…)
country loophole, any attempt to control arms brokers and traffickers is bound to fail.

The Swedish Approach – A First Step
An immediate first step for international agreement could be for each state to adopt a strong version of the Swedish
practice. Provisions from similar laws, such as those in Norway and the Netherlands, could be added to strengthen the
agreement. This would mean that arms brokers and traffickers domiciled in any of those states party to the agreement
would be covered by the national laws and regulations where they pay taxes and where they are resident.
First, they would have to obtain official written permission to operate; then each proposed transaction would be subject to
case-by-case consideration before a licence could be granted. The criteria used for considering the registration of bona
fide dealers would have to be set at a high level, perhaps using a variation of the Canadian firearms law. The criteria used
for considering each transaction would be those contained in the EU Code of Conduct, the EU Joint Action and other
relevant international agreements. These criteria would also apply in cases where the proposed brokering and trafficking
operations were to be conducted abroad.
The ‘home’ government, the ‘third country’ government and the ‘recipient’ government would need to consult each other
about the proposed deal, and issue relevant documents to each other if the deal was approved. Clearly, the more states
joining the agreement, the more effective it would be. All the same, unscrupulous brokers and traffickers would still be
able to operate out of tax havens and irresponsible states.

Developing the US Approach
A bolder approach would be for all states to adopt a more coherent version of the US law on arms brokers and traffickers
(traffickers are included in the US definition of brokers). This law would operate in a similar way to the Swedish one.
First, bona fide operators would be registered. Secondly, each transaction would be considered on its merits, on the basis
of internationally agreedcriteria. Other governments affected by the proposed deal would be consulted.
This approach would be more consistent and comprehensive, because it would cover the arms brokering and trafficking
activities of all citizens at home and abroad,
regardless of their shifting residences or company registrations. Such a law, if accompanied by criminal sanctions, would
act as a stronger deterrent to those arms brokers and traffickers who migrate from country to country to escape proper
regulation.
Some weaknesses in the US law would, however, need to be addressed:
• exemptions for NATO or other groupings could not apply;
• internationally agreed criteria for properly considering permits and licences would have to be made explicit and
binding; and;
• transparent reporting requirements would need to be put in place.

The highest standards available should be used to plug the gaps. Some provisions from the laws and guidelines of other
states could help define the criteria and scope of an international agreement based on the US model. Some text consistent
with international law from the EU Code and Joint Action, and equivalent language from US arms control legislation,1
could be used to reach agreement on the best criteria for approving licences. The draft South African provisions to
control brokering of firearms and the new law to control the export of military services from South Africa could also
provide concepts helpful in defining the scope of the agreement. The success of the agreement would depend not only on
design, but on its implementation at the national level and on law enforcement. If loopholes or weaknesses remained at
the national level, of course arms brokers and traffickers would exploit them.

Proposals for a Framework Agreement
The following are more detailed measures that could merit inclusion in a framework agreement amongst participating
states to control arms brokers and traffickers:

Adopt a Comprehensive List of Activities to be Controlled
•

Control the buying, selling, negotiation, promotion, advertising, marketing and transport of all military and
paramilitary goods and services.
• Control activities that mediate or facilitate such transfers.
• Include in the scope of these controls all types of major conventional weaponry, all types of small arms and light
weapons, law-enforcement weaponry, paramilitary equipment, military and paramilitary training equipment and
services, as well as ammunition, spare parts and accessories for the above.
Prohibit brokering and trafficking of military, security and police equipment and services whose sole or primary practical
use results in serious violations of
humanitarian or international human rights law.2
• Keep the list of such items and activities under regular international and national review.

Register all Bona Fide Arms Brokering and Transport Agents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Require (a) any citizen or national (irrespective of where s/he is domiciled), (b) resident for taxpaying purposes,
or (c) registered company, to apply for a permit if they wish to act as a broker or trafficker in arms.
Prohibit more than one country of registration. If an applicant has citizenship and pays taxes in more than one
state, registration shall be in the country where the
applicant normally lives and works and holds citizenship.
Exclude from the register anyone convicted of serious criminal offences, such as fraud, acts of violence, and
possession of prohibited arms, as well as deliberate
attempts to mislead the registering and licensing authorities dealing with arms control.
Prohibit offenders convicted of violating these laws and regulations from any further involvement in arms
brokering and trafficking, and inform other states party to this agreement, so that offenders do not merely
relocate to another jurisdiction.
Compile and publish a national list of ‘registered’ agents after cross-checking of the persons on the list by the
authorities of states participating in the agreement, so as to avoid discrepancies.
Require all companies, trusts and individuals on the register of arms brokers and traffickers to present detailed
audited accounts to their national registration authorities and to publish annual accounts relating to their arms
dealings, showing the names of their beneficiaries.

License Each Transaction and Delivery on a Case-by-Case
Basis
•
•
•

Require all registered brokers and traffickers to apply for a licence if they wish to facilitate or arrange an arms
transaction or delivery, wherever that may be
conducted, where they will receive some form of remuneration.
Ensure that registered arms brokers and traffickers apply for approval from the
national authorities where they are registered.
Assess the legitimacy of the intended receiver and sender of the arms in each case to ensure the deal is not likely
to contribute to violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, or to contraventions of other

•
•

•
•

•

international obligations, or be diverted.
Require all applicants for licences to provide detailed information on the nature and source of the goods and
services to be transferred, the end-user, the means and route of transport, all of the sub-contractors involved and
the financial/insurance arrangements.
Require all applicants to submit to their home government authorities the relevant foreign export, import and
transit certificates for each transaction or delivery, so that these may be authenticated prior to any decision to
issue a licence to the
broker or trafficker.
Decide whether a licence should be issued only after all the above steps have been taken, and after consultations
with other states directly affected by the proposed transaction and delivery.
Abolish the system of ‘general’ or ‘open’ licences, especially to an arms broker, and replace it with a more
rigorous system of licences specific to each transaction and delivery. Prohibit any re-exporting using the same
licence. Standardize
licences so that each has indelible markings to guard against forgeries.
Verify the safe and proper arrival of an incoming or outgoing weapons shipment, so as to guard against
diversion.

Provide for Criminal Sanctions and Effective Arms Embargoes
•
•
•
•
•

•

Establish a system of criminal sanctions and prosecute anyone who deliberately engages in brokering or
trafficking of arms without first registering and obtaining a licence from their home government.
Promulgate effective laws and procedures so that arms embargoes determined in the United Nations are
promptly and comprehensively incorporated into national law and publicized.
Provide specific assistance to the United Nations to help monitor the implementation of arms embargoes.
Establish severe penalties for all nationals, residents and registered companies
involved in the brokerage or trafficking of arms to an embargoed destination or
recipient, including where the supply is conducted through third countries.
Define embargoed recipients carefully, so that if they are not in control of a state’s territory, the exact ports and
areas under their control can be embargoed. In such a situation, keep the embargoed ports and areas under
frequent review so that loopholes are not created for brokers and traffickers to exploit if the embargoed
recipients have re-located to different territory.
Help the United Nations to develop a system of well-targeted transport and
financial sanctions to reinforce arms embargoes, and ensure that arms brokers and traffickers are included in
such sanctions.

Increase the Capacity of Customs and Police to Investigate
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Improve standards for the submission and recording of information on all customs, air traffic and accompanying
commercial documentation for easy cross-checking.
Require traffickers to submit accurate and detailed information describing the cargo, its ownership, who is
sending and receiving it, details of the vessel or carrier and its owners and operators, as well as the names and
background details of all sub-contracting parties involved in the purchase, storage and delivery, including the
sub-leasing of international overflight permissions.
Provide customs officials, air-traffic controllers and port police with advanced warning of the departure, transit
and arrival of arms cargoes, so as to guard against diversion.
Provide customs and port police with sufficient resources to make routine checks of cargo manifests against
actual cargo, as well as flight plans against flight directions, times and registration numbers of carriers.
Institute a more robust regulatory regime at the airports and ports where arms
cargoes are known to originate or pass through.
Empower customs and port police to inspect physical cargoes and to question members of crew. Check
information and documentation with that submitted to their home-country authorities.
Establish an international fund specifically to support the training and equipping of customs officers, air traffic
inspectors and port police, for example with x-ray equipment for containers. Consider developing satellite and
computer technologies to monitor the movement of such cargoes.

Devise a System of Common End-Use Certificates and
Monitoring
•
•
•
•

Actively promote the establishment of common end-use certificates with indelible markings to guard against
fraud.
Harmonize requirements for information about end-use so that sufficient information is known about the person
or agency intending to receive and use the items.
Negotiate common procedures for reporting on end uses, and establish a system of inspections.
Stipulate, in writing on all export licences and end-use certificates, that if the arms supplied are subsequently
misused for serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law, the contract/s will be
rendered null and void. In such circumstances, no further deliveries of that type of good or service, or spare
parts, maintenance or training, will be permitted until appropriate action has been taken to bring the perpetrators
to justice.

Exchange Information on Illicit Arms Brokers and Traffickers
•
•
•

Improve the sharing of information on illicit arms brokers and traffickers by
allocating resources to specific projects of Interpol and the World Customs Union.
Cooperate in information gathering with relevant UN agencies, reputable NGOs and individual researchers who
are able to collect field data and anecdotal accounts from local witnesses with credible evidence showing that
cargoes could be illicit arms traffic.
Help fund a pooling arrangement amongst reputable NGOs to establish a central database of illicit transfers to
assist in improving independent research, building public awareness and providing crisis early warning.

Encourage Maximum Cooperation by Like-Minded States
•
•

Encourage as many states as possible to support an agreement to regulate arms brokers and traffickers.
Focus initial efforts on arms exporting states that accept the need for harmonization of standards for
conventional arms control, such as those in the European Union, the EU Associated Countries, prospective EU
member-states and NATO allies. EU states could adopt a joint action, binding under the Common Foreign and
Security Policy.
• Promote the need to control arms brokers and traffickers in all other relevant intergovernmental bodies,
including the Wassenaar Arrangement, the Economic Community of West African States, the Southern African
Development Community, the Organization of American States, the Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe, the Association of South East Asian Nations, the Arab League and the Organisation of African Unity.
Promote the adoption of harmonized control agreements on arms brokers and shippers in as many states as
possible. Raise it in development contexts such as the Lomé negotiation forum.
• Support programmes, not only for the removal of weapons in post-conflict
situations, but for the destruction of surplus conventional arms, especially small arms, and the decommissioning
of redundant production facilities left over from the Cold War.
• Encourage international organizations and associations affected by unregulated arms brokering and trafficking,
such as those in the international transport industry and the authorities of tax havens, to formulate proposals for
action.
• Ultimately aim to establish an international convention or protocol on the control of arms brokering and
transport agents.
__________________
1
The Codes of Conduct on Arms Control under discussion in the US Congress contain useful language and these
and the EU Code could be improved by reference to the model Code proposed by the Nobel Peace Laureates led by
Dr. Oscar Arias (see the previous chapter). Also, Section 502B of the US Foreign Assistance Act requires all foreign
security assistance to any government which ‘engages in a consistent pattern of gross violations of internationally
recognized
human rights’ unless the US President deems there are ‘extraordinary circumstances’. This Section of the Act has not
been used, and the opt-out clause is unhelpful. The EU Code formulation on human rights protection is more like
that in the Leahy Amendment. Senator Leahy amended the Foreign Operations Appropriations Act (FY 1997) in

September 1996 and again in November 1997. The second amendment enabled all aid covered by the Act to be
prohibited to units of foreign security forces implicated in gross human rights violations until the perpetrators had
been brought to justice.
2
This would include mercenary activities, torture equipment, weapons and munitions likely to cause unnecessary
suffering or superfluous injury and similar items or activities.

